NEW FM GAIN RINGO RANGER...you’ll say “IT WORKS”, when you try this exciting new antenna! Ringo Ranger is even better than the popular Ringo. Ranger has more gain for extended range. Easily mounted on a mast or existing tower, Ranger consists of a one eighth wave phasing stub and three half waves in phase to concentrate your signal at the horizon where it can do you the most good. Your present AR-2 can be extended with a simply installed RANGER KIT.

ARX-2 100 watts 146-148 MHz $26.50
ARX-220 100 watts 220-225 MHz $26.50
ARX-450 100 watts 435-450 MHz $26.50
ARX-2K Ranger Kit $10.95

NEW FM MOBILE ... Fiberglass 5/8 wave professional mobile antenna for roof or trunk mount. Superior strength, power handling and performance.

AM-147T 146-175 MHz mobile $29.50

NEW 4 POLE...economically priced for primary repeater or home QTH, this antenna has been proven in hundreds of repeater installations. It is a four dipole gain array for mast or tower mounting. It has sealed coax harness for direct 52 ohm feed. The antenna can be adjusted for a 180° or 360° radiation pattern. Another unmatched antenna value by Cush Craft.

AFM-4D 1000 watts 146-148 MHz $52.50
AFM-24D 1000 watts 220-225 MHz $48.50
AFM-44D 1000 watts 435-450 MHz $46.50

center support mast not included

IN STOCK WITH YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR

Cushcraft Corporation

621 Hayward St., Manchester, N.H. 03103
for those who demand the finest

SEE IT AT THE DAYTON
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the completely new

MODEL CX-11 . . . Deluxe Integrated Station

Many New Features

New solid state broadband linear power amplifier 10-160 meters. 150 Watts DC output — requires no tuning, operates into any VSWR.

New concept front-end design — utilizing double active balanced mixers for unmatched sensitivity, blocking and cross-modulation rejection.

Solid-state modular construction utilizing gold-plated, pins and plug-in sockets for all transistors, IC's, and circuit board connectors.

Five Bandwidths of selectivity are standard — 2.4, 1.5, 1.0, .4, .1 kHz.

Peak notch filter with adjustable frequency notch depth and Bandwidth controls.

RTTY narrow and wide shift FSK-LSB.

Built-in electronic Keyer with independent speed and weight control and partial or full dot memory.

Built-in Power Supply completely self-protecting — both thermal and current overload, integrated circuit controlled.

New six-digit frequency counter utilizing new ½ inch LEDs optimized for a non-blinking, stable display.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Dual VFO's for transceive, split operation, or dual receive.

Adjustable IF shift.

Receive or transmit offset tuning.

Push Button spotting.

Adjustable R.F. clipping.

Instantaneous break-in CW.

Built-in Wattmeter.

Built-in noise blanker.

Adjustable R.F. power output.

Pre-IF, adjustable noise blanker.

Now in production at $2900

Distributed by

PAYNE RADIO

BOX 525, SPRINGFIELD, TENNESSEE 37172

Phone seven days and evenings 615-384-2224

For a brochure, personal service and a top trade on your gear contact Don Payne, K4ID.

Contact the factory for parts and service only

Box 127 Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Tel: (201) 891-0459
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And you get more of what you expect from noiseless, trouble-free all solid-state TTY reception. The RVD-1005 converts the output of any TU into a clear, easy-to-read RTTY readout. The signal can be fed to a TV monitor* or, with slight modification, any standard TV receiver. It's the beginning of enjoyable TTY communications and the end of electromechanical devices with all of their maintenance headaches. The display above points out the many reasons why the RVD-1005 makes all other TTY systems seem obsolete—and it's just part of the HAL lineup of quality, state-of-the-art RTTY components for the serious amateur.

The HAL DKB-2010 dual mode keyboard is another example. It allows you to transmit TTY or Morse—TTY at all standard data rates, and CW between 8 and 60 WPM. You also get complete alphanumeric and punctuation keys, plus 10 other function keys, a “DE—call letters” key and a “QUICK BROWN FOX...” diagnostic key. In both modes you have a three character buffer for bursting ahead (larger buffers optional); and in the CW mode you can adjust the dot-to-space ratio (weight) to your liking.

When we say what you see is what you get, you can count on getting all that and more, including quality construction throughout. So if you're into RTTY, join the ranks of amateurs the world over who are enjoying this hobby at its best—with professional gear at amateur prices from HAL—the leader in amateur RTTY equipment. Send today for the HAL products you want!

*RVD-2110 9-inch Monitor/TV shown is optional

HAL Communications Corp. 
Box 365 Urbana, Ill. 61801 
Telephone: (217) 359-7373

Enclosed is $ (RVD-1005 Video Unit) $ (RVD-2110 Monitor/TV) $ (DKB-2010 TTY/CW Keyboard)

Charge Master Charge # Charge BankAmericard # Charge Interbank # Card exp. date

Please send me the HAL catalog

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________ Call Sign ____________________________

City/State/Zip ____________________________


All prices include USA shipping. Add $10 each for air shipment. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

2 april 1975
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During the past few months more and more vhf stations have been getting set up for serious moonbounce work. A good share of this activity has been in progress for months, but the February EME tests by WA6LET with SRI's big 150-foot dish in Palo Alto was the stimulant many vhf operators needed to become fully operational. Some operators, particularly in the northern areas, were hampered by the winter weather, but the seed has been planted so the number of vhf EME stations will probably double by the end of the summer.

Five years ago there were but a handful of successful EME stations -- only the most serious and perservering workers ever made the grade. Those who did make it developed the techniques that are used today. And today equipment is available so that just about anyone who is interested can hear his own echoes off the lunar surface.

Right after World War II, when the first radio signals were bounced off the moon by engineers at Fort Monmouth, it was not nearly so simple: 8 kW input on 111 MHz, a tremendous billboard array of 64 phased dipoles and an incredibly complex receiver with a 50-Hz pass-band. Even then, the moon echoes were weak, and success unpredictable.

With this kind of background, the prospects of amateur communications via the moon were pretty remote, but W3KGP and W4AO launched Project Moonbeam in the late 1940s with a goal of hearing their own two-meter echoes from the moon. They finally heard them in 1953.

Until parametric amplifiers became activity was confined to two meters. EME attempts on 432 MHz were impractical because of the power limitation that was in effect, so the next logical step was 1296 MHz. In 1960 W1BU came on the air with a kilowatt 1296-MHz station that could bounce signals off the moon with some degree of reliability. Sam Harris, W1FZJ, extended the challenge and Hank Brown, W6HB, picked it up. Shortly thereafter the first two-way amateur contact via the moon's surface was history. Shortly thereafter the first two-way amateur contact via the moon's surface was history.

Since 1960 progress has been steady if slow. Although all the vhf bands from 50 to 2300 MHz have been used for two-way EME contacts, at the present time most of the activity is found on 144 and 432 MHz. The handful of stations on two-meter EME a few years ago has grown to nearly 100, and there are about 35 stations operational on 432 MHz. Nor is activity confined to the United States. There are successful EME stations on every continent except Asia, and serious interest has been expressed by several Japanese amateurs, so Asia may be represented in the near future, possibly this summer.

EME is still a very sophisticated method of vhf communications, but with the easy availability of low-noise, solid-state converters and high-efficiency kilowatt amplifiers, it is within the grasp of any serious vhf'er. Most of the successful moonbouncers live on city-size lots, so space is not a problem, and many use all commercial equipment, so gear is no problem. Most vhf stations capable of long-distance tropo, scatter or auroral communications, in fact, are also capable of two-way EME. It has taken twenty-five years, but the 1950's pie-in-the-sky dream of reliable two-way EME communications has become a reality.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor-in-chief
Simply The Best...

ICOM

3-8 Kamikuratsukuri-cho, Higashi Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka, Japan.

Proudly Distributed Warranted and Serviced

ICOM WEST INC.
Suite 232—Bldg. II
300-120th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue, Washington, 98005
(206) 454-2470

By

ICOM EAST Div ACS Inc.
Suite 501
13777 N. Central Expy.
Dallas, Texas, 75231
(214) 235-0479
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DECISION ON 220-MHz CLASS-E CB is likely to be put off again. We had hoped for delay until after both amateur and CB restructuring go into effect and their results have a chance to be felt -- we'll probably get a delay that will permit the FCC to study all three dockets together. Any delay we do get will give us a chance to further strengthen our position, increasing the likelihood of preserving 220-225 intact for the amateur service.

WA6LET MOONBOUNCE TESTS brought many vhf stations out of the woodwork, made 53 two-way EME contacts on 144 MHz with 36 different stations during eleven hours of operating time. Score: 14 states and 7 countries on two meters. Most of the QSOs were on CW though five stations made it on ssb. In addition to stations in Germany, France, Sweden and the Netherlands, they worked ZE1DX in Rhodesia for the first U.S.-to-Africa EME contact.

432 MHz EME Test was shortened to two hours due to problems with antenna relays and an arcing HV power supply, but the WA6LET operators still managed to work ten stations via the moon on 432 including PA0SSB and ZE5JJ. K2UYH was the only station to make it both ways on ssb. More 432-MHz EME tests are expected later this year from WA6LET.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM is proposed by the FCC in Docket 20351 released February 13. ATIS requirement would apply to all transmitters licensed in Safety and Special Services produced after one year after adoption and operating between 25 and 960 MHz, with the exception of amateur radio. ATIS Signal would be ASCII and give the station call sign at the beginning, end and every 30 seconds during a transmission. First or second class license would be required to program the encoder.

AMSAT REQUESTS U.S. DXER HELP in setting up interested DX stations for OSCAR 7, Mode B (432 MHz in, 144 MHz out) operation. AMSAT has acquired a number of uhf transmitters and has them tuned up and ready to go on 432 MHz, will provide one on a loan basis to anyone willing to take the responsibility of getting it into the hands of an overseas amateur interested enough to put it on the air. The DX station would still have to supply his own antenna and two-meter receiver. OSCAR 7's Mode B has already seen some exciting DX -- both ZL and UAØ have been reported worked from the midwest, and WB6NMT reports hearing over-the-horizon signals several times.

Reports Of "Tandem Satellite" QSOs using both 06 and 07 as their orbits coincided have been received by AMSAT, but more inputs are needed from those who have made contacts using the two transponders in tandem. Send QSO data to AMSAT, Box 27, Washington, D.C. 20044.

ANOTHER 10-METER BEACON will help 10-meter DXers through the predicted flat conditions ahead. The NZART has put ZL2MHF on 28170 kHz with 90 watts input and a half-wave vertical. ID is in CW every 10 seconds or so. Reports of reception are requested to NZART Upper Hutt Branch 63 Inc., Box 40212, Upper Hutt, New Zealand.

Proposed San Diego Beacon, widely reported elsewhere as on the air last fall, has still not been okayed by FCC. FCC request for further data back in October still has not been answered.

HR REPORT GOES WEEKLY. On March 1st, HR Report started going out weekly instead of twice monthly, more than doubling the number of issues per year to a minimum of 50. Change insures readers that "hot" news will be just that much hotter, gives us the opportunity to cover more stories and to cover important stories in greater depth.

Subscription Rates will remain unchanged, and only cutback will be from air-mail to first-class mail for continental U.S. and Canadian subscribers.
NOW.
Top-of-the-Line
Tri-Ex Towers
for HAM operators
at basic prices!

Now you can afford the best! Free-standing or guyed, Tri-Ex Towers stress quality. All towers are hot dipped galvanized after fabrication for longer life. Each series is specifically engineered to HAM operator requirements.

**W Series**
An aerodynamic tower designed to hold 9 square feet in a 50 mph wind. Six models at different heights.

**MW Series**
Self-supporting when attached at first section — will hold normal Tri-Band beam. Six models.

**LM Series**
A ‘W’ brace motorized tower. Holds large antenna loads up to 70 feet high. Super buy.

**TM Series**
Features tubular construction for really big antenna loads. Up to 100 feet. Free-standing, with motors to raise and lower.

**THD Series**

Start with Top-of-the-Line Tri-Ex Towers. At basic prices. Write today, for your best buy.

Tri-Ex®
TOWER CORPORATION
7182 Rasmussen Ave.
Visalia, Calif. 93277
This novel electronic keyer, based on the new Curtis 8043 keyer IC, features dot memory, self-completing dots, dashes and spaces, sidetone, and almost zero current drain as well as iambic keying.

Any who has built one of the many versions of IC keyers described in the amateur radio magazines probably has been less than satisfied with its performance in the shack. Many circuits use RTL as the basic logic form, but RTL has inherently poor noise immunity and requires large supply currents. Some newer designs use TTL - ICs which have improved noise immunity, but are still in the current-guzzler category. In virtually all the circuits that I have built or even thought about building (including a couple of my own design) there have been "glitches" in the designs. These have shown up in actual use by operators, and are subtle problems that can be difficult for a designer to anticipate.¹,²

The Curtis 8043 is a new IC developed by an engineer who has been in the electronic keyer business for years, and who has also been employed by one of the largest IC manufacturers in the United States. Such a unique combination of experience should make the Curtis 8043 a nearly ideal IC around which to build your own keyer, and this has been proven by the keyer described here. First of all, the 8043 device uses

Hank Olson, W6GAXN, Post Office Box 339, Menlo Park, California

¹
²
fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the electronic keyer using the Curtis 8043 IC. Items not provided in the 8043-1 partial kit are marked with an asterisk. Jumper marked with plus sign are installed for positive key-up voltages; jumpers marked with negative sign are used for negative key-up voltages (see text). Circuit uses extensive decoupling to eliminate possible problems with RFI.

cmos logic, the ideal logic family for systems such as an electronic keyer. That is, for low speed logic (slower than 10 MHz) cmos provides low power consumption and high noise margin. As with most cmos ICs, a wide latitude for power-supply voltage is a feature; the Curtis 8043 will operate with supply voltages from +5 to +12 volts.

The whole gamut of CW operating features are included in the 8043 IC: self-completing dots, dashes and spaces, iambic keying option, dot memory, weight control, sidetone and almost zero current drain (50-100µA quiescent, 10-30 mA key down). In addition, solid-state keying is used in the recommended Curtis circuit, rather than relay keying, and provisions have been made for either positive or negative key-up voltages across the keying transistor (up to 300 volts). The recommended circuit (the one that comes with the 8043 partial kit*) was the one I used. The kit printed-circuit board is only about 1-1/2x2-3/4 inches (38x70mm) and its use with the recommended circuit saves a lot of construction time. The speaker, cabinet, jacks and power supply are not part of the partial kit and must be supplied by the builder. A simple power-supply circuit is presented in the manual that comes with the device, but I used a better-regulated supply of my own design (because I'm a regulated power-supply nut).

The keyer is built into a Moduline
P355 cabinet with all input and output leads decoupled to prevent rf from getting into the circuitry. The 8043 is presumably comparatively rf-proof, but I have found that it’s much easier to install RFI-proofing as I build, rather than to try to add it after the fact. The ac line is decoupled using a Corcom 6EF1 line filter; the keyer contacts and transmitter keying line are decoupled with 1000-pF feedthrough or standoff capacitors and ferrite beads. These RFI measures are not absolutely necessary, but probably contribute to the lack of trouble from rf that the unit enjoys.

Construction of the electronic keyer. The 8043 IC is installed on the small printed-circuit board on the side wall of the enclosure. The regulated power supply is built on the perf board at the bottom of the chassis.

Q4, transistors used as switches to replace the relay commonly found in electronic keyers for keying the transmitter. The jumpers determine which transistor (Q3 or Q4) is used.

In this service keying transistors are better than relays because they have no contact bounce and no contacts to wear. However, the transistor switches do not have the complete dc isolation of a pair of relay contacts, so an npn device must be used for keying trans-
mitters having a positive key-up voltage (such as cathode keying) and a pnp device must be used for keying transmitters having a negative key-up voltage. Both Q3 and Q4 will stand up to 300 volts in the open-key condition.

As can be seen in the photographs of the IC keyer, the speed, volume and weight controls are mounted on the front panel with the ac switch, LED pilot light and key jack. The pitch control is mounted on the rear apron of the keyer along with the tune and self-test switches.

The 1-meg pot referred to in fig. 1 as dot-space symmetry adjust is a small board-mounted trimpot. This symmetry pot is the only adjustment necessary after the keyer has been built. Starting with the symmetry pot at the middle of its adjustment, and with the weight control at minimum and the keyer paddle on dots, the symmetry control is adjusted until the dot and space periods are equal, as displayed on an oscilloscope.

summary

The keyer built around the Curtis 8043 semi-kit has proven to be everything it claimed to be, satisfying all comers at a local amateur radio club. No signs of RFI have been evident at the club station nor at other 1000-watt amateur stations. If you've been thinking about building a keyer, the 8043 is clearly the way to go!

references


In addition to the line switch, there are two other miniature toggle switches, one labeled tune, the other self-test. The tune switch turns the transmitter on for tuning up, and the self-test feature allows you to operate the keyer listening to its output without keying the transmitter. If straight-key operation is desired, the key may be connected (with a jack) in parallel with the tune switch.

Rear view of the electronic keyer showing the tune and test switches, pitch control, and terminal strip for transmitter connections. Plug on the right is for the ac line. Monitor speaker is on top.

fig. 2. Simple, full-wave regulated power supply for the 8043 electronic keyer uses Fairchild voltage-regulator IC.

fig. 1. Complete schematic for the electronic keyer along with the tune and self-test switches.
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microstripline preamplifiers for 1296 MHz

Complete design and construction information for low noise, solid-state preamplifiers for the amateur 23cm band

In a previous article I described a low-cost transceive converter for the amateur 1296-MHz band.\(^1\) Calculated parameters and preliminary measurements indicated a receive system noise figure of 7.5 dB. As is often the case, these original claims have proved overly optimistic. Subsequent measurements with an argon-discharge noise source and an automatic noise-figure meter showed the true ssb noise figure to be more on the order of 9.5 to 10 dB. Neither improvements in the homebrew balanced mixer nor the use of high-grade commercial mixers significantly altered this figure.

It became apparent that optimum performance would necessitate the use of one or more low-noise preamplifier stages preceding the diode balanced mixer. Several popular amplifier circuits\(^2,3,4\) were tried and the results were entirely satisfactory. However, I wanted to depart from the conventional technology (pi-network input and output with slab inductors) used in these designs. Since I had obtained considerable success with microstriplines in a family of transmit linear amplifiers, I decided to build a family of receive preamps using the same basic design techniques. The resulting circuits, presented here, represent a reasonable tradeoff between cost, performance, simplicity and reproducibility.

system considerations

It was assumed that these amplifiers would precede a receive converter with a ssb noise figure on the order of 10 dB. The Simple Sideband System\(^1\) meets this criteria, as do most properly adjusted trough-line converters,\(^5\) and at least one popular commercial unit.*

A workable rule of thumb is the principle that, if the gain preceding a receive converter is at least 10 dB greater than the converter’s noise figure, then the noise figure of the total system will, for all intents and purposes, equal the noise figure of the preamplifier. Thus, 20 dB of preamplifier gain preceding a 10-dB NF converter will have the effect of masking the converter’s noise.

A number of readily available microwave transistors are capable of 2- to 3-dB noise figures in the 1296-MHz

*Spectrum International MM\(_c\) 1296, $85.95 from Spectrum International, Box 1084, Concord, Massachusetts 01742.
amateur band. These devices offer conservatively rated power gains on the order of 10 dB per stage so if two such stages of preamplification precede the 10-dB NF converter, an overall noise figure of 2 to 3 dB will result.

When receive preamplifiers are connected in cascade, the first stage should be adjusted for optimum noise figure; subsequent stages are adjusted for optimum power gain. In practice the only difference lies in the input matching circuit. When a power-match is desired, the input circuit presents a complex conjugate match to the transistor's input impedance. In the case of a noise-match, a predetermined mismatch is introduced into the input circuit to minimize the stage's noise figure. In both cases the transistor's collector should look into a complex conjugate match.

**Microstripline considerations**

The exact details of a microstripline design vary with the material used for the substrate. Such dielectrics as Teflon, Rexolite, Duroid, and glass offer superior performance at microwave frequencies. The material most readily available to the experimenter, however, is fiberglass-epoxy printed-circuit board. After having designed and built more than a dozen preamplifiers of the type described here, on a variety of substrates, I can state conclusively that the degradation in performance resulting from building on lowly glass-epoxy board is beyond the measurement capabilities of the average experimenter. Thus the amplifiers presented here were designed to be etched onto 1/16-inch (1.5mm) thick G-10 PC board, double-clad with 1-ounce copper.

It is possible to design an amplifier using microstriplines that requires no external tuning — all the resistive and reactive matching elements are provided by the microstriplines. Such designs have been published previously, and if properly built, will provide excellent performance without the need for tuning adjustments. However, amplifiers without tuning adjustments are practically an affront to the amateur spirit. Though considered frivolous by some, my amplifiers include trimmer capacitors. In addition to giving the dyed-in-the-wool experimenter something to tweak, these adjustable components provide some degree of compensation for slight variations between transistors, as well as variations from one PC board to the next.

**Preamplifier transistors**

The second-stage amplifier is built around a Hewlett-Packard 35826E, a low-cost version of the well known HP-21 family. An acceptable substitute is the VO21 manufactured by the Nippon Electric Company, a second-source device which performs identically in the circuit. At the time of this writing, both transistors sell for $17.50 each in single quantities.*

The device used in the optimum-noise-matched first stage depends on the needs and budget of the individual builder. The design presented here uses a Hewlett-Packard 35866E option 100, one of the least expensive members of the low-noise HP-22 family. Priced at $45, it provides an overall system noise figure of 2 dB, challenging the best parametric amplifiers of yesteryear. Unless you anticipate EME or long-haul troposcatter communications, you will probably find it more cost-effective to use the lower priced HP-21 or VO21 in

*For the address of your nearest Hewlett-Packard distributor, look in the Yellow Pages or write to HPA Division, 540 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304. Nippon Electric Company semiconductors are distributed in this country by California Eastern Labs, Inc., 1 Edwards Court, Burlingame, California 94010.
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the first stage as well. These devices, when tuned for optimum noise figure in the circuit shown in fig. 1, will yield an overall system noise figure on the order of 3 dB.

The cost factor can be easily analyzed in terms of dollar expenditure per dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. but at an added cost of $27.50. The overall cost-effectiveness of the two-stage preamplifier now becomes $7.81 per dB — not an unreasonable figure when maximum performance is required.

Since it is common practice for microwave semiconductor manufac-

![Fig. 1. Circuit for the noise-matched 1296-MHz preamplifier stage. Printed-circuit layout is shown in fig. 2.](image)

- **C1, C2**: 50 pF chip capacitor (ATC 100 or equivalent)
- **C3, C4**: 1 to 5 pF precision piston trimmer (Johansson JMC 4642)
- **C5, C6**: 1000 pF feedthrough capacitor
- **Q1**: Hewlett-Packard 35866E, option 100 preferred (HP 35826E or NEC V021 acceptable)
- **R1**: 470 ohm, 1/4 watt carbon composition
- **R2**: 4.7 ohm, 1/4 watt, carbon composition
- **RFC1**: 100 ohm, quarter-wavelength microstrip line, 0.02" (0.5mm) wide, 1.25 inch (32mm) long
- **RFC2**: 100 ohm, quarter-wavelength microstrip line, 0.02" (0.5mm) wide, 1.25 inch (32mm) long

For example, two stages of HP-21 or VO21 at $17.50 per transistor will improve a 10-dB NF converter by 7 dB at a device cost of $5.00 per dB improvement. With the higher performance HP-22 in the front end, an additional dB of sensitivity can be achieved, but at an added cost of $27.50. The overall cost-effectiveness of the two-stage preamplifier now becomes $7.81 per dB — not an unreasonable figure when maximum performance is required.

Since it is common practice for microwave semiconductor manufac-
Hewlett-Packard provides some insight into the interchangeability of their devices. A system of five digits and a one-letter suffix is used, the first three digits being 358. The fourth digit position indicates the device family, with the number 6 designating HP-22 type devices (low noise microwave transistors), the number 2 referring to HP-21 type transistors (for general-purpose microwave applications), and the numbers 3 and 5 indicating the linear power transistors of the HP-11 and HP-12 families.

The fifth digit of the Hewlett-Packard part number indicates the type of package in which the semiconductor chip is mounted. Among the strip-packs, a number 2 indicates a 70-mil (1.8mm) diameter; 1, a 200-mil (5mm) diameter; and 6, a 100-mil (2.5mm) square package. The number 4 refers to a metal TO-72 package, and 7 is a coaxial package. Grounded-stud packages are designated by a 4, and 3 indicates a grounded-bar configuration. Unpackaged chips are coded zero. The letter suffix indicates whether the device is mounted in common-emitter (E) or common-base (B) configuration. Un-packaged chips carry the suffix A. The HP 35821E, for example, is a general-purpose (HP-21) microwave transistor mounted in a 200-mil (5mm) round strip package in the common-emitter configuration.

Obviously, differently packaged versions of the same semiconductor chip will differ from one to another in terms of their complex input and output impedances. However, at low frequencies (and for microwave devices 1.3 GHz can be considered low), the contribution of package parasitics to the overall input ($S_{11}$) and output ($S_{22}$) S-parameter values can be considered small in relation to the characteristics of the chip itself.* These amplifiers, though designed around the characteristics of the 100-mil (2.5mm) square package, function well with like transistors in the 70-mil (1.8mm) and 200-mil

*The S-parameters or scattering parameters are one of several methods used for describing the input-output characteristics of transistors. The basic difference between S-parameters and other systems are that the S-parameters are measured with transmission-line inputs and outputs; this greatly simplifies measurements at uhf and microwave.

fig. 2. Full-size printed-circuit layout for the noise-matched 1296-MHz preamplifier shown in fig. 1.
(5mm) round packages with only minor degradation in input and output vswr. An analogous situation exists with Nippon Electric Company transistors, although NEC lacks the elaborate numbering system which identifies the HP devices. The NEC VO21 was initially manufactured in a 150-mil (3.8mm) round package, and it was the scattering parameters for that device which were used in the design of these amplifier boards. Recently NEC introduced a VO21 chip mounted in a 100-mil (2.5mm) square package. Although perfect matching could not be achieved with this newer transistor in the existing boards, performance was wholly satisfactory. As a matter of fact, the VO21 in the 100-mil (2.5mm) square package exhibited 0.2 dB lower noise figure than the original device.

When ordering the NEC VO21 transistor, specify the 320 package if a 150-mil (3.8mm) round package is desired. For the 100-mil (2.5mm) square, request package ML-3. There is no price difference.

construction

Figs. 1 and 3 are functional sche-
matics of the amplifier stages. Microstriplines opposite a groundplane (the unetched side of the double-clad printed-circuit board) comprise all matching transformers, rf chokes and rf bypasses. Figs. 2 and 4 are full-size printed-circuit layouts for the noise-matched and power-matched stages, respectively. Note that dimensions are applicable only to 1/16-inch (1.5mm) G-10 double-sided glass-epoxy printed-circuit board.

Mounting of the transistors is detailed in fig. 5. A hole is drilled in the PC board to allow direct strapping of the emitter traces to the groundplane. It is desirable to cover this hole on the groundplane side after the transistor is installed, to improve shielding and furnish physical protection for the transistor.

A word of caution is in order regarding mounting the transistors to the boards. There is a difference in lead layout between the HP and NEC transistors which can cause considerable confusion. The emitter leads of both devices are the wider pair of leads. One of the two remaining leads is tapered 45° at the end. The slashed lead is the base of the NEC devices, but the collector of the HP transistors. This small difference cost me two expensive transistor failures while developing the prototype amplifiers for this article.

The grounded (adjusting screw) end of the trimmer capacitors must be connected directly through the board to the groundplane to minimize tuning-tool interactions when making adjustments. Although concentric-ring piston trimmers (Johannson, JFD, etcetera) are ideal for this purpose, performance of the lower cost ceramic piston trimmers used in uhf TV tuners is entirely satisfactory.

The dc blocks at the input (C1 and C7) and output (C2 and C8) should ideally be ceramic chip capacitors. If these are not available, modified miniature disc ceramic capacitors are usable. An Xacto knife is used to scrape the insulation off of the sides of the capacitor, the leads are removed and, using the lowest possible soldering heat, the PC traces are bridge-soldered directly to the capacitor plates.

The prototype preamplifiers shown in the photographs use miniature SMA coaxial connectors, but the less expensive JCM connectors made by E. F. Johnson are satisfactory substitutes. TNC connectors may be used, too, but they are much larger. BNC connectors should be avoided as they will slightly degrade the noise-figure performance of the amplifier stages. Fig. 6 shows a method of modifying flange-type bulkhead connectors for use as microstrip-line launchers.

All power-supply leads for the collector supply and bias current are isolated from the rf circuitry by rf chokes, ferrite beads and bypass and feedthrough capacitors. Therefore, the necessary bias circuitry can be installed on the groundplane side of the circuit board.
bias circuits

With the transistors specified, optimum noise figure occurs at a collector current of approximately 5 mA. A higher collector current will improve stage gain. In the conventional configuration of a low-noise first stage and higher-gain second stage, it is desirable to bias the two stages for collector currents of 5 and 10 mA, respectively.

Virtually any bias circuit which will maintain the desired collector current is acceptable. Many of the simpler resistive bias circuits should be avoided due to their low stability factor (that is, high dependence of collector current on transistor dc current gain) and the resulting danger of thermal runaway. To quote a useful Hewlett-Packard applications note, "Often the least considered factor in microwave transistor circuit design is the bias network. Considerable effort is spent in measuring S-parameters, calculating gain, and optimizing bandwidth and noise figure, while the same resistor topology is used to bias the transistor. Since the cost per dB of microwave gain or noise figure is so high, the circuit designer cannot afford to sacrifice rf performance by inattention to dc bias considerations."\(^6\)

An active bias circuit (variable constant-current source) is desirable in that it affords a degree of protection for the transistor while permitting ready collector current adjustment for optimizing stage gain and/or noise figure. One such circuit, shown in fig. 7, furnishes a variable collector current of 2 to 12 mA, more or less independent of the dc current gain of the transistor being biased.

For initial amplifier tuneup, adjust the trimpot in the base of the bias transistor to produce 5.5 mA of total current in the first amplifier stage, and 10.5 mA in the second. (This accounts for a quiescent bias circuit current of 0.5 mA). Upon completion of all rf tuning, the trimpots may be adjusted to optimize the overall system noise figure.
alignment

The two preamplifier stages are built as separate subassemblies and connected together with a short length of coaxial cable. The reasons for this modular approach are twofold. Most obvious is the fact that many operators may wish to add a single stage of preamplification initially, expanding their system later as needs and budget dictate. In this case it is recommended that the power-gain matched stage (which uses the less expensive transistor) be built first.

Even if two stages of preamplification are built, tuneup and matching can be most readily accomplished if the stages are in separate modules. The power-matched stage is connected to the receiving converter first, its input terminated in 50 ohms, and the trimmer capacitors adjusted for maximum received signal from a beacon source.7,8,9

Once a power match is achieved in the second stage (both input and output), the first stage is connected and, using a weak-signal source, its output circuit only is adjusted for maximum received signal. A power match now exists between the two amplifiers as the output of the first stage and the input to the second stage are each matched to 50 ohms, and a 50-ohm coaxial cable connects the two.

The tuning process is completed by obtaining a proper noise match into the first stage. This is most readily accomplished by using an argon-discharge type noise source.10,11 Unfortunately, few experimenters have access to such equipment, except perhaps at regional uhf conferences. A semiconductor diode noise source is an acceptable alternative.12,13 A number of articles have described the process of tuning an amplifier for minimum noise figure.14-18

When adjusting the input circuit of the first stage, an important consideration is the interactive nature of the input matching and bias current adjustments. Since the transistor’s optimum source reflection coefficient, $\Gamma_o$ (see page 24), varies with collector current, *One of the more popular attractions at the annual West Coast VHF Conference is a receiver noise-figure competition, during which participants may optimize the performance of their receiving equipment with an automatic noise measuring system. A gas-discharge noise source is usually available for noise-figure measurements on both 1296 and 2304 MHz.

---

*Figure 6. Modifying coaxial bulkhead connectors for use as microstripline launchers.*

*Figure 7. Active bias circuit provides adjustable collector currents from 2 to 12 mA. Components below dotted line are part of the amplifier circuit (see figs. 1 and 3).*
the ultimate in performance is achieved by alternate adjustments to first the input trimmer capacitor, then the bias pot. These adjustments are repeated until no further improvement in noise figure can be achieved.

The tuning elements of these amplifiers are inherently broadband. Without adequate selectivity at the input, bipolar transistors can exhibit disastrous overload characteristics. The cross-modulation and intermodulation effects of operating these preamplifiers in a high rf-density environment (i.e., virtually any populated area of the world today) can completely nullify any system noise-figure improvement. As a precaution it is good practice to provide input selectivity external to the preamplifier in the form of a high-Q filter in series with the antenna input. Single-pole coaxial or trough-line resonators, as well as some multi-pole microstripline filters, can provide adequate selectivity against out-of-band signals with a minimum of insertion loss (which would add to the amplifiers’s noise figure in establishing receiver sensitivity).

When an input filter is used it is important to first optimize the preamplifier’s noise figure as discussed above, then adjust the filter for minimum insertion loss at the operating frequency in a 50-ohm system. After mating the two, no further adjustments should be made to either the filter or the preamplifier unless a precision automatic noise-figure meter is available.

**multipurpose uhf tuning instrument**

It is interesting to note the similarities between the diode noise sources and rf beacons commonly used for adjusting uhf receiving preamplifiers. Both instruments normally have an output circuit consisting of a microwave diode feeding a tuned circuit, with an output port matched to 50 ohms. The two pieces of test equipment differ in that the diode is fed with direct current when used as a noise generator, versus rf when used as a weak signal source. The diode functions as a white-noise generator in the former application as opposed to harmonic generation in the latter.

There is no reason why the two
functions cannot be combined into a single instrument. Fig. 8 represents an attempt to do so. The circuitry associated with the diode and its two-pole resonator is similar to the scheme I used in the local-oscillator section of the 1296-MHz transceive converter with filtering consisting of microstripline inductors etched on G-10 glass epoxy PC board. The three resistors at the output port form a 3-dB T-attenuator which assures a reasonable approximation of a 50-ohm output impedance. (In the weak-signal-source mode, additional pads may be placed between the output of the generator and the input to the receiver.)

The diode’s input circuit is an adaptation of the familiar L-match used in the multiplier circuits of trough-line converters. The crystal-controlled 108-MHz oscillator which feeds the diode in the signal-generator mode is borrowed from a popular signal source design while an existing noise-generator circuit provided a workable diode biasing scheme. In short, the design presented in fig. 8 is an amalgamation of various pieces of uhf test equipment into a single package.

Tuneup of the multipurpose instrument consists of merely connecting it in the rf beacon mode and tuning capacitors C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 for maximum 1296-MHz signal into your receiver.

**circuit design**

For those readers who care to follow the calculations involved, the remainder of this article documents the procedure used to design the microstripline matching circuits of these 1296-MHz amplifiers. It should be pointed out that there are at least as many different methods for designing microstripline amplifiers as there are microwave engineers, and no one technique is necessarily any better or more workable than the others. The method shown here represents nothing more sacred than my own personal preference. It should be pointed out, however, that many of the more elegant amplifier designs used in the microwave industry are so complex as to be solvable only with the aid of a large digital computer. The designs shown here, though somewhat less precise, can be calculated by the average experimenter using only a slide rule.

Let us first consider a method for obtaining a complex conjugate impedance match to the amplifier transistors. Toward the end of this article I will discuss the special case of precisely mismatching the input to the first stage to obtain optimum noise figure.

Nearly all microwave semiconductor manufacturers publish Smith charts depicting the complex input and output impedances ($S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$, respectively) as a function of frequency. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show such data for the HP 35866E, HP 35826E and NEC VO21, respectively. In addition to these charts, most manufacturers furnish tabulated data listing the input and output impedances at various frequencies and differ-
ing bias conditions. It is important to note that these impedances vary significantly with changes in the dc operation of the transistor.

When tabular data is furnished, complex impedances are generally shown in polar form, i.e., magnitude and angle. This polar form may be converted to the more familiar rectangular notation \((A \pm jB)\) on a Smith chart as indicated in fig. 12. Note that the magnitude is a decimal indication of the distance along a radius of the Smith chart, from zero (center) to 1 (circumference). The angle

### Table 1. Typical S-parameters at 1.3 GHz (given in polar form, rectangular form and as parallel shunt equivalent, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HP 35826E Ic = 5 mA</th>
<th>HP 35826E Ic = 10 mA</th>
<th>HP 35866E Ic = 5 mA</th>
<th>NEC V021 Ic = 10 mA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input reflection coefficient, S11</strong></td>
<td>0.61 (\angle 178^\circ)</td>
<td>12.5 + j0.5</td>
<td>12.77 (\parallel -j325.6)</td>
<td>0.626 (\angle 171^\circ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output reflection coefficient, S22</strong></td>
<td>0.57 (\angle -41^\circ)</td>
<td>-0.51 (\angle -40^\circ)</td>
<td>0.61 (\angle -37^\circ)</td>
<td>0.266 (\angle -65^\circ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

listed represents the direction of that radius. (For further material on the use of Smith charts see reference 19.)

Table 1 lists complex impedances, in both polar and rectangular form, for the transistors used in these amplifiers under the applicable dc bias conditions, at 1296 MHz. It is useful to convert the complex series impedances to their shunt equivalent circuit values. The applicable formulas are

\[
R_p = R_s + \frac{X_s^2}{R_s}
\]

\[
X_p = \frac{R_s \times R_p}{X_s}
\]

where \(R_s\) and \(X_s\) represent the resistive and reactive components, respectively, of the complex series impedance, and \(R_p\) and \(X_p\) represent the components of the parallel equivalent circuit. The parallel equivalents are included in Table 1.

The impedance to be matched to 50 ohms is a real value of magnitude \(R_p\). For the conditions being considered, the value of \(R_p\) varies between 68.75 and 181.0 ohms. A compromise output circuit should match to the geometric mean of these outside values

\[
R_p \text{ (mean)} = \sqrt{R_p \text{ (max)} \times R_p \text{ (min)}}
\]

= 111.6 ohms

A 111.6-ohm nonreactive source may be matched to a 50-ohm nonreactive load through a quarter-wave matching transformer of characteristic impedance

\[
Z_o = \sqrt{Z_{in} \times Z_{out}} = \sqrt{111.6 \times 50}
\]

= 74.7 ohms

Still assuming no reactive component, the actual amplifier output impedance resulting from the use of each transistor
in this circuit would be that transistor's equivalent parallel output resistance transformed through a 75-ohm quarter-wave section. These values, along with the resulting output vswr, are listed in Table 2. Note that, even though restricted to a single output circuit for various combinations of device and collector current, this results in an acceptably low vswr well below 2:1.

Now, what about the reactive component of the transistor's output impedance so blithely ignored up to this point? Table 1 reveals the various values of parallel equivalent reactance, $X_p$, to be a shunt capacitive reactance ($-j$) in all cases, varying between 137.5 and 161.0 ohms. Obviously these capacitive reactances could be cancelled out by a variable inductor of like reactance range connected in shunt with the transistor's collector. However, from a practical standpoint, a variable capacitor is a more desirable tuning element than a variable inductor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>$I_C$</th>
<th>$Z_{out}$</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 35826E</td>
<td>5 mA</td>
<td>35.16 ohms</td>
<td>1.42:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 35826E</td>
<td>10 mA</td>
<td>41.36 ohms</td>
<td>1.21:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 35866E</td>
<td>5 mA</td>
<td>31.08 ohms</td>
<td>1.61:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC V021</td>
<td>10 mA</td>
<td>81.82 ohms</td>
<td>1.64:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The desired inductance may be realized by connecting a shunt capacitance to the collector through a quarter-wave transformer. As luck would have it, a quarter-wave transformer already exists at the collector circuit — the 75-ohm section used to match the transistor's parallel equivalent resistance to 50 ohms!

What value of capacitive reactance must be connected to the load end of the 75-ohm quarter-wave transformer? It must match the inductive reactance, $X_{out}$, resulting from transforming the transistor's shunt capacitive component, $X_p$, through a 75-ohm quarter-wave section. The relationship is

$$X_{out} = \frac{Z_{out}^2}{X_{in}}$$
which results in a range of values for 
\( X_{\text{out}} \) of between +j34.9 and +j40.9 ohms. The required values for the trimmer capacitor, from 
\( C = 1/2\pi f X_c \), is 3 to 3.5 pF at 1296 MHz. Allowing for variations between devices and imperfections in the micro-striplines, a 1 to 5 pF trimmer will assure cancellation of any of the transistors’ shunt reactive components. The resulting compromise output circuit is used in the circuits of figs. 1 and 3.

input matching

This discussion applies only to the second stage as a complex conjugate match into the first stage is not desired. From table 1, the input shunt reactance values for the two different transistors are found to be +j38.5 and +j325.6 ohms. As these values are positive (inductive), a shunt variable capacitor directly at the base will provide reactive matching. The capacitance range required is 0.38 to 3.2 pF. To provide sufficient tuning range, a 0.35 to 3.5 pF capacitor was chosen.

With the shunt reactive component thus disposed of, input matching now amounts to transforming 50 ohms to the required equivalent parallel resistance, \( R_p \). The geometric mean of the \( R_p \) values for the two transistors is

\[
R_p (\text{mean}) = \sqrt{12.77 \times 13.11} = 12.94 \text{ ohms}
\]

The required quarter-wave matching section has a desired characteristic impedance of

\[
Z_o = \sqrt{12.94 \times 50} = 25.4 \text{ ohms}
\]

Fig. 3 reflects these values. The resulting amplifier input impedance, as shown in table 3, yields an input VSWR of better than 1.1:1.

noise-matching the first stage input

A parameter frequently specified for low-noise microwave transistors is the source reflection coefficient for optimum noise figure, \( \Gamma_s \text{ opt} \), or simply \( \Gamma_o \), optimum source reflection coefficient. Either designation is an indication of the source impedance seen by the transistor input terminals when matched for optimum noise figure. The reference plane is at the edge of the transistor package, perpendicular to the input lead. The optimum source reflection coefficient, \( \Gamma_o \), is often plotted as a function of frequency on a Smith chart, as indicated in fig. 13. It is important to realize that the impedances read from the \( \Gamma_o \) Smith chart are those looking back toward the source, not the transistor’s input impedance.

If the input impedance to the amplifier (typically 50 ohms non-reactive) can be transformed to appear at the transistor input as \( \Gamma_o \), optimum noise

\[
\text{table 3. Actual input impedance and input vswr of Hewlett-Packard and NEC transistors in the circuit of fig. 3.}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>device</th>
<th>( Z_{\text{in}} = 25^2/R_p )</th>
<th>vswr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 35826E</td>
<td>48.9 ohms</td>
<td>1.02:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC V021</td>
<td>47.7 ohms</td>
<td>1.05:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fig. 12. Using the Smith chart to convert impedance in the polar form to rectangular form \((A + jB)\). The magnitude and angle \(-50^\circ\) lies on a radius passing through the \(-50^\circ\) point on the outer circumference, 80\% of the linear distance from the center to the edge of the chart, at \(0.6 - j2.0\) on the normalized Smith chart shown here (30 \(-j100\) ohms in a 50-ohm system).

\[ Zo = \sqrt{50 \times 34.8} = 41.7 \text{ ohms} \]

As before, the desired inductive reactance shunting the transistor is achieved by adding a shunt capacitive reactance a quarter wavelength away from the transistor. The required capacitive reactance is

\[ X_C = \frac{Z_0^2}{X\Gamma_0} = 31.3 \text{ ohms} \]

which at 1.3 GHz would represent a capacitance of 3.9 pF. A 1 to 5 pF trimmer is used for tuning the input to the first stage for optimum noise figure as shown in fig. 1.

**modified interstage circuit**

A number of the active 1296 operators who reviewed preliminary copies of this manuscript expressed an interest in a modified interstage design which would allow both stages of preamplification to be combined on a single amplifier board. Although I personally prefer separate modules, I concede that such a design would be of some value. A two-stage 1296-MHz preamplifier design by W6KQG\(^2\) transformed the output impedance of one HP-21 into the complex conjugate of the second HP-21's input impedance through a single quarter-wave microstripline. A similar approach for these amplifiers, with the added provision of reactive tuning, is shown in fig. 14.
It should be pointed out that, with two stages cascaded in this manner, it is impossible to measure the output vswr of the first stage or the input vswr of the second. Therefore, proper matching can be approximated only by tuning the amplifier for maximum gain. This is complicated by the fact that interstage matching is influenced by the output reflection coefficient, $S_{22}$, of transistor Q1 (which varies with $I_{C1}$), the input reflection coefficient, $S_{11}$, of Q2 (which varies with $I_{C2}$), and the complex impedance of the interstage network (which is controlled by capacitor C9). In practice C9 should be adjusted for maximum amplifier gain with $I_{C1}$ set at 5 mA and $I_{C2}$ at 10 mA. Further adjustments should then be made while monitoring total system noise figure with an automatic noise meter.

A full-size printed-circuit layout for the unified two-stage amplifier board is provided in fig. 15. Preliminary tests show the total gain of this amplifier to be within 0.5 dB of the two-module arrangement. With HP-22 transistors at Q1, both amplifier configurations yielded noise figures of 2.3 dB, measured on a Hewlett-Packard 3408 Automatic Noise Meter with an AIL 7010 argon-discharge noise source.
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213 37 ohm, quarter wavelength microstripline, 0.18" (4.5mm) wide, 1.16" (29.5mm) long, gap in center for installing C2.

214 150 ohm shunt inductive reactance consisting of 50 ohm, 0.2-wavelength microstripline, 0.10" (2.5mm) wide, 0.96" (24.5mm) long.

fig. 15. Full-size printed-circuit layout for the two-stage 1296-MHz amplifier. For identification of microstriplines Z13 and Z14, see fig. 14.
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Touch-tone encoder design is simplified through the use of a new cmos tone-encoder IC — the Motorola MC14410.

A new cmos integrated circuit introduced by Motorola, the MC14410, allows the design of a very compact, accurate, low power Touch-Tone encoder system. The IC provides the full 2-of-8 encoding from a basic 1.0-MHz crystal oscillator. All that is required in addition to the MC14410 IC is a 2-of-7 or 2-of-8 key pad switch matrix such as a Chromerics ER-21623 or a ER-21611. Some of the outstanding features provided by the MC14410 are low power (typically 7.5 milliwatts at 5 volts during standby), full 4x4 frequency matrix (16 characters), multiple key lockout, output frequency accuracy of ±0.2%, built-in internal crystal oscillator and output available for transmitter PTT.

encoder operation

Operation is most easily followed by referring to fig. 1. The encoder consists of a common 1-MHz crystal oscillator, two separate frequency divider chains with decoders and a digital sine-wave generator for each of the dividers. The inputs from the key pad originate from a 4x4 switch matrix which generates a four-row (R1 to R4) and four-column (C1 to C4) input signal according to table 2. The row and column inputs to the MC14410 are true when they are at a logic low level. For example, when a number 4 is pressed, R2 and C1 go to a logical zero level or ground. These inputs program the low group and high group counters to provide frequencies

*Manager, Digital Communications Technology Development, Computer Applications Engineering, Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona

†Touch-Tone is a trademark of American Telephone and Telegraph.
of 770 Hz and 1209 Hz, respectively. The row inputs produce the low group frequencies of 697, 770, 852 and 941 Hz, while the column inputs produce the high group frequencies of 1209, 1336, 1477 and 1633 Hz. The row and column inputs must each provide a valid logic exclusive NOR of the low and high group frequency dividers. The logic function is of no consequence for this particular application, but the pulsed output which is produced is important for providing a transmitter push-to-talk (PTT) signal.

1-of-4 input condition, as shown in table 1, before a two-tone output will occur.

The low and high group frequency dividers provide inputs to two eight-level digital-to-analog converters which synthesize the two sine-wave group tones. The outputs of these generators (low group at pin 2 and high group at pin 15), when summed together, provide the resultant two-tone output signal. Summing can be accomplished by a resistor summer with capacitive filtering required to smooth out the digital steps in the digital sine wave. This rolloff is effected by following the resistor summer with a 0.01 µF capacitor to ground.

Another output of interest is the one labeled as a test point. This output is a

The 1.0-MHz oscillator is provided internally in the MC14410; the only external parts being the crystal and a 15-megohm bias resistor. The crystal should be a parallel resonant type, maximum $R_{series} = 540$ ohms, $C_o$ maximum = 7 pF, test level = 1 mW, and fre-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row lines depressed</th>
<th>column lines depressed</th>
<th>tone group outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>both on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two or more</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>high only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>two or more</td>
<td>low only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two or more</td>
<td>two or more</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
frequency = 1.0 MHz ±0.1% with 13-pF load capacitance.

**tone encoder**

Now that we have a general understanding of what the MC14410 tone encoder can provide, let’s look at the

...will drive loads down to 600 ohms with a level of 0.4 volt rms. This should be more than adequate for all 600-ohm radio systems such as produced by Motorola and others. The MPS-A17 amplifier provides a voltage gain of about five. If a level of only 0.1 volt rms

...amateur radio application shown in fig. 2. Included in the circuit are the Chromerics pad, the MC14410 IC encoder, U1, the resistor summer and rolloff filter capacitor, and a tone-amplifier/ emitter-follower line driver, Q1/Q2. Shown below the amplifier is the PTT one-shot timer using a MC14528, U2. Although a 12-volt supply voltage is shown, any voltage of 5 volts or more may be used as long as a zener diode is used to supply 5 volts to the ICs.

The two-tone output level from Q2 is required for proper deviation, then the amplifier may be omitted and the 10k summing resistors may be followed by the MPS-A17 emitter-follower output stage.

The tone output to the transmitter should be ac coupled through a 5-μF capacitor. The output may also be coupled through an attenuating resistor

*For address of your local Chromerics sales representative, write to Chromerics, Inc., 77 Grand Dragon Court, Woburn, Massachusetts 01801.

fig. 2. Digital tone encoder using the MC14410. With $C_T = 50 \mu F$, PTT hold time is 1 second (see text). Key pad matrix is Chromerics ER-21623 or ER-21611*. 
to provide both the required deviation level and some impedance isolation to the normal microphone input, i.e., minimum loading of normal voice audio. The 5100-ohm MPS-A17 collector resistor could be a 5000-ohm potentiometer in series with a 1000-ohm fixed resistor. This would provide an adjustable output level between 0.1 and 0.6 volt rms.

If the transmitter you plan to use with the encoder has a high input impedance audio circuit, a large isolation resistor is required between the output of the tone encoder and the audio input to the transmitter. This resistor may require values between 50k and 300k for proper transmitter deviation.

The two digital group sine waves and the final summed output are shown in fig. 3. The upper waveform has a frequency of 697 Hz and a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.7 volt. The center waveform has a frequency of 1336 Hz with an amplitude of 0.7 volt peak-to-peak. The bottom waveform is the two-tone output that is applied to the audio input of the transmitter; this signal has an amplitude of about 2.2 volts peak-to-peak.

The PTT switching circuitry allows the operator to simultaneously Touch-dial and key the transmitter. The MC14528 retriggerable one-shot IC has a 1.0-second hold time after tone release, i.e., the operator has at least one second of interdigit time available with-
Design and construction of a simple direct-reading capacitance meter that measures 1 pF to 1 uF in five ranges.

Inflation and scarcity of parts have driven many hard-core homebrewers like myself to the surplus markets and swapfests where you can still find quality components at bargain prices. I have picked up a number of variable capacitors from these sources at very reasonable prices. Most of the time, however, the only way I had of determining the capacitance range was an eyeball estimate, and sometimes that proves very unreliable. I started to appreciate the idea of owning a direct-reading capacitance meter.

A brief search through back issues of the amateur magazines netted a couple of circuits, but they didn't appeal to me. It seemed there ought to be a simpler, more direct way to do it, and I began to see what I could cook up.

Theory

Since the readout is a dc meter, it is desirable that there be a linear relationship between the capacitance-to-be-measured and the dc output of the measuring circuit. It so happens that the average dc value of a pulse waveform has a direct linear relationship to the duty cycle of the waveform. This is illustrated in fig. 1.

Duty cycle is defined here as the ratio of pulse width (in units of time) to the time between the beginning of each pulse. In fig. 1, T1 is the pulse width, and T2 is the period (reciprocal of frequency) of the waveform. The pulses in fig. 1 have a peak amplitude of 10 volts; therefore, when the duty cycle is 0.2, the dc value of the waveform is 0.2 times 10 volts, or 2 volts. In like manner, when the duty cycle is 0.5, the dc value of the waveform is 5 volts, and when the duty cycle is 0.8, the dc value is 8 volts. A general expression for the
dc value of the waveform may be written as

\[ \text{dc value} = \frac{T_1}{T_2} (E_p) \]  

(1)

where \( E_p \) is the peak amplitude of the pulse in volts. If \( T_2 \) and \( E_p \) can be held constant, then the dc value will be directly proportional to \( T_1 \), the pulse width. \( T_2 \) can be held constant by making the pulse train have a constant frequency, and \( E_p \) can be made constant by regulating the power supply voltage to the pulse-forming circuit.

This constant-voltage requirement makes an ac-operated power supply preferable to battery operation.

Now, if the width of the pulse \( (T_1) \) can be made directly proportional to the value of the capacitor-under-test, the problem is solved. Fortunately, a monostable multivibrator (one-shot) can be designed so that its pulse width is directly proportional to its timing capacitor, and this completes the idea for the system.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of how such a system may be built. The trigger source is simply a free-running pulse generator which has a constant frequency and produces a narrow negative output pulse. Each time a trigger pulse occurs, the one-shot multivibrator initiates an output pulse whose width is determined by the capacitor-under-test. The larger the capacitor, the wider the pulse. Since a dc meter reads the average value of the pulse waveform, the meter may be calibrated directly to read capacitance. Care must be taken, however, that the pulse width does not exceed the time between trigger pulses. Also, the frequency of the trigger source must be high enough to prevent jitter of the meter needle.

circuit

A complete schematic of the capacitance meter is shown in fig. 3. The trigger source consists of a programmable unijunction transistor, \( Q_1 \), an inverter-amplifier, \( Q_2 \), and their associated components. There is nothing particularly critical about this part of the circuit, but the output trigger pulse at the collector of \( Q_2 \) should have a frequency pretty close to 500 Hz, and the pulse amplitude should be about 12 volts (the power supply voltage). The pulse width of the trigger is about one microsecond in this circuit. Any trigger circuit which will provide this output may be used.

A Signetics NE555V timer IC is used as the one-shot multivibrator. According to the data sheet, the output pulse width of this device is given by

\[ PW = 1.1 RC \]

(2)

where \( PW \) is pulse width (the same as \( T_1 \) in eq. 1), \( R \) is the timing resistor (selected by the range switch) and \( C \) is the capacitance-under-test. Substituting into eq. 1,

\[ \text{dc value} = \frac{1.1 RCE_p}{T_2} \]

(3)

With the range switch in any one position, all of the terms on the right-hand
side of eq. 3 are constant except C, the unknown capacitor; therefore, the dc value of the output voltage has a direct linear relationship to the capacitance being measured.

The resistors associated with the range switch (1k through 10 meg) should have a tolerance of 5 percent or less. A 10k trimpot in series with the meter is used to make a one-time calibration; once adjusted, it needs no further attention.

It was necessary to include a front panel zero-adjustment pot for the lower capacitance ranges. This is because the input capacitance of pins 6 and 7 of the NE555V and stray capacitance of circuit wiring is about 25 pF. This produces an output pulse even when there is no capacitor connected to the test terminals. Without the zero adjustment pot to buck out the voltage from this pulse, the meter will read 25 percent of full scale when the range switch is in the 100 pF position with no capacitor connected to the test terminals.

The zero adjustment circuit must have a relatively low resistance so that variations in its setting will have no appreciable effect on calibration. Since the zero setting circuit consists of a 470-ohm resistor and a 100-ohm pot in series across the 12-volt supply, it draws about 20 mA. This is another reason battery operation was ruled out.

The simple zener-regulated power supply provides 12 volts at up to 50 mA when plugged into a 117-Vac line (see fig. 4). No power switch or pilot light was included because the instrument is plugged into the ac line only when it is in use.

construction

A 5x7x3-inch (12.7x17.8x7.6cm) aluminum box houses the capacitance meter very nicely. Most of the circuitry is mounted on a 3½x3-inch (8.9x7.6cm) piece of perf board which is mounted directly to the meter terminals. The only important point in layout is to try to minimize the stray capacitance asso-

fig. 2. Block diagram of the direct-reading capacitance meter.

fig. 3. Simple direct-reading capacitance meter covers zero to 1 \( \mu \)F in five ranges, and uses easily available components.
associated with the wiring to the range switch and test terminals. I used a Radio Shack two-terminal pushbutton strip (274-315) for the test terminals. The circuit ground should be connected to the aluminum box.

The meter is a Radio Shack 0-1 milliammeter (22-052) which has a scale length of about two inches. When the range switch is in the 100 pF position, the meter reads zero to 100 pF with minor scale divisions corresponding to 2 pF. It is not difficult to resolve a change in capacitance of 1 pF on this range.

Nearly all of the parts are available from Radio Shack. A notable exception is the 100-ohm zero adjustment pot, but any 100-ohm pot should work okay, and several are listed in the Allied Electronics catalog.

calibration and operation

Plug the ac power cord into the power line and set the range switch to 100 pF. With no capacitor connected to the test terminals, adjust the zero knob for a meter reading of zero. Now connect a 100 pF, 5 percent mica capacitor to the test terminals, and adjust the 10k calibration trimpot for a full-scale meter reading of 1.0 mA. This completes the calibration.

Each time the range switch is set to a new position, it will be necessary to readjust the zero knob before the capacitor-under-test is connected to the test terminals. This is a bit inconvenient, but I judged it a reasonable tradeoff for the simplicity of the circuit. Most ohmmeters require this type of operation.

If desired, a two-pole range switch may be used, and the extra pole used to select one of five preset 100-ohm trimpots instead of the one 100-ohm pot I used. The five trimpots would then be adjusted for a zero meter reading on each range with no capacitor connected to the test terminals. This would simplify operation by eliminating the front panel zero control but would increase complexity and cost.

Since ac is not applied to the capacitor-under-test, polarized capacitors may be tested, but care should be taken that the negative lead of the capacitor is connected to the grounded test terminal.

table 1. Capacitance range of the direct-reading capacitance meter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>range switch resistor</th>
<th>capacitance range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 meg</td>
<td>0 to 100 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 meg</td>
<td>0 to 1000 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>0 to 0.01 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0 to 0.1 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0 to 1.0 μF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any attempts to modify the circuit so that it will measure capacitors larger than 1 μF should be done by lowering the trigger frequency. Resistors in the range switch circuit should not have a value of less than 1000 ohms. Table 1 shows the capacitance range that may be measured with each range switch resistor.

Since the dc voltage across the capacitor-under-test reaches a value approximately two-thirds that of the power supply voltage, any capacitor to be measured should have a voltage rating of at least 8 volts.

ham radio
keyboard
morse code generator

How to build a keyboard
morse generator
for effortless, high-speed CW

Talk about one-way people! Back in 1971, Dick Vogler, K7KFA, and I developed an Automatic Fist Follower (AFF)\(^1\) that was capable of translating incoming Morse code and recording it with a strip printer. The machine immediately increased my capability for copying Morse code by several factors, but left my fist unaffected at about 30 wpm. This incongruity proved to be embarrassing, as a fast-fisted friend in Honolulu may well recall.

I had completed development of the AFF and had tested its receipt of taped code at up to 300 wpm. All I had to do to copy code was tune my receiver to provide an 800 Hz beat note or so from a signal, lock onto the sender's fist by a quick setting of the adjustable rate control, and then set the machine to automatic copy. From then on the machine would automatically track the incoming transmission, creating a printed tape similar to that of a stock market ticker.

I was confident the machine could copy anyone on the air and must admit I entered the first live demonstration with the suppressed glee of a drag-strip driver who is carefully concealing a Corvette engine inside a stock Volkswagen chassis.

I methodically monitored the airways, awaiting suitable game. Eventually I found two operators chewing the rag in the 55 wpm range and decided to toss out the bait. The conversation I broke into was between a KH6 in Honolulu and a W6 in California.

Once I got the go-ahead I settled into an easy 20-wpm transmission, complimenting them on their fists. I then casually asked them how fast they could send.

"How fast do you want to receive?" inquired the KH6.

With appropriate confidence I again asked, "How fast can you send?"

Obviously intending a quick brush-off,
the KH6 switched to his keyboard and sent me a burst at about 75 wpm.

The AFF read him letter perfect, encouraging me to further bait him with, "Quite good, but please QRQ!"

I knew his second burst at about 85 wpm would be approaching his keyboard limit, so figured another QRQ would be the coup de grace. The fellow was well prepared, however, shifting into third gear and sending me the next transmission in excess of 100 wpm. This caught me quite by surprise and though

At this point I disclosed my 'Vette engine and he admitted to the use of an automatic McElroy keyer. We then did a little more testing during which I successfully received him at 150 wpm, his limit since he had a dirty keyer head. Later that month, after he had cleaned the head, I copied him at 200 wpm and knew I had a going machine.

Most people knew I had to be pulling a fast one, but only inbound, mind you. There were suspicions that I was taping the incoming CW, but even though my

my machine was experiencing no difficulty, I began to have some doubts. Neither of us knew what was up the other's sleeve, but he must have known something was phony in Phoenix when I was receiving 100 wpm easily while struggling to transmit 30 wpm.

"Hey," I admonished, "You're not sending by keyboard or keyer, KH6."

Came the equally perplexed reply, "Well you're not receiving by ear, either, buddy!"

At this point I disclosed my 'Vette engine and he admitted to the use of an automatic McElroy keyer. We then did a little more testing during which I successfully received him at 150 wpm, his limit since he had a dirty keyer head. Later that month, after he had cleaned the head, I copied him at 200 wpm and knew I had a going machine.

Most people knew I had to be pulling a fast one, but only inbound, mind you. There were suspicions that I was taping the incoming CW, but even though my

responses were relatively slow, they weren't delayed. "Very suspicious," they said.

At this point I began an avid search for a CW keyboard. I was determined to increase my sending speed, if only to keep my AFF from developing egomania.

**CW keyboards**

Let's face it though, current commercial CW keyboards are not a good answer in view of most amateurs' already over-

---

fig. 1. Block diagram of the keyboard Morse code generator. Detailed block diagram of element storage and space generation is shown in fig. 3.
extended hobby budgets. I had to find a solution which would satisfy my inherent stinginess as well as my compelling urge to “kluge,” so I dug into my past issues of the various ham radio magazines and consulted my spare parts catalogs. I was convinced that I could build a better (and cheaper) CW keyboard.

I discovered during my research that code typewriters have been in existence for more than a decade.* My first reference was an article by Paul Horowitz, W2QYW describing a keyboard design,1 in which he noted earlier attempts by others,2 3 but he was probably the first to recognize the advantage of adapting surplus circuitry from the computer market for this purpose. This market has expanded greatly since then and today offers not only rugged, low-power integrated circuits, but also low-cost computer-related keyboards ideally suited for CW keyboard sending purposes.

Another amateur-designed automatic Morse code generator, affectionately dubbed the “Button Box” by its designer, W5VFZ, is no doubt familiar to many hams.5 W5VFZ, while apologizing in his article for his lack of crafting expertise, nevertheless constructed an ingenious device from plywood, microswitches and discrete circuitry. He also relied extensively upon computer surplus, adapting computer plug-in printed circuit boards containing NAND logic. His article included an “Introduction to Logic” that was quite informative for those not having the benefit of education in this area. Most of the basic concepts he covered are still applicable today, even for the newer ICs. Another logic discussion, broader in nature and more up-to-date, appeared in a recent issue of *ham radio.*6

*The idea has undoubtedly been around a very long time, and attempts were made to put it into practice even before integrated circuits made it practical. Such a device, designed by an engineer/ham and using only relays, was demonstrated in a relay manufacturer’s booth at the National Electronics Conference in Chicago in the early 1950s. editor
theory of operation

The Morse generator I developed contains a keyboard with standard-usage alphanumeric characters and pro-signs (pre-programmed words or messages). Upon selection of a key, the generator's circuit provides automatic encoding and transmission of that key's corresponding code elements. To do this the generator must recognize each specific key depression and translate this recognition into corresponding Morse code elements according to standardized time relationships.

Morse code characters are, in fact, distinguishable by the time relationships of the two possible states of CW transmission; mark or off. Standardized code relationships specify that a dot element is characterized by a mark-state of a single unit length and that a dash element be a
mark-state of three unit lengths. The off condition is used to specify separation of code elements, as well as separation of characters and words within a message. Specifically, as shown in fig. 2, a single unit space is used to separate elements within a character or pro-sign. Character separation is established by an off-state of three units, and a seven-unit off-state indicates a separation between words.

A single time unit does not specify any finite time period; instead it provides a time base upon which code elements and spaces can be distinguished. Single time units vary according to sending speed, but the relationships of elements and spaces to the unit length remain constant. Since I wanted to build a code generator with a flexible transmission rate, it was necessary to build in the capability of varying the basic unit timing while retaining the code and space relationships.

The following description explains the timing control necessary for varying unit timing and describes the overall encoding and generation operations involved in transforming the key selections into automatic code transmissions. This description is supported by the basic block diagram, fig. 1, and other supporting diagrams referenced through the remaining text.

As indicated in fig. 1, the code generator’s operation can be considered in two basic parts. One part is the character encoding, which responds to a key selection by encoding it into the selected character’s dot and dash elements. This is accomplished through a diode matrix that transfers the encoded element status to a storage area. Once stored, the elements are acted upon by the second part, the code-generation circuitry.

The code-generation circuitry individ-
ually examines the code elements in storage and then enables the keying control circuit until the mark-state has represented the detected element. Following each element transmission the circuit automatically disables the keying control for one time period to separate the completed element from the next. After number of code element combinations. Each position has a pair of flip-flops associated with it. During encoding the lowest-order flip-flop pair is loaded with the first element to be transmitted.

If the encoded element for any specific code position is a dot, the dot flip-flop at that position of the register is

![Diode matrix for numerals and special characters. Diodes are 1N914 or equivalent.](image)

all elements for the selected key have been examined and generated, the circuit again disables the keying control for three time units before allowing the next key selection to be processed. This provides the necessary inter-character spacing.

**character encoding**

As shown in fig. 1, two shift registers perform the holding function for those elements encoded by the diode matrix when a key has been pressed. This pair of registers — one for dot elements and one for dash elements — can be considered as a functional unit representing six element positions. Six positions are necessary to fully represent the largest possible set during the key depression. The dash flip-flop at the same position sets (and the dot flip-flop resets) if the element is a dash. Codes of less than six elements leave unused higher-order positions of the registers unfilled following the encoding. An unfilled position is indicated by both dot and dash flip-flops reset.

Note, for example, the shaded positions in the shift registers shown in fig. 4. These positions represent the flip-flops that would be set following the encoding of the letter A. Beginning at the lower-order position (one), the register could then be interpreted as containing the code for an A; a dot followed by a dash. The necessary inter-element spacing is not held
by the registers, but is supplied by the circuit during the actual code transmission.

Fig. 4 provides a partial illustration of the diode matrix and dot/dash shift registers used in the encoding operation. This correctly represents the code for an A— with the exception of

![DIODE MATRIX BUS BARS (FIG. 5)]

Only three of the six (total) flip-flop pairs and two of the possible key encodings are shown. Note that selection of an A permits the clock-driven enable (do-enbl) signal to assume a low level during each of the generator’s clock pulses. This action causes the dc setting of flip-flops F1H1 (dot register, position one) and F1H2 (dash register, position two); it also causes the F1T1 and F1T2 flip-flops to be dc cleared. Since position one of the registers is the first examined during code transmission, this correctly represents the code for an A.

fig. 7. Dot-dash shift register receives inputs from diode matrices shown in figs. 5 and 6. All ICs are Sylvania SF200.

the inter-element spacing, which is provided by the code generation circuit.

code generation

Following code storage the elements are sequentially shifted through the registers from the higher-order toward the lower-order positions. The lowest-order position (one) is examined after each
shift and the mark circuitry within the generator is enabled for the time period necessary to reflect the detected dot or dash element. Figs. 7 and 11 depict part of the logic necessary to shift elements from the register and to determine the correct mark period for the elements as they are examined at position one.

The timing control of the mark period is established by flip-flops FITIMA (time A) and FITIMB (time B), shown in fig. 11, which are enabled for counting during each code transmission sequence. Counting is achieved by the cross-coupled connection from the 1 output of enabling the mark circuit. The mark circuit is enabled for one clock period to represent a dot element and for three clock periods to represent a dash element. During a code character generation the mark circuit is disabled for one clock period following the mark period and the counter is readied (FITIMA and FITIMB cleared) in preparation for the next element.
The count versus TIMA/TIMB (time A/time B) table in fig. 11 indicates the state of flip-flops F1TIMA and F1TIMB when permitted to count for up to three clock periods. These states are monitored by gate GOMARK (mark) and result in the enabling of either AND gate input when counting is initialized. If counting begins with position one of the shift registers containing a dot, the left AND gate is enabled only during the first count. If counting began with a dash in position one, the right gate would be enabled for all three counts. Thus GOMARK is enabled for one clock period if position one contains a dot and for three clock periods if position one contains a dash. GOMARK, in turn, enables the keying-control circuit, establishing a mark state.

Once a code element has been generated it is necessary to provide the necessary inter-element spacing and to shift the register contents so that the next element is available at position one. Fig. 9 shows the simple three-gate arrangement necessary to determine when it is time for shifting. If the element is a dot, the shift takes place on the clock pulse when F1TIMA is set and F1TIMB is clear, which would be the first clock pulse. Shifting for a dash takes place on the third clock pulse when both F1TIMA and F1TIMB are set.

**spacing control**

Inter-element and inter-character spaces are automatically inserted in the code transmission by the disabling of the generator's mark circuitry. This disabling occurs as the circuit detects end-of-element and end-of-character conditions. An end-of-character condition occurs when the mark circuitry has been enabled for the required time to represent the detected element in position one of the registers. At this time a pulse is enabled to shift the next element to position one and to clear the time counter. One time period then elapses between the clock pulse that clears the time counter and the next one that resumes the counting, thus providing a disable for the mark circuit long enough to represent the space.

Inter-character spacing is provided by a three-unit disable of the mark circuit. One of the time units is generated in the normal manner of a space following an end of element; however, detection of the end-of-character condition sets a flip-flop that causes the time period to be extended an additional two time units. This flip-flop, shown in fig. 10, is set when the shift pulse occurs to transfer the last element from the register and clears when the time counter detects a count of two. As indicated by the FOT2 (dot element position 2) and FOH2 (dash element position 1) inputs to the set NAND gate in fig. 10, the last element detection actually detects when position two of the register is empty. This condition occurs when the one, which still has an element present. The flip-flop remains set, disabling the inputs to GOMARK and, consequently, the mark circuit, until the NAND gate generating the flip-flop-clear signal is enabled. It is enabled by a clock pulse during a count of two in the time counter when the registers are empty of elements.
The time counter is permitted to count for the three-unit period following a register empty period, but is then disabled. At this time the keyboard is again enabled to accept a new character entry.

**automatic program sequencer**

The automatic program sequencer provides the capability for generating a pre-determined message in response to a key selection. The unit that I built incorporated my call sign and CQ, but any message that suits your own needs can be substituted. The message content is determined by the wiring interconnection between the sequencer’s decoder output and the generator’s diode matrix encoder.

The sequencer logic is constructed in 10-character groups, with each group sequenced under the control of a pair of logic functions. The logic function pair consists of a four-bit binary counter, to sequence the character transmission, and a 1-of-10 decoder to enable the predetermined character-select lines for each step in the count.

Each decoder output is connected to the appropriate character-select line in the diode matrix. As the count progresses in the binary counter the individual decoder outputs are sequentially enabled. During the time they are enabled they select a character line into the diode matrix, which encodes the character with dot/dash elements in the manner described previously for the manual operation. Upon completion of a character, the binary counter is incremented to the next count, thus enabling the next sequential output character.

The binary counter only progresses through ten counts since that is the limit of the decoder portion of the logic pair. At the end of ten counts the logic automatically steps to the next logic pair. This action continues until all logic pairs have been accessed, completing the mes-

---

**fig. 9. Shift registers and clear counters (see fig. 11).**

---

determined message in response to a key selection. The unit that I built incorporated my call sign and CQ, but any message that suits your own needs can be substituted. The message content is determined by the wiring interconnection between the sequencer’s decoder output and the generator’s diode matrix encoder.

The sequencer logic is constructed in 10-character groups, with each group sequenced under the control of a pair of logic functions. The logic function pair consists of a four-bit binary counter, to sequence the character transmission, and a 1-of-10 decoder to enable the predetermi-
when I inadvertently hooked up a 48-volt supply to the jacks. This converted my integrated circuits to disintegrated circuits and leads me to make two suggestions: First, provide a 6-volt zener at the input to serve as a shunt limiter; and second, use IC sockets if you can locate a reasonably inexpensive source.

The keyboard, which cost only $14.00,* suited my application perfectly. As you can see from the photograph, it is of modular construction, with plug-in keys and filler spaces that can be positioned along five-row segments. Using the hole-per-inch breadboard since their pins are spaced at tenth-inch (2.5-mm) intervals. I interconnected the ICs and discrete circuitry with 28-gauge wire, except for the power connections to the ICs which were made with 24-gauge wire. As you will note from the photograph, I stood the resistors, capacitors and diodes on end. This conserved some space and simplified their connections.

**Conclusion**

In my previous article on the automatic fist follower, I mentioned a note

![fig. 10. Space control logic (see fig. 11).](image)

plug-in keys and appropriate spaces you can arrange virtually any keyboard pattern you desire. I opted for the standard typewriter keyboard layout, complete with space bar, but with my special-purpose pro-sign keys added. I had to place my own labels over the keys assigned the pro-sign functions, since they are not usually-found options.

The ICs plugged nicely into the ten-

---

*Tri-Tek, Inc., Post Office Box 14206, Dept. H. Phoenix, Arizona 85063. Packets containing schematics, logic drawings, parts lists, theory of operation are available from VMG Electronics, 2138 W. Sunnyside Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85029. A similar packet is also available for the Automatic Fist Follower.
I had included a monitor with the generator since I did not intend to include a buffer to hold code while I was burst typing. This meant that I had to listen and await the completion of a character before enabling the next character. The machine locked out any characters enabled while one was being transmitted, so the potential existed of losing a character if I released a key prior to its acceptance by the logic. This characteristic required only a small amount of practice for me to accommodate, and probably trained me to be a better typist since it required a rather even typing rate. I could adjust the generator to a rate near my typing limit and operate with little or no delay.

During this period of acclimation I was forced to listen to near-perfect CW. Prior to development of the generator my comfortable CW transmission rate was a little over 15 wpm (with a somewhat "swinging" fist) and I could receive at
approximately 20 wpm. After the design and test period I found my speed had increased to approximately 30 wpm for both send and receive, with a capability of about 50 wpm in the burst mode. I also found when returning to my bug that

The question is intriguing, but probably somewhat academic in view of my daughter’s reaction to the entire affair. She observed my painstakingly contrived equipment that converted a touch of the finger to a coded message received by an electronic marvel translating it into printed words. Her response? “Daddy, if you just want to see what you’re typing, why didn’t you just buy a typewriter?”

references
### THE WORLD’S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF VHF—FM KITS AND EQUIPMENT

| CD1 Kit   | 10 channel receive xtal deck w/diode switching | $ 6.95 |
| CD2 Kit   | 10 channel xmit xtal deck w/switch and trimmers | $14.95 |
| COR2 Kit  | complete COR with 3 second and 3 minute timers | $19.95 |
| SC2 Kit   | 10 channel auto-scan adapter for RX            | $19.95 |
| TX144 Kit | exciter—1 watt—2 meters                       | $29.95 |
| TX220 Kit | exciter—1 watt—220 MHz                        | $29.95 |
| TX432 Kit | exciter—NEW—432 MHz                           |        |
| RX144/220 F Kit | 140-170 or 210-240 MHz rcvr w/8 pole cer 455 filter | $65.95 |
| RX144/220 C Kit | 140-170 or 210-240 MHz rcvr w/2 pole 10.7 xtal filter | $69.95 |
| RX432 C Kit | NEW—432 MHz receiver                          |        |
| HT144 B Kit | 2 meter—2w—4 channel—hand held xcvr          | $129.95 |
| PA1501H Kit | 2 meter pwr amp—15w—compl. kit w/SS switching | $49.95 |
| PA2501H Kit | similar to above—24w                          | $59.95 |
| PA144/15 Kit | similar to PA1501H less case, connectors and switching | $39.95 |
| PA144/25 Kit | similar to above—25w                          | $49.95 |
| PA220/15 Kit | similar to PA144/15 for 220 MHz               | $39.95 |
| PA432/10 Kit | NEW—similar to PA144/15 except 10w and 432 MHz | coming soon |
| PA4010H Kit | 10w in—40w out—relay switching                | $59.95 |
| PA110/10 Kit | 10w in—110w out 2 meter amp factory wired   | $179.95 |
| PA110/30 Kit | 30w in—110w out 2 meter amp factory wired    | $149.95 |
| PS3 Kit   | power supply regulator card                   | $ 8.95 |
| PS12C Kit | 12 amp—12 volt regulated power supply w/case | $69.95 |
| PS24C Kit | 24 amp—12 volt regulated power supply w/case | $99.95 |
| RPT144 Kit | NEW—15 watt—2 meter repeater factory wired   | $595.95 |
| RPT220 Kit | NEW—15 watt—220 MHz repeater factory wired   | $595.95 |
| RPT432 Kit | NEW—10 watt—432 MHz repeater                 | coming soon |

Repeaters are available in kit form—write for prices

### SEE YOU AT DAYTON HAMFEST

**ORDER FORM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAME ___________________________ TOTAL ___________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________ SHIPPING _______________________  
CITY ___________________________ NYS RESIDENTS-SALES TAX __________
STATE ______ ZIP ______ TOTAL ENCLOSED __________________

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 110
hex inverter
vxo circuit

Recent experiments with TTL hex inverter ICs in variable-frequency crystal oscillator circuits (VXOs) have been quite favorable, even with simple circuits. The following text presents crystal data, circuit design using the Signetics N7404A (although its equivalent may be substituted), and performance data on VXOs covering 2-20 MHz.

Simplicity, TTL compatibility, and modern design are emphasized.

device data

The following information is presented courtesy of Signetics, Inc., for the benefit of readers who may not have access to data sheets for these devices. Each inverter in the 54/74 TTL series (plastic dual-inline package) has the absolute maximum ratings (in free air temperature) shown in table 1. Some of the features of this logic family are presented below.

Logic definition. Logic is defined in terms of standard positive logic, in which low voltage is logical zero and high voltage is logical 1. Each input requires current into the input at a logical 1 voltage level. This current is 40 μA maximum for each emitter input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Device absolute maximum ratings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage, ( V_{CC}^* )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage, ( V_{IN}^* )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating free-air temperature range:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series 74 circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Voltage values are with respect to network ground terminal.
The switching characteristics of this IC family are typically 8 and 12 ns to logical zero and logical 1 voltage level, respectively.

Clamping diodes. All devices in the Signetics 54/74 logic family incorporate input diodes. Each clamping diode will limit negative excursions at the input to 1.5 V maximum below ground, even if -12 mA of current is drawn.

**vxo circuit description**

Three inverters are used per oscillator circuit (fig. 1). Two form the oscillator and the third is the output buffer. Positive 5 Vdc at 50 mA is connected to pin 14; negative is ground (pin 7).

Three inverters are connected in series: pin 12 joins pin 11, pin 10 connects to pin 9, and pin 8 is the output connection. A 200-ohm (linearizing) resistor is connected between pin 13 and the junction of pins 11 and 12. A frequency-limiting capacitor, \( C_p \), shunts this resistor. The crystal is connected in series with an inductor and a variable capacitor between pin 13 and the junction of pins 9 and 10. Starting with pin 13, you should have first a variable capacitor, \( C_v \), an inductor, \( L_v \), the crystal, and finally a connection to pin 9.

The N7404A circuit performs in somewhat the same way as the crystal impedance meter (CIM) described below. The crystal is in series with two inverters, thus the circuit oscillates best when the crystal appears as a pure low resistance. The situation is similar to a dog biting its own tail: the two inverters are the dog (who bites harder the sharper his teeth and the stronger his bite). You guessed it. The crystal is his teeth.

**test crystals**

Table 2 lists the crystals used in the investigation. The parameters shown were measured on a crystal impedance meter, which is a special circuit that can tune the crystal to its series-resonant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source, type</th>
<th>cut</th>
<th>series</th>
<th>32 pF anti</th>
<th>( C_o ) (pF)</th>
<th>( R ) (ohms)</th>
<th>( Q ) (x10^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Military FT-171-B</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>2219.179</td>
<td>2219.998</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>136.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>2998.055</td>
<td>2999.159</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>4998.433</td>
<td>5000.028</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>334.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Keystone Electronics FT 243</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>5997.536</td>
<td>5999.495</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>138.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Military CR-9/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>6610.817</td>
<td>6612.788</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Military CR24/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>6763.373</td>
<td>6764.408</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>8996.756</td>
<td>8999.661</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>184.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H James Knight Co., channel 23 HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>9088.159</td>
<td>9089.804</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I RCA HC6/U from fm receiver</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>11647.911</td>
<td>11654.463</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>14986.986</td>
<td>14991.926</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>19982.309</td>
<td>20000.020</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source, type</th>
<th>cut</th>
<th>series</th>
<th>32 pF anti</th>
<th>( C_o ) (pF)</th>
<th>( R ) (ohms)</th>
<th>( Q ) (x10^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Military FT-171-B</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>2219.179</td>
<td>2219.998</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>136.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>2998.055</td>
<td>2999.159</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>4998.433</td>
<td>5000.028</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>334.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Keystone Electronics FT 243</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>5997.536</td>
<td>5999.495</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>138.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Military CR-9/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>6610.817</td>
<td>6612.788</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Military CR24/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>6763.373</td>
<td>6764.408</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>8996.756</td>
<td>8999.661</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>184.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H James Knight Co., channel 23 HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>9088.159</td>
<td>9089.804</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I RCA HC6/U from fm receiver</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>11647.911</td>
<td>11654.463</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>14986.986</td>
<td>14991.926</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K International Crystal HC6/U</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>19982.309</td>
<td>20000.020</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
frequency. This is the frequency where the crystal appears to the circuit as a pure resistor of low value. When so adjusted, the crystal is switched out of the circuit and a resistor substituted for it. When the circuit amplitude equals that of the crystal, the resistor is said to be equal to the series resistance of the crystal, since the circuit can't tell if the resistor or the crystal is in its feedback loop.

The antiresonant frequency is determined in the same way, except that a 32-pF capacitor is now in series with the crystal. The value of $C_o$ in the table is the capacitance between the two pins that includes the holder capacitance as well as the interelectrode capacitance of the crystal. The value of $Q$ was calculated from the above data by:

$$Q = \frac{\omega L}{R}$$

$\omega = 2\pi f$

Where $f$ is the frequency and the other components are as shown in fig. 2.

![fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal.](image)

The capacitance $C_o$ is the static capacitance and is primarily a function of the electrodes sandwiching the quartz. $C_1$, $L_1$ and $R$ are the equivalent elements of the motional arm.

**Table 3. Crystal frequency (kHz) in the circuit of fig. 1 vs shunt capacitance, $C_p$.** $L_V$ is zero and $C_V$ is short-circuited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_p$ (pF)</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>470</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2439.86</td>
<td>$---$bad---</td>
<td>2219.07</td>
<td>2218.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8924.61</td>
<td>2999.37</td>
<td>2999.31</td>
<td>2999.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4998.30</td>
<td>4998.27</td>
<td>4997.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5997.27</td>
<td>5997.12</td>
<td>5995.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>19824.41</td>
<td>6611.33</td>
<td>6609.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>20298.39</td>
<td>6763.76</td>
<td>6761.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>8995.01</td>
<td>8995.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>9089.71</td>
<td>9089.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>11644.59</td>
<td>11642.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>14986.36</td>
<td>14984.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>19978.93</td>
<td>$---$bad---</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bad means an erratic output; counter readings bore no relationship to the crystal under test.

**Table 4. VXO frequency (kHz) as a function of circuit parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_p$ (pF)</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>8995.74</td>
<td>9011.46</td>
<td>9009.57</td>
<td>9004.17</td>
<td>8999.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>9089.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9099.66</td>
<td>9094.98</td>
<td>9091.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>11642.35</td>
<td>11667.03</td>
<td>11665.98</td>
<td>11660.70</td>
<td>11652.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>14984.60</td>
<td>15010.24</td>
<td>15006.96</td>
<td>14998.28</td>
<td>14990.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>19932.75</td>
<td>20021.41</td>
<td>20012.50</td>
<td>20001.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_v$ (pF)</th>
<th>7.8</th>
<th>7.8</th>
<th>7.8</th>
<th>7.8</th>
<th>7.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>9003.08</td>
<td>8995.33</td>
<td>9001.92</td>
<td>8992.33</td>
<td>8999.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>9094.12</td>
<td>9089.33</td>
<td>9093.23</td>
<td>9087.11</td>
<td>9091.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>11658.65</td>
<td>11635.35</td>
<td>11654.20</td>
<td>11592.61</td>
<td>11653.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>14994.34</td>
<td>14973.37</td>
<td>14992.02</td>
<td>15009.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>19982.30</td>
<td>19992.39</td>
<td>20021.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A blank space means a counter output completely unrelated to the crystal — probably due to noise. A similar reaction can be obtained with a small capacitor replacing the crystal. (Counter was capable of counting to 33 MHz.)
The equivalent circuit for a crystal (fig. 2) is the parallel combination of $C_o$ with the series string of $R$, $C_1$, and $L_1$. From this equivalent circuit it is now apparent that, at series resonance, the positive inductive reactance of $L_1$ is exactly equal and opposite to the negative reactance of $C_1$. The circuit is now only a resistor, $R$, and a capacitor, $C_o$ in parallel, since the resistance is very low, the crystal now appears as a low-value resistor (since the few pF in $C_o$ are swamped).

The N7404A is basically a high-frequency device. To use it for low-frequency service the high-frequency response must be inhibited by bypassing one of the inverters with a low-value capacitance. The effects of this are shown in table 3. Crystal A, you'll note,

**Table 5. Circuit Q as a function of VXO shifting.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_v$ (pF)</th>
<th>freq (kHz)</th>
<th>$Q$ $(x10^3)$</th>
<th>$Q$ $(x10^3)$</th>
<th>$Q$ $(x10^3)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9011.22</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>9009.56</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9009.38</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>9007.17</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9007.03</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>9005.17</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9004.39</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>9001.55</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>9001.14</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>8998.14</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>8999.14</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>8995.32</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8997.56</td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>8993.43</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>8996.76</td>
<td>184.0</td>
<td>8991.54</td>
<td>105.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crystal tested: $f_R = 8996.756$; $f_{32} = 8999.661$; $C_o = 5.2$ pF; $R = 4.0$ ohms

**Table 6. AT-cut crystals are better than BT cut for VXO applications. Here are N7404A VXO data on two-meter crystals.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>capacitance (pF)</th>
<th>inductance (uH)</th>
<th>AT cut (kHz)</th>
<th>BT cut (kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-7.271</td>
<td>-2.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-5.715</td>
<td>-1.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-5.307</td>
<td>-1.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-4.010</td>
<td>-0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.456</td>
<td>-0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2.352</td>
<td>-0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000 (base point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.327</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.954</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (-) means below base point. No sign is above base point. At base point both are 8081.675 kHz. Other parameters are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cut</th>
<th>holder</th>
<th>F32 (kHz)</th>
<th>FR (kHz)</th>
<th>R (ohms)</th>
<th>$C_o$ (pF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>FT-243</td>
<td>8081.649</td>
<td>8081.038</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>HC6/U</td>
<td>8081.703</td>
<td>8079.103</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

exactly equal and opposite to the negative reactance of $C_1$. The circuit is now only a resistor, $R$, and a capacitor, $C_o$ in parallel, since the resistance is very low, the crystal now appears as a low-value resistor (since the few pF in $C_o$ are swamped).
fundamental mode with only 15 pF. The rest of the table is self-explanatory and should be studied before applying the circuit to any particular crystal situation you have in mind.

**frequency shift**

It makes sense to VXO only the higher-frequency crystals, since they can be moved in meaningful and useful amounts without getting into instability problems. Table 4 shows the magnitude of frequency shift you can expect from frequency crystals, of course, can be shifted less.

**stability considerations**

The reason we use crystals to control frequencies is simply because they are stable, high-Q devices; and when you VXO them you pay for it through the loss in effective Q in the circuit. When the VXO act is carried to extremes, you no longer have a crystal in charge of the frequency, and the circuit promptly becomes an old LC deal with the usual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiment capacitor (pF)</th>
<th>predicted capacitor CIM (pF)</th>
<th>N7404A (pF)</th>
<th>correlated frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>experiment frequency (kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>9012.052</td>
<td>9011.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>9009.916</td>
<td>9009.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>9007.036</td>
<td>9007.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>9004.005</td>
<td>9004.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>8999.232</td>
<td>8999.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>93.20</td>
<td>180.20</td>
<td>8997.574</td>
<td>8997.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>−705.00</td>
<td>−178.00</td>
<td>8996.667</td>
<td>8996.531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other parameters are $C_0 = 5.2$ pF, $R = 7.5$ ohms, and $Q = 34.160$. The correlation coefficient is 0.9996; the equation is:

$$\text{freq (kHz)} = \frac{8996.667 + \frac{95.388}{C_0 + C}}{C_0 + C}$$

various crystals by changing the series reactances. The data for 1 pF are probably not within reach of most users, since a 100 pF variable will probably be used, and this low value is not obtainable. However, the data clearly demonstrate the value of reduced stray capacitance, since most of the easy-to-get shift comes on the low capacitance side. To shift the frequency below the $f_R$, the series-inductive reactance must predominate.

Consider crystal J. Using an inductor of 7 µH and a 100- to 2-pF variable, the possible frequency shift is about 25 kHz above, and 13 kHz below, series resonance. With care you can VXO a 15-MHz crystal about 50 kHz. Lower-

---
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you about the antique BT cut. Table 6 shows the amount of shift you can expect with two-meter 8-MHz crystals of both types.

calculating frequency from series capacitance

Here is a way to calculate the frequency of a VXO from the series capacitance. The N7404A IC has almost the property of a series tuned circuit without the knob; maybe you noticed this when scanning the data tables. I decided to see how close it really was and made measurements of crystal-capacitor combinations on both an honest series-resonant circuit and the N7404A circuit. The instruments used were a Radio Frequency Labs Model 459A crystal impedance meter (CIM) and General Radio Model 1612AL capacitance meter.

To get an easy-to-visualize table of comparison, I took the data obtained from both circuits and calculated a capacitor value from the correlation of reciprocal \((C_o + C)\) vs frequency, which is a straight line for all crystals. The intercept is the series-resonant frequency, and the slope is a function of the resonator cut, etc.

The line for any crystal can be determined (as it turned out) by measuring the crystal frequency in the N7404A circuit with two different capacitors in series, preferably one about 5 pF and one not larger than 32 pF. Since each crystal, even with the same cut and frequency, will be an individual with its own slope, don't expect one line to work too well for other crystals. But the same performance can be expected, so it is a useful guide. Table 7 shows that it is reasonable to predict frequency from a capacitor with the N7404A circuit. Of interest to those of you with a counter: you can measure low-value capacitors with a calibrated crystal (two known points are all you need if you know \(C_o\); if not, you need three points).

ham radio
HERE'S A REAL PLUS

You will add a real plus to your SSB station when you give it complete 160-meter receive and transmit capability with the exciting new Dentron 160 XV Transverter. Just two simple connections with no modifications and you're on the air.

- 5 watts drive gives 100 watts DC input
- 3.8 to 4.0 MHz input
- Matches 50 ohm antenna
- Built in 110/220 V 50/60 Hz supply
- Units are available for the 2 MHz MARS frequency

Dentron 160 XV Transverter $199.95 ppd. USA

plus even more!

Let the Dentron 160 AT antenna tuner solve your 160-meter antenna problems the easy uncomplicated way. This transmatch will load any random length antenna from a short whip to an extra-long wire. Use it with virtually any existing HF antenna you already have. Handles maximum legal power. Use with the 160-XV or any other 160 meter equipment requiring a 52 ohm antenna.

Dentron 160 AT Antenna Tuner $59.95 ppd. USA
Put together a wide variety of exciting new products and a dynamic young company on the move and you have DENTRON...dedicated to *Making Amateur Radio More Fun.*

**160-10 AT**

**SUPER TUNER**

Here is another Dentron first, a six band antenna tuner designed to solve virtually any matching problem you may have.
- Covers all bands 160 through 10 meters
- Handles maximum legal power
- Matches coax feed, random wire and balanced line
- Includes heavy duty balun for balanced line
- Black wrinkle finish cabinet.

160-10 Super Tuner .... $119.50 ppd. USA

Be ready for restructuring — Special Supertuner handles 3 KW PEP amplifiers —

$229.50 ppd. USA

**80-10 AT**

**Antenna Tuner**

This is the low cost way to match almost any random length wire on the five most used HF bands.
- Covers 80 through 10 meters
- Handles maximum legal power
- Matches random length long wire antennas
- Features Dentron quality and value

Model 80-10 Antenna Tuner $49.50 ppd. USA

**The Brand New 160-V Vertical Antenna**

Another eye opener from Dentron, this new vertical antenna will solve your 160, 80 and 40 meter problems.
- Efficient Vertical Design
- Self Supporting
- Weatherproof
- Quick & easy one man installation
- Covers 160, 80 or 40 meter band with one adjustment.

160-40V Antenna ................. $79.50 ppd. USA

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
Design and construction of a two-stage, small-signal amplifier that may be used in the frequency range from 500 kHz to 500 MHz.

The basic building block of practically all electronic circuits is the amplifier. Each time a circuit is designed and breadboarded the amplifiers in that circuit must be designed, tested, trouble-shooted and, sometimes, redesigned. I have often thought that there had to be a better way. For many requirements the answer lies in the circuit described here. It is a standard gain block capable of operating from typical intermediate frequencies to nearly 1 GHz. It is simple, inexpensive and amplifies without oscillating!

The design goals for this gain block were high gain, wide bandwidth, unconditionally stable operation, low noise figure, simple construction and low cost. It is not possible, however, to obtain state-of-the-art performance in all these categories in one amplifier.

What is achieved with the circuit in fig. 1 is a good compromise. The amplifier will perform well as an rf amplifier, i-f amplifier or general purpose preamp.

transistor selection

The selection of transistors is very important in high performance amplifiers. The 2N5179 transistor used in this amplifier provides high gain, large bandwidth and low cost. At 150 MHz a typical device will provide nearly 14 dB gain when inserted in a 50-ohm transmission line with no tuned circuits on the input or output. Stability at this heavy loading is guaranteed. The noise figure for this device, with optimum source resistance, is about 3 dB at 150 MHz. The 2N5179 sells for $0.77 in small quantities. For further information see reference 1.

circuit

The amplifier circuit is a two-stage, capacitively-coupled, common-emitter cascade. The collector-base feedback resistors are key elements in this circuit. They provide a simple means of bias, reduce gain at low frequencies to stabilize the circuit, and lower both the input and output impedance of the amplifier. A lot of work for two resistors! Capacitor C3 decouples each stage and R5 and C5 decouple the amplifier from the supply line.

The 2N5179 transistors have a rather wide specification in dc current gain (beta). With the simple bias network used in the circuit the bias point may therefore vary from transistor to transistor, and you may find it necessary to adjust R5 so that the voltage drop...
across R2 and R4 is 3 to 4 volts, each. This corresponds to about 8 mA collector current. This operating current is a compromise, with higher currents giving increased gain-bandwidth and lower currents providing improved noise figure.

The capacitors in the circuit cause the low-frequency gain to begin dropping off below about 2 MHz. Increasing these capacitors to 0.01 \( \mu \)F will lower the frequency response to about 200 kHz. It might be possible to use the amplifier at even lower frequencies by using larger values of capacitance, but I have not investigated the stability of the amplifier when doing this.

The capacitors in the circuit cause the low-frequency gain to begin dropping off below about 2 MHz. Increasing these capacitors to 0.01 \( \mu \)F will lower the frequency response to about 200 kHz. It might be possible to use the amplifier at even lower frequencies by using larger values of capacitance, but I have not investigated the stability of the amplifier when doing this.

**construction**

Mount the transistors close to the PC board, fig. 2, to keep the emitter leads very short. Be sure to ground the transistor case (fourth lead). This reduces unwanted capacitive coupling between transistor elements. If the PC board isn't used keep all leads as short as possible. In one breadboard I used no terminals, soldering each component to the next with very short leads. The result was a circuit just over one-inch (25mm) square.

A full-size printed-circuit layout is shown in fig. 3. Connectors may be soldered onto the board with short wire jumpers for the center conductor. Extra holes in the board are for these jumpers and for the +15 volt supply line. Coaxial input and output lines may be soldered directly onto the board if desired.

**performance**

The gain of the amplifier vs frequency is plotted in fig. 4. It is essentially the same for 50 or 75 ohms input and output loading. The measured input impedance is about 65 ohms from 500 kHz to 500 MHz with only a small series reactance. The output impedance is around 100 ohms series resistance with some reactance. The gain of fig. 4 is with 50 or 75 ohms driving and load impedance, there being little difference between the two. The maximum output level will vary some from amplifier to amplifier.
amplifier because of small variations in transistor biasing. A typical value of maximum output level for 1 dB gain reduction is 300 mV.

The gain of this circuit should be treated with respect. When making connections to the board, keep the input and output leads separated. The two stages are identical so if the total gain isn’t needed, connect only one stage and adjust resistor R5 for 3 to 4 volts drop across R2. I have built several of these amplifiers and none have oscillated, even with the input open, but it is a good idea to use a little caution.

**tuned amplifier**

Unless the amplifier will be used specifically as a broadband amplifier, tuned input and outputs should be used. This will reduce the possibility of undesired signals overloading the amplifier and will provide the desired bandpass characteristics. Since the input and output are closely matched to 50- or 75-ohm systems the tuned circuits are used only to shape the frequency response.

The Q of a tuned circuit is a measure of its 3 dB bandwidth. Consider the tuned circuit in fig. 5. The two 50-ohm resistors represent the generator resistance driving the amplifier and the amplifier input resistance. The total parallel loading, R, of the tuned circuit in fig. 5 is 25 ohms. The loaded Q is given by

\[
Q = \frac{R}{X}
\]

where X is the reactance of the inductor or capacitor at resonance. This is ap-

**fig. 4.** Frequency vs gain of the wideband rf and i-f amplifier shown in fig. 1. Circuit provides usable gain to 500 MHz and above.

**fig. 5.** Model of an input tuned circuit for the wideband rf and i-f amplifier (see text).
approximately true if the loaded $Q$ given above is lower than about one-tenth the $Q$ of the inductor or capacitor. The $Q$ of the circuit with no external loading is the unloaded $Q$. It is desirable to make the unloaded $Q$ as much greater than the loaded $Q$ as possible. In practice this means higher $Q$ coils and wider loaded

To tune the circuit either the capacitor or inductor may be made variable. At high or low frequencies it might be difficult to obtain the proper reactance with reasonable values of $L$ and $C$. In this case the inductor may be tapped or a capacitive divider may be used to increase the effective resistance of the

bandwidths. Narrowband tuned circuits with low quality coils or capacitors mean high loss in the tuned circuit. For further information on this subject see reference 2.

The resonant frequency of the tuned circuit in fig. 5 is 50 MHz. The reactance of the inductor at resonance is 250 ohms, so the loaded $Q$ is 10. The 3 dB bandwidth is given by

$$BW = \frac{f_o}{Q_{\text{loaded}}}$$

and in this case is equal to 5 MHz. Since the inductor and capacitor should have an unloaded $Q$ of at least ten times the loaded $Q$, it should be at least 100 for this case.

Adequate space is left at the input and output of the circuit board for compact tuned circuits. The coils at the input and output should be placed at right angles to avoid feedback caused by mutual coupling. Better still, the use of toroids will eliminate this problem and provide compact coils.

references
The manufacturers of commercial radio communications equipment are not only giving thought to the advantages of single conversion, they are using it in two-way fm gear (fig. 3). In most commercial (and practically all amateur vhf units) the dual-conversion technique is common with its high and low i-f narrow-band second i-f. Recently, with the development of crystal filters for the high i-f range, the selectivity of the high i-f has been vastly improved. In addition, the intermodulation characteristics of receivers have been improved through the use of fet mixer stages.

The above improvements suggest that not much thought be given to the old-fashioned single-conversion receiver. However, modern monolithic crystal techniques suggest a second look. What are some of the problems of dual conversion? Additional spurious responses for one thing, possible because of the presence of a second mixer. Also, the signal level is rather high at the second mixer and strong, nearby interfering signals can desensitize the receiver. Although the interfering signal may not be heard, it operates the limiter and/or automatic gain control system and reduces receiver sensitivity.

A modern, single-conversion design, on the other hand, offers several advantages. In addition to eliminating some of the problems caused by the dual-conversion system, the single-conversion design provides added reliability and simplified receiver alignment. It can also provide a notable size reduction - this is especially important in modern portable equipment.

Modern monolithic techniques provide an answer to the two basic single-conversion problems of image rejection and instability which result from the necessary high gain required at the

sections. The high intermediate frequency is responsible for reducing image responses, preventing them from reaching the second mixer. Gain and selectivity are the responsibility of the
fig. 2. Mixer, crystal filter and mosfet i-f amplifier for a vhf single conversion receiver.

The structure of the monolithic crystal filter design provides high stability, reliability and excellent selectivity. Thus the single-conversion i-f can be made relatively high so that incorporated in the single-frequency i-f system shown in fig. 1.

The non-monolithic crystal filter with which most amateurs are familiar contains numerous discrete inductors, resistors and capacitors in addition to the crystal. These components are used primarily for coupling, but they must be mounted and then carefully aligned. The monolithic crystal filter, however,

image response is reduced, just as it is in dual-conversion receivers with high intermediate frequencies. High-gain performance is obtained by the unique arrangement of filter and gain blocks

fig. 3. The GE Master II commercial vhf fm radio uses a single-conversion receiver (photo courtesy General Electric).
incorporates coupling as an inherent part of the quartz assembly (accomplished by placement of electrodes). The electrodes provide coupling and a means of converting an electrical signal frequency limit for design of such filters to accommodate a 15-kHz bandwidth is approximately 5 MHz. At the opposite end of the spectrum the practical limit at today's state of the art falls in the 25-

at the input to a self-resonant vibration of acoustic energy through the crystalline material. Acoustic energy is converted back to electric signal at a resonant output converter. Selectivity and coupling are controlled by the electrode geometry of the quartz blank.

Pairs and other groupings of these basic monolithic crystal filters can be assembled in modules and used to form higher-order filters. Presently the low-
to 30-MHz range. (Although monolithic crystals have been made to operate to near 200 MHz, the cost is extravagant.) Integrated circuits fit in ideally with the use of monolithic crystal filters. An integrated-circuit gain block can provide high stability with 60-dB gain and provide adequate performance up to 20 MHz or so with no instability and regeneration problems in sensible designs. Note that a single-conversion gain
of 140 dB can be obtained with the use of three crystal filters and three IC gain blocks. The staggering of crystal frequencies and the alternate gain-loss plan provide a high-gain overall bandwidth with low noise content.

Keeping the noise figure down in the i-f section minimizes the requirement for receiver front-end gain. As an aid in this objective the first amplifier of the i-f amplifier can be a field-effect transistor.

In practical vhf/uhf single-conversion operation a good i-f choice would be in the 10- to 12-MHz range. This matches well the standard 10.7-MHz i-f. When using a much higher i-f there may be problems with low-order spurious components, especially if the receiver is to operate over the 25- to 60-MHz range. At lower intermediate frequencies there is an additional cost factor and the 5-MHz limit of present monolithic crystal-filter science.

A simplified schematic of the mixer and first i-f amplifier is shown in fig. 2. The vhf signal from the antenna is applied to a matching input transformer and then to a five-section helical preselector that sets the rf selectivity of the receiver. The output of the preselector is applied to the gate of an fet mixer. Local-oscillator power is injected to the source of the fet. The drain output is linked to the input of the first monolithic crystal filter. An LC network does the appropriate matching to the four-pole filter. A second network matches the output of the crystal filter to the input of the i-f amplifier. The intermediate frequency is 11.2 MHz and i-f gain is 20 dB.

The first i-f amplifier is followed by a second crystal filter along with the input and output impedance-matching networks, fig. 4. This is followed by an IC i-f amplifier with a gain of 60 dB. The integrated circuit is similar to the RCA CA3014 wideband amplifier IC. No agc system is required. Dynamic signal range, freedom from significant intermodulation distortion components and limiting action down to minimum signal level eliminate this circuit function.

function generator

In the October, 1972, column the Exar 205 and S200 function generators were introduced. These integrated-circuit generators can form a number of basic sine, ramp and pulse waveforms. Generated waveforms can also be ampli-
Pulse and sawtooth generator using the XR-2206C function-generator IC.

As with the previous devices, only a few external components are needed. A sinewave generator, fig. 6, can be adjusted to provide a pulse, sinusoidal or triangle wave output. The output frequency is determined by the value of the capacitor connected between pins 5 and 6 and the resistance connected between pin 7 and common. The output level is set by the gain control while the offset dc voltage at pin 2 can be adjusted with the 25k offset potentiometer connected to pin 3.

To obtain a sinewave output with minimum harmonic content switch S1 must be closed. Potentiometers $R_A$ and $R_B$ are then adjusted for minimum distortion in the sinewave output. The output frequency is given by

$$f = \frac{1}{RC}$$

where $R$ is the approximately 2 megohms from pin 7 to ground, and $C$ is connected between pins 5 and 6.
A frequency-modulated output can be obtained by applying a modulating wave to either pin 7 or pin 8. Amplitude modulation is obtained by applying the modulating wave to pin 1.

The device can also be used as a

**vhf power amplifier**

Amperex has announced a 25-watt, 225-MHz power amplifier module designed for fm circuits, fig. 9. This module uses the 2.5-, 8- and 25-watt

A circuit for using the 2206C as a pulse and sawtooth generator is shown in fig. 8. In this mode pin 9 is shorted to the squarewave output at pin 11. The ramp rise and fall times or pulse duty cycle are regulated with resistors R1 and R2. The pulse width and duty cycle can be adjusted from 1% to 99% by proper selection of values for resistors R1 and R2 as given by

$$f_1 = \frac{1}{R_1C}$$

$$f_2 = \frac{1}{R_2C}$$

A simple FSK generator using the circuit of fig. 7. In this case the mark and space frequencies are determined by resistors R1 and R2. The actual FSK keying waveform is applied to pin 9. The mark and space frequencies (f1 and f2) are given by

$$f_1 = \frac{1}{R_1C}$$

$$f_2 = \frac{1}{R_2C}$$

Amperex semiconductors shown in the schematic diagram of fig. 10 and features 50-ohm input and output. With a 100-mW input signal, the module will deliver 25-watts output. The circuit is straightforward, using four capacitive dividers for input, output and interstage matching. The collectors are shunt-fed and three decoupling networks avoid self-oscillation. The amplifier can withstand an output mismatch as high as 50:1 without harm.

**metric tapes**

Some months ago I mentioned the convenience of a metric tape for calculating antenna and transmission-line lengths. Steel tapes with lengths up to 100 meters can be purchased from Forestry Suppliers, Box 8397, Jackson, Mississippi 39204. Standard lengths of 3, 20, 30, 50 and 100 meters are available. Some models are calibrated in feet and inches as well.
more power from the Standard 826M

Recently I offered to change the final transistor in a Standard 826M for a RTTY enthusiast friend. The output stage had "passed on," not from accidental abuse, but from overwork. Duty cycle or not, 40 minutes of RTTY was a normal day's work, before breakfast!

When I received the unit and instruction manual, I began to study the schematic. Companies such as Standard, that also produce marine and commercial land mobile gear, tune the slugs a little further into the coils and call the set an amateur radio. This is good in many respects. It not only assures that the design is fairly sound; it also lends itself to the plagiarizing of features from one model to another.

The case in point is the power selector system. This feature was originally designed into the marine units by FCC directive. Marine vhf sets must have a power selector system which will select either full power out or slightly less than 1 watt out for inner harbor communication. When this feature was incorporated into the amateur line, it was labeled as a "battery-saver circuit."

The circuitry is similar to the tune/operate switch in older tube and hybrid radios which reduces power output during tuneup. In the Standard, the power selector switch inserts a resistor in the collector line of the final and predriver. Changing the value of this resistor, within reason, makes changing the power output and increasing the duty cycle easy.

My decision on what level of power output to allow was hampered by several obvious and other, not-so-obvious, constraints. First, physical constraints: as the allowed power rises, the value of dropping resistor increases in size due to the higher power dissipation. Second, electrical limitations: the wire connecting the dropping resistor to the front panel switch is not suitable for more than several hundred milliamperes.

After some bench and field tests, an output of 2 to 3 watts in the low power position was found to be a satisfactory level. By Ohm's law, decreasing the resistor by a factor of two doubles the current and power output. In the Standard 826M the original resistor value of R005 is 22 ohms. The same value is used in the 806M; in the newer 826MA, the value of R363 was reduced to 15 ohms (consult individual instruction manual for value and position).

The resistor will probably be located across the two 9-pin test jacks on the rear of the chassis or on the transmitter board between the chassis wall and output transistor heatsink. A word of caution when working around the final area: take care not to deform the air-wound coils; sometimes they don't bend back. I know from experience!

Simply halving the present value will
produce a 2-watt output. Reducing the value slightly again will bring this to 3 watts. Reducing the resistance below this will increase the heat dissipation of the resistor to too great a value. The replacement resistor should be a Brown Devil or similar type, with a 12 watt, or slightly higher, rating. Mount the replacement in exactly the same fashion as the original unit.

This small modification adds much to the versatility of the 826. First, it provided the longer duty cycle originally sought. Second, some of the new 2-meter bricks need only 2 to 3 watts in to give 40 or more watts out. This means a selectable power of 2, 10 or 40 watts. Third, the power output stability and thermal characteristics of the final device are greatly increased, even in key-down sessions that last 45 minutes.

Although this article has discussed only the Standard line, examination of any 2-meter rig with a low-power switch will produce the same findings. Again, don't shoot for more than 3 watts at the low power setting. It can be done, but not without pulling heavier wires. And watch out for those air-wound coils.

John Pakusich, WB6KVF

open filament pins on power tubes

During a recent operating session, it suddenly appeared that my 3-500Z had died, with an apparent open filament. I replaced it with an elderly 4-400A, kept for emergencies, and let a few choice words out.

Close examination of the 3-500Z was puzzling, since the filament appeared intact. A check with an ohmmeter indicated continuity. Since the 4-400A replacement was working fine, the filament transformer was above suspicion.

A close look at the filament pins of the 3-500Z, however, lead to the solution. One of the two pins appeared to have lost its solder. The other seemed okay. The bad pin was heated with a 40-watt iron and removed from the heavy filament lead. The filament lead was cleaned and scraped and then the pin was fitted back over it and re-soldered. The tube has been successfully restored to full service.

The solder connection was probably not too good to start with, and the heavy starting surge current undoubtedly caused the connection to deteriorate further. Since discovering this malady I have been advised of the same problem with a 4-1000A, and I later saved another 3-500Z from becoming a lamp base. If that expensive tube in your final amplifier quits, be sure to check the solder connections to the filament pins before consigning it to the trash can.

Bob Locher, W9KNI

short circuit

In the circuit for the regulated solid-state high-voltage power supply described in the January, 1975, issue (fig. 1, page 42), the 18k resistor connected between pin 2 and the 8.55k resistor should be connected to pin 12; the 8.55k resistor should be connected between pins 2 and 12 as shown below. Also, the 0.33 μF capacitors connected from the secondary of transformer T3 to ground should be rated at 600 volts.
Heath SB-104 series

The new SB-104 series of equipment from Heathkit is one of the most advanced designs in amateur radio today and includes such features as digital readout, all solid-state circuitry, and broadband rf design. Key units of equipment in the new Heath line are the SB-104 five-band transceiver, SB-644 remote vfo, SB-634 station console, SB-614 station monitor and SB-230 conduction-cooled kilowatt linear.

transceiver

The new SB-104 ssb and CW transceiver is completely solid-state from front end to rf output and runs a cool 100 watts output. The four final transistors are completely protected against high vswr and thermal runaway so there is practically no danger of damaging them in normal operation. The Heath Company is so sure of the design, in fact, that they have placed a one-year warranty on the rf output board and final transistors. Since all of the rf circuits of the SB-104 are broadband, you can move instantly from one end of the band to the other, or from band to band; there is no need to adjust any preselector, drive, load or turn controls — just choose the band you want, dial in your operating frequency, and go on the air.

The digital dial of the SB-104 provides direct 6-digit readout of your operating frequency with 100-Hz resolution on all bands. And, unlike some digital readout systems that actually read only the vfo frequency (and interpret the output frequency), the digital dial in the SB-104 accounts for the vfo, bfo and high-frequency oscillator signals. With this arrangement there is no need for a frequency calibrator.

The large spinner dial provides about 30 kHz per revolution, a rate that seems ideal for all types of operating habits. Of course, the 100-Hz accuracy of the digital dial means that when you want to be on a certain frequency, that's where you'll be. If you only need 1-kHz accuracy, the last, 100-Hz digit can be turned off with a front-panel switch.

Although the final amplifier of the SB-104 is rated at 100 watts output (ssb or CW), for QRP operation the output can be instantly switched to one-watt with a front-panel pushbutton. The carrier and unwanted sideband are suppressed 55 dB, harmonic radiation is down 45 dB, spurious radiation within ±3 MHz of the carrier is down 50 dB or more, and third-order intermodulation distortion is 30 dB down from two-tone output.

The broadband receiver has been designed for minimum cross-modulation and intermodulation distortion products — important aspects on today’s crowded amateur bands. Adjacent signal overload is negligible with the SB-104 yet sensitivity on all bands is 1 μV or better for 10 dB signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio. Selectivity is 2.1 kHz minimum at 6 dB down and 5 kHz maximum at 60 dB down (2:1 shape factor). With the accessory 400-Hz CW filter, selectivity is 400 Hz at 6 dB down and 2 kHz maximum, at 60 dB down. Audio output is rated at 2.5 watts into 4 ohms at less than 10% THD (1 μV input signal provides 0.5 watt audio output). Agc is switch select-
able for release times of 100 µs or 1 millisecond; attack time is less than 1 millisecond.

Front panel controls include agc (fast, slow, off) audio and rf gain, main tuning, mic/CW level, vox gain, vox delay and bandswitch. Pushbutton switches are used to control vox, noise blanking, mode, tune, high/low power, and metering. On the rear panel are controls for vox anti-trip and sidetone level. Rear panel connections are provided for phone patch, auxiliary audio output, speaker, key, alc, external vfo, i-f output and separate receive and transmit antennas.

The more than 2800 parts used in the SB-104 transceiver are mounted on 15 separate printed-circuit boards for easy assembly and test. Eleven of the boards plug-in and seven of these may be extended out of the chassis for adjustment or troubleshooting while the transceiver is operating. Two large wiring harnesses eliminate 95% of the point-to-point wiring in the SB-104. Total construction time is about 50 hours. Alignment of the completed transceiver is fast and simple, requiring only a dummy load, microphone and vtm.

The SB-104, priced at $699.95, is designed for use with a 13.8-volt dc power supply so it is a natural for mobile operation. Current drain is 2 amps on receive and 20 amps on transmit (3 amps when switched to low power). The HP-1144 fixed-station power supply ($89.95) provides the necessary voltages from 120/240 Vac lines. Other accessories for the SB-104 include the SB-604 station speaker ($29.95) SBA-104-1 noise blanker ($24.95), SBA-104-2 mobile mount ($34.95), and SBA104-3 400-Hz CW filter ($34.95).

**remote vfo**

The SB-644 remote vfo ($119.95) was designed specifically for the SB-104 transceiver and provides serious DXers with complete split transmit/receive capability. The transceiver vfo can be at one end of the band while the remote vfo is at the other. Furthermore, the system is designed for transceive operation on the remote vfo or internal transceiver vfo, transmit on the SB-104 and receive on the remote, or receive on the SB-104 vfo and transmit on the remote. There are also provisions for two crystals in the SB-644 for fixed-frequency control.

Although the linear dial on the front panel of the SB-644 remote vfo places
The "STANDARD" by Heights

Light, permanently beautiful ALUMINUM towers

THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE OF YOUR ANTENNA IS PUTTING IT UP WHERE IT CAN DO WHAT YOU EXPECT. RELIABLE DX — SIGNALS EARLIEST IN AND LAST OUT.

ALUMINUM Self-Supporting Easy to Assemble and Erect All towers mounted on hinged bases Complete Telescoping and Fold-Over Series available

And now, with motorized options, you can crank it up or down, or fold it over, from the operating position in the house.

Write for 12 page brochure giving dozens of combinations of height, weight and wind load.

ALSO TOWERS FOR WINDMILLS

HEIGHTS MANUFACTURING CO.

In Almont Heights Industrial Park
Almont, Michigan 48003

Due to severe act of vandalism and an office fire, many inquiries were lost. If you have not had a reply, please place your inquiry again.

you in the right ballpark, actual frequency readout is provided on the transceiver's digital display. The display automatically changes to the correct frequency as you switch from receive to transmit so there's never any doubt as to the frequency you are operating on.

Four front-panel pushbutton switches on the SB-644 control all transceive, transmit and receive modes on both the transceiver and the remote vfo. No switching is necessary at the transceiver — just push a button to turn on the vfo, and push another to select the vfo or crystal. Status lamps behind the window indicate whether the frequency is controlled by the transceiver vfo, remote vfo or crystal.

The vfo circuitry in the SB-644 is the same as that used in the new SB-104, and thanks to the true digital readout used in the transceiver, concern about vfo dial linearity is a thing of the past. The vfo kit is assembled on two circuit boards and only two simple adjustments are required for alignment. Frequency drift is less than 100 Hz per hour after a 30-minute warmup; dial backlash is 100 Hz maximum.

station console

The new SB-634 station console ($179.95) is actually five station accessories in one: a 24-hour digital clock, ten-minute ID timer; phone patch, rf wattmeter and swr bridge. The digital clock indicates hours, minutes and seconds with digits large enough that they can be read from across the room. The clock runs continuously as long as the console is plugged in, completely independent of the other functions.

The ten-minute ID timer uses three digits to indicate minutes and seconds up to 9:59. At the ten-minute mark the timer automatically recycles and provides a visual alarm or both visual and audible alarms (selectable from the front panel). If you elect to identify before the 10-minute mark, as you
should, the ID timer can be reset by a pushbutton on the front panel. Accuracy of both the 24-clock and ten-minute timer is determined by the accuracy of the power-line frequency.

The hybrid phone patch which is built into the station console allows either manual operation or voice control without switching connections. Isolation between transmit and receive circuits is at least 30 dB and can be adjusted with a rear-panel control. When you are running a phone patch, the meter can be used to indicate VU, and transmitter and receiver gain can be set with separate front-panel controls.

The rf power meter covers the frequency range from 1.8 to 30 MHz in two ranges, 200 or 2000 watts full scale, with accuracy of ±10%. If you wish to measure SWR, simply press a button on the front panel. SWR sensitivity, which is less than 10 watts, is adjustable.

Station Monitor

The Heath SB-614 station monitor ($139.95) will display transmitted SSB, CW, a-m (trapezoid) and RTTY (cross) signals up to one kilowatt from 80 through 6 meters. The flat-face CRT uses push-pull drive for a keystone-free, sharp, clean trace that can be used to diagnose a wide variety of operating problems: non-linearity, insufficient or excess drive, poor carrier or sideband suppression, regeneration, parasitics and key clicks. The operating manual includes 40 CRT display illustrations and explanations.

The station monitor has all standard scope control functions with a recurrent, automatic sync-type sweep generator that is adjustable in three ranges from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. For limited test applications the SB-614 can also be used as a normal scope with 10 kHz to 50 kHz bandwidth, good sync and high input sensitivity (60 mV rms for ½-inch vertical deflection). A rear panel 10:1 attenuator provides extra operating convenience.
NEW ITEMS

Sperry SP-332 contains two 7 segment readouts, .330 high, side by side layout, black glass face, orange characters with decimal .% in square. W/specs. $3.50 each, 3 for $10.00


UNPOTTED TOROIDS — All toroids are center tapped, 8MMHY or 44MMHY Price is a low 5 for $2.75 p.pd.

NEW SIZES — VERTICAL MOUNT PC BOARD POTENTIOMETERS

American made (CRL) high quality pots. Available in the following sizes: 500 ohms, 1500 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 50,000 ohms, 100,000 ohms. Price is 5 for $1.00 p.pd.

3 inch 4 ohm VC Square frame with 4 mounting holes. $1.20 each p.pd.

COOL 30-0-30 V, 2.5 AMP SHIELDED TRANSFORMER — NEW — AMERICAN MADE YES — 3 pound with 1¾" deep core vertical end bell mount. 2¼” w. x 3” h. x 3½” deep, with 63 V - 1A winding. $4.85 p.pd.

NEW ... Red 6 foot #18-2 line cord with flanged safety plug — 55¢ p.pd.

ZENERS

All Units Tested And Guaranteed

400 MILLIWATT UNITS — 3, 3.3, 3.6, 3.9, 4.3, 4.7, 5.6, 6.2, 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 9.1, 18, 22, 24, 27, Volts

1 WATT UNITS — 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 27, 30, 33, 39, 43, 47, 51, 56, 60, 68, 75, 82, 91, 100, 110, 120, 130, 150, 160, 180, Volts ALL UNITS 10% — 4 for $1.00 p.pd. 5% — 3 for $1.00 p.pd.

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

1/10 MFD, 10V, CRL DISC CAPACITOR ¾" dia., long leads 11¢ ea., 10 for $1.00 p.pd.

Miniature Terminal Strips. 1” Long x ¾” High. 3 Term. plus Ground $2.00 for $1.00 p.pd.

IDEAL FOR 2M POWER — Transformer, 115 VAC primary. 18 volt, 5 amp core or 7 amp intermittent duty secondary $6.00 ea. p.pd.


SEND STAMP FOR BARGAIN LIST Pa. residents add 6% State sales tax ALL ITEMS PPD. USA Canadian orders for less than $5.00 add $1.00 to cover additional postage costs.

m. weinschenker

K 3DPJ BOX 353 IRWIN, PA. 15642

conduction-cooled linear

The new SB-230 1-kilowatt conduction-cooled linear uses a rugged Eimac 8873 triode in a proven grounded-grid circuit to deliver up to 1200 watts PEP input on single sideband and 1000 watts on CW with less than 100 watts drive. The linear is also rated at 400 watts input for slow-scan television or RTTY. Third-order intermodulation distortion is ~30 dB or more. And since the SB-230 is conduction cooled, there is no need for a noisy blower — the massive heatsink on the rear of the unit takes care of all the cooling requirements.

The cabinet of the SB-230 features microswitch interlocks on both the top and bottom to shut down the primary power when either of the covers is removed. The temperature of the heatsink is monitored so if the temperature rises too high a thermal circuit breaker opens and the amplifier shuts down. To allow the 8873 sufficient time to warm-up when it is first turned on, a delay circuit is built in. When warmup is completed the Delay light goes out. Lights are also provided to indicate when the exciter is running straight through and when the amplifier has been shut down because of high heatsink temperature.

Bandswitching of the linear is accomplished with a single knob and the load and tune controls are clearly marked so you can return to a favorite operating frequency by simply noting the control positions. The back-lighted meter is used to indicate relative rf power, plate current, grid current or high voltage. Relative power sensitivity is adjustable from the front panel. Price, including power supply, is $319.95.

For more information on the exciting new Heath SB-line, the first complete high-frequency amateur communications system to be offered in some time, write to the Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022, or use check-off on page 110.
High Performance VHF-UHF Equipment

100 Channel 2 m FM Transceiver SE 285

Immediately ready-for-operation on 100 channels with a frequency spacing of 30 kHz between 145 and 148 MHz. Five preprogrammed repeater or simplex channels can be selected on a rotary switch. All other channels can be selected independently for transmit and receive using thumbwheel switches on the front-panel. Digital frequency selection using a frequency synthesizer. Receiver equipped with KVG 10.7 MHz crystal filter and crystal discriminator. Operating voltage 12 VDC. Completely silicon transistorized. Output power is 10 W RF. Insensitive to incorrectly matched antennas. Built-in squelch, calling tone, and loudspeaker. Connector provided for an external loudspeaker.

$684

SSB/AM/FM/CW 2 meter Transceiver SE 600 digital

A transceiver that really offers you everything. Extremely low noise figure with excellent selectivity, and high cross and intermodulation rejection.

True transceive or separate operation of transmitter and receiver, which can be switched independently to the CW, LSB, USB, AM and FM modes. This versatility allows problemless operation via repeaters, satellite and balloon-carried translators.

Digital frequency readout from the built-in frequency counter using 13 mm Nixie tubes. Direct readout of the transmit and receive frequency; the indication jumps from one to the other on depressing the PTT button etc.

Separate crystal filters for each mode. True AM with plate/screen grid modulation. Built-in speech processor. Product detector for SSB and a crystal discriminator for FM. VOX, antitrip and PTT facilities, as well as RF-output and S-meters. Built-in antenna relay. Built-in power supplies for AC and 12 VDC operation.

$1749

2m/70 cm Linear Transverter LT 702

An all mode transverter (SSB, AM, FM, CW, RTTY, SSTV) for transposing a 2 m signal to the 70 cm band and vice versa. The full 10 MHz between 430 and 440 MHz is covered in five bands of 2 MHz each. Each of these bands can be selected individually for transmit and receive so that it is especially suitable for operation over repeaters and transponders. The receive converter is synchronized to the transmit oscillator during transceive operation. Several coaxial relays are provided for dual band operation 2 m/70 cm and 70 cm/2 m. Output power is 10 W. Built-in meters for drive and output power. Built-in power supply. Built-in attenuator for input power levels of 1 W to 30 W PEP on 2 m.

$805

Please request our data sheets

Karl Braun • Communications Equipment
D-85 Nuernberg, Deichslerstrasse 13, W. Germany
the new standard in amateur radio design
Heathkit SB-104 Transceiver

All the modern circuitry, built-in features, high performance and honest operating convenience you have wanted are in the new SB-104.

**Completely solid-state** ... from the audio input to RF output with over 275 advanced solid-state devices, including 31 ICs, 75 transistors, and 171 diodes.

**Totally broadband**. No more bothersome Prescaler, Load, or Tune controls. Just choose the band, dial in the operating frequency, and select your mode.

**True digital readout**. 6 digits of large, bright, easy to read frequency information with resolution down to 100 Hz on all bands. True digital circuitry that takes into account VFO, HFO, and BFO frequencies. You see where you are at all times.

**Performance-plus!** The transmitter delivers a solid 100 watts output in the high power position and can be switched to one watt instantly from the front panel. Low harmonic and spurious radiation; third-order distortion is 30 dB down or better at 100 watts; carrier and unwanted sideband suppression are rated at -55 dB. The broadband receiver is designed to minimize cross-modulation and intermodulation; active devices are kept to a minimum ahead of the highly selective crystal filter. Adjacent signal overload is non-existent, yet sensitivity is better than 1 μV.

**Versatile.** The 104 will operate directly from a 12 V. auto electrical system; for fixed station use, hook up the HP-1144 supply. Complete back panel inputs and outputs include connectors for phone patch, separate Tx and Rcv antennas, IF out, Driver out, VFO in and out.

**Easy Assembly.** Easier than any other design we’ve offered. Over 2800 parts, yet all but a handful mount on one of the 15 glass epoxy boards, and two wiring harnesses eliminate most of the point-to-point wiring. Eleven boards plug-in and 7 can be extended out of the chassis while operational; the other boards are accessible without dismantling. Alignment is fast and simple due largely to the broadband design; only a dummy load, mike, and VTVM are needed.

**A system concept.** The 104 has its own new line of accessories...1 kw conduction-cooled linear, CRT station monitor, 5-in-1 station console, remote VFO, fixed station power supply, speaker, noise blanker, 400 Hz CW filter, and a mobile mount. Everything you need to put you in complete command of this years-ahead design...put them to work at your station.

**Kit SB-104, 31 lbs., mailable** ........... 699.95*
**Kit SBA-104-3, 400 Hz CW crystal filter, 1 lb., mailable** ........... 34.95*
**Kit SBA-104-1, Noise blanker, 1 lb., mailable** ........... 24.95*
**Kit SBA-104-2, Mobile mount, 6 lbs., mailable** ........... 34.95*
**Kit HP-1144, Fixed station power supply, 28 lbs., mailable** ........... 89.95*
**Kit SB-230, Linear, 40 lbs., mailable** ........... 319.95*
**Kit SB-634, Station console, 14 lbs., mailable** ........... 179.95*
**Kit SB-614, Station monitor, 17 lbs., mailable** ........... 139.95*
**Kit SB-644, Remote VFO, 10 lbs., mailable** ........... 119.95*
**Kit SB-604, Station speaker, 8 lbs., mailable** ........... 29.95*

---

**Send for your 1975 Heathkit Catalog—the world’s largest selection of electronic kits.**

**HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—**

Units of Schlumberger Products Corporation

Retail prices slightly higher.

ARIZ: Phoenix; CALIF: Anaheim, El Cerrito, Los Angeles, Pomona, Redwood City, San Diego (La Mesa), Woodland Hills; COLO: Denver; CONN: Hartford (Avon); FLA: Miami (Hialeah), Tampa; GA: Atlanta; ILL: Chicago, Downers Grove, IND: Indianapolis; KANSAS: Kansas City, Mission; KY: Louisville, LA: New Orleans (Kenner); MD: Baltimore; Rockville; MASS: Boston (Wellesley); MICH: Detroit, MINS: Minneapolis ( Hopkins); MO: St. Louis ( Bridgeton); NEB: Omaha; N.J: Fair Lawn; N.Y: Buffalo (Amherst), New York City, Jericho (LI), Rochester, White Plains; OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo; PA: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh; R.I: Providence (Warwick); TEXAS: Dallas, Houston; VA: Norfolk (VA Beach), WASH: Seattle, WIS: Milwaukee.

---

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110

Heath Company
Dept. 122-04
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

**Heath** Schlumberger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ZIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.**

MAIL ORDER PRICES TO FACTORY.

AM-311
KEYBOARD AND ENCODER KIT

* 53 Keys
* ASC II Encoder
* For: Terminals
  TV Typewriters
  Calculators
  RTTY Displays
  CATV and more

More keys—more features and still the same price. Our KBD-2 comes with “Line Feed”, “Cancel” and “Escape” functions for more convenient teletype and computer operation. Two user defined keys are connected to isolated output lines on the connector to allow use as “Here Is”, or other such special functions.

Keyswitches are full typewriter travel and response type, arranged in a modified ANSI layout. Full length spacebar with equalizer.

Keyswitches are mounted on a fiberglass circuit board. The encoder provides a standard ASC II output and includes a debouncer circuit. ASC II code includes shift and control functions with three user defined keys available. Keytops are first quality double-shot molded types for permanent good appearance. Gold plated contacts on keyswitches. NEW—no surplus parts. Typewriter style—NOT a modified keypunch board.

KDB-2 Kit......................................................$39.95 ppd

WRICE THE SERVICE AT NO INCREASE IN PRICE!

Yes, HR Report, amateur radio’s first national newsletter, is going weekly. Now you can receive the latest news about your favorite hobby every Monday by first class mail.

HR Report has already set an enviable record for fast, concise reporting, and now weekly service will raise that standard even further. Don’t miss out... sign up today.

HR REPORT

HR Report, Greenville, NH 03048
52 exciting issues by first class mail
only $12.00 U.S. & Canada
airmail worldwide $15.00

Name________________________
Call________________________
Address______________________
City__________________________
State________________________
Zip__________________________

TOUCHTONE • • • DECODERS

3 DIGIT, SELECTIVE CALL BOARDS AS DESCRIBED IN DECEMBER ’74 HAM RADIO. BOARDS ARE DOUBLE SIDED, PLATED THROUGH, CUT AND DRILLED. KITS COME LESS TUNING CAPACITORS. ALL 4 WEEKS DELIVERY. CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS PLEASE.

SET OF BOARDS (2 EA.)..............$12.95
COMPLETE KIT..........................$37.50

ELECTROMEDICS
3295 BROOKDALE DRIVE SANTA CLARA CA 95051

DEPT H
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216

78 HR April 1975
Hewlett-Packard introduces a smaller uncompromising calculator: the HP-21 Scientific.

Now $125.00 buys:

- More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations, including rectangular/polar conversion, register arithmetic and common log evaluation.
- Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our HP-35.
- Full display formatting.
- H-P’s unique and efficient RPN logic system.
- H-P quality craftsmanship.
- An unbeatable price: performance ratio.

800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) are the numbers to call for a dealer near you. He’ll show you how much performance $125.00* can buy.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 256A, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes—Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.
DATA SIGNAL SCORES AGAIN
NOW WELL ESTABLISHED IN THEIR NEW FACILITIES THE SUCCESSORS TO DATA ENGINEERING ARE LEADING OFF WITH BOTH EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS AND TIME PROVEN FAVORITES. YOU CAN DEPEND ON DATA SIGNAL FOR THE FINEST IN AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES.

AUTOMATIC TOUCH TONE DIALER
Now, by the push of a single button you can automatically dial up to six separate 7-digit telephone numbers. All solid state with automatic PTT operation. Can send telephone number only, or repeater access code plus telephone number automatically.

AD6 Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. without keyboard 99.50
AMD-6 Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. with keyboard 119.50
Factory programming of #s 7.50

DELUXE REPEATER AUTO PATCH
The auto-patch your club will be proud to own. It's complete in every aspect. Two 1-4 digit access codes, one 1-4 digit disconnect, rotary dial or regenerated Touch Tone output, dial-in capability, "1", "0" and numerical disconnects, ID by-pass, audio monitor, keyboard, digital readout, plus many more features. Send for brochure. Rack mount only.

RAP-101 Sh. Wt. 15 lbs. 549.00

TOUCH TONE REGENERATOR
Give your Auto Patch users and the telephone exchange a break. Now all touch tone digits received by the telephone exchange is from ONE touch tone standard and not from a multitude of individual pads. Regeneration eliminates miss-dials caused by pads with off-frequency tones, incorrect amplitude adjustments, improper tone length, split tone bursts, etc. Includes complete 16-digit decoder plus rotary dial capability. PC board and rack mounting available.

DCR-71 PC 249.00 Rack 325.00
Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. Sh. Wt. 8 lbs.

REPEATER AUTO PATCH
It's complete — a single digit access/disconnect Auto Patch facility. All you need is a repeater and the phone line. Complete with automatic disconnect, dial-in capability, two way audio monitor plus remote control. When used with a rotary dial exchange, Data Signal's DPC-121 dial converter is also required. P.C. board or Rack Mount available.

RAP-2 PC 99.50 Rack 149.50
Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. Sh. Wt. 8 lbs.
TOUCH TONE TO DIAL PULSE CONVERTER

Don’t let the lack of a Touch Tone telephone exchange prevent your repeater club from going auto-patch. Convert 0-9 TT digits to Bell System compatible dial pulse code. Uses anti-falsing TT decoder, 64-digit memory and solid state pulsing. Starts dialing on first incoming digit. Memory will not overload. Cancel function. * and # output provided for control purposes. PC Board and rack mount available.

DPC-121
PC 195.00  Rack 285.00
Sh. Wt. 2 lbs.  Sh. Wt. 10 lbs.

TOUCH TONE KEYBOARD/ENCODER

The smallest, thinnest keyboard with built-in touch tone encoder. Only 1/4" thick. Completely self-contained, designed for mounting directly to hand-held portables. Operating temperature -20°F to +150°F. R. F. proof.

DT-4M Miniature Encoder 2 1/4" x 3" x 1/4" 89.95
Sh. Wt. 1 lb.

TOUCH TONE PADS

Standard size 12 and 16 digit Touch Tone Pads. Automatic PTT operation with 1 1/2 second transmitter hold. Self powered via internal 9V battery. Audio and PTT outputs, TTP-1 and TTP-2 also has low volume audio monitor for acoustically coupling of tones to microphone. Zero quiescent current. Operating temperature -20°F to +150°F. R. F. proof.

TTP-1 16 digit 3" x 5 1/2" x 1 1/2". Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. 79.50
TTP-2 12 digit 3" x 5 1/2" x 1 1/2". Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. 59.50
TTP-3 12 digit 2 1/4" x 4 1/4" x 1 1/2" Sh. Wt. 2 lbs. 59.50

ANTI-FALSING TOUCH TONE DECODER

Now, a true anti-falsing decoder, immune to high noise and voice falsing. 12 to 16 digit capability. Single 5-volt power supply. Heavy duty transistor output. Complete p. c. board or standard 19" rack available.

TTD-126-12 12 digit PC 149.95  Rack 219.95
TTD-126-16 16 digit PC 169.95  Rack 239.95
Sh. Wt. 2 lbs.  Sh. Wt. 10 lbs.

ORDER TODAY OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

DATASIGNAL INC.
Successor to Data Engineering, Inc.

2212 PALMYRA ROAD, ALBANY, GA. 31701
912-435-1764

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
PHOTO ETCH PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT MAKES PRINTED CIRCUITS THREE WAYS!

1. FULL SCALE ARTWORK MASTER
2. MAGAZINE ART ILLUSTRATION
3. DIRECT ETCH DRY TRANSFERS APPLIED TO COPPER CLAD BOARD

KIT CONTAINS: 5" x 6" steel printing frame, 4 sheets 5" x 6" photocopy film, yellow filter, chemicals for 1 pint film developer and 1 pint film fixer, 5" x 6" copper clad board, 3" x 4½" copper clad board, spray can of photo etch resist, 1 pint resist developer, 2 sheets 8½" x 11" layout film, 1 roll 1/16" printed circuit tape, 1 roll 1/32" printed circuit tape, 8 sheets dry transfer direct etch PC patterns including pads, transistors, round can and flat pack ICs, DIP ICs, edge card connectors, lines, circles, jogs, etc., ½ lb anhydrous ferric chloride to make 1 pint etchant, instructions.

ER-4 COMPLETE PHOTO ETCH SET ........ postpaid $24.95
AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR DIRECT (N. J. residents add sales tax)
The DATAK corp. • 65 71st St. • Guttenberg, N. J. 07093

CURTIS KEYER CHIP ...
8043-1; IC, PCB, Manual .................... $24.95
8043-2; Semi-kit ............................... $49.95
Add for postage ................................ $1.50
KB4200 Keyboard ............................... $499.95
See Oct 74 QST
EK420/KM420 Keyer/Memory ................ $439.90
See Oct 73 QST
Brand New!!! EK430 CMOS Keyer ........ $124.95
Brand New!!! IK440 Instructokeyer ...... $224.95
CURTIS ELECTRO DEVICES, INC.
Box 4090, Mountain View, CA 94040

SOME FINE PRINT
on the newest CURTIS keyer products
8043 KEYER-ON-A-CHIP. The best keyer kit available at any price, bar none. If you find parts hard to come by, order the 8043-2 containing everything you need, sans cabinet, speaker, jacks and knobs. Pots are included.
Write for descriptive brochures. Special club rates. See our ad above.
CURTIS ELECTRO DEVICES, INC.
Box 4090, Mountain View, CA 94040

WE'RE FIGHTING INFLATION NO PRICE RISE IN '75

FOR FREQUENCY STABILITY
Depend on JAN Crystals. Our large stock of quartz crystal materials and components assures Fast Delivery from us!

CRYSTAL SPECIALS
Frequency Standards
100 KHz (HC 13/U) ......................... $4.50
1000 KHz (HC 6/U) .......................... 4.50
Almost all CB sets, TR or Rec ........ $2.50
(CB Synthesizer Crystal on request)
Amateur Band in FT-243 ................. ea. $1.50
.......................... 4/$5.00
80-Meter ................................ $3.00 (160-meter not avail.)
Crystals for 2-Meter, Marine, Scanners, etc. Send for Catalog.
For 1st class mail, add 20¢ per crystal. For Airmail, add 25¢. Send check or money order. No dealers, please.

Div of Bob Whan & Son Electronics, Inc.
2400 Crystal Dr. Ft. Myers, Fla 33901
All Phones: (813) 936-2397
Send 10¢ for new catalog with 12 oscillator circuits and lists of frequencies in stock.

JAN Crystals
Many hams say...

The only thing better than the Drake 4-Line is the Drake C-Line

- 1 kHz Dual Concentric Dial Readout
- Receiver and transmitter lock together in transceive operation
- No side controls
- Iridium cadmium-plated chassis
- Compatible with all previous Drake lines

R-4C Receiver

R-4C FEATURES:
- 8-pole crystal filter combined with passband tuning, SSB filter supplied
- Provision for 15 additional accessory 500 kHz ranges
- Transistorized audio
- Optional high-performance noise blanker
- AVC with 3 selectable time constants
- Optional 8 pole filters available for CW, AM, RTTY

T-4XC Transmitter

T-4XC FEATURES:
- Plug-in relay
- More flexible VOC operation; including separate delay controls for phone and CW
- Crystal control from front panel for amateur, Mars, commercial uses
- Provision for AFSK RTTY operation

For complete details on the C-Line and other Drake equipment, contact:

R. L. Drake Company
540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 • Phone (513) 866-2421 • Telex 288-017

See you at the Dayton Hamvention!
A long time ago an Indian chief traded Manhattan for a handful of beads and trinkets. Since then times must have changed. But do you still seem to feel like that Indian chief when it comes time to trade up to a new FM rig? Not when you do your trading with "The FM People".

We take pride in our reputation for giving really good trade-in allowances. Our fast turnover of equipment allows us to offer what your unit is really worth. In many cases we are able to offer more in trade than we've seen the units sell for in various publications.

We have no flat rate for a trade-in figure. Instead each trade is individually figured with these points in mind:

1. Over-all condition of the unit
2. Options or accessories included
3. Supply and demand

So when trading time comes around, don't settle for beads and trinkets. Call, write or stop by and see for yourself why we're called "The FM People."

TERMS OF SALE: Sales to licensed Radio Amateurs for use on Amateur freqs only. All prices FOB Oak Park, IL. Check with order, COD or you can charge to your BankAmericard or Master Charge.

STORE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00, Fri. 9:30-8:00, Sat. 9:30-3:00. Closed Sun. & Holidays

INQUIRIES WITHOUT ZIP CODE OR CALL . . . NO ANSWER

WANTED: Good used FM & test equipment. No quantity too large or small. Finders fees too.

SPECTRONICS INC.
1009 GARFIELD STREET
OAK PARK, ILL. 60304
(312) 848-6778

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 110
WE'RE ALL PACKED AND READY TO GO TO THE 1975 DAYTON HAMVENTION. AS ALWAYS WE'LL HAVE PLENTY OF GOODIES WITH US. HERE IS JUST ONE OF THEM THAT WE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN.

SEALED BID SALE

MOTOROLA N1138C . . . UHF PORTABLE REPEATER
Solid State
Compact
.7 watts
One of a kind
Minimum bid $300.00

TERMS: Unit will be sold to the highest bidder over $300.00. Deadline for mail bids is April 21, 1975. Bid must be in envelope marked sealed bid with no other correspondence. Bids will be opened at the FM Hospitality Room at the Dayton Hamvention. Last minute bids may be placed at the room before opening of bids.

ATTN: AMATEURS AND COMMERCIAL USERS
The FM People are proud to announce the addition of the quality Bird line of RF measuring and attenuating devices. Now you can fill all of your needs from the popular Ham Mate to the classic model 43 at the FM Supermarket of Values.

APRIL IS ICOM MONTH AT THE FM PEOPLE
Surprise yourself and see how easy it is to come up to the best. During April we will be making some fantastic trades for our ICOM customers.

IC 230
PLL Synthesized
Compact
10 watts out
Sensitive & Selective

$489.00 . . . Less High Trade = Fantastic Deal
Call or write us for all your ICOM needs.

TERMS OF SALE: Sales to licensed Radio Amateurs for use on Amateur freqs only. All prices FOB Oak Park, IL. Check with order, COD or you can charge to your BankAmericard or Master Charge.
STORE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00, Fri. 9:30-8:00, Sat. 9:30-3:00. Closed Sun. & Holidays
INQUIRIES WITHOUT ZIP CODE OR CALL . . . NO ANSWER
WANTED: Good used FM & test equipment. No quantity too large or small. Finders fees too.

SPECTRONICS INC.
1009 GARFIELD STREET
OAK PARK, ILL. 60304
(312) 848-6778

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
**DEV-TRONICS**

**SI-36**

The electronic scientific slide rule with functions to enable you to solve almost any problem, anywhere, anytime! Just press the keys.

Originally priced at $179.95 - **NOW ONLY** $139.95 or $109.95 as a kit with completed and pretested electronic boards including instructions for assembly.

Completed units and kits furnished with carrying case, Ni-Cad rechargeable batteries and charger.

One (1) full year warranty.

The SI-36 is Dev-Tronics first in a family of scientific calculators for the engineering and scientific fraternity featuring fully depressed keyboard with detent and click. It is a precision built, quality calculating machine with advanced design and algebraic keyboard entry (as you would normally write an algebraic problem) with the capability of solving detailed business problems and complex scientific arguments. Because of the designed-in flexibility of the SI-36 calculator to operate off throw-away and/or rechargeable batteries, you never have a loss of the use of this calculator when you are away from your charger. Merely replace your rechargeable batteries with commonly available 1.5 volt penlite cells to restore normal operation.

Broad range of application: Computes natural and common logs and antilogs. It calculates sine, cosine and tangents of trigonometric calculations and their inverses. Scientific notation and display range from 1.0x10^-99 to 9.999999999x10^99. For ease of entry it features special (2 level) parentheses keys, will handle non-scientific notation with a 10 digit mantissa, 2 sign digits and 2 scientific notation digits.

This is an amazing calculator costing much less than comparable machines priced to $225.00. But, don’t compare price; compare features and functions.

**Compare!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES/FUNCTIONS</th>
<th>SI-36</th>
<th>TI ML-50</th>
<th>HP-35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery saver circuit/indicator</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounding to ten digits</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebraic notation (sum of products)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree/radian key</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory (other than stack)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keys</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>ALGEBRAIC</td>
<td>ALGEBRAIC</td>
<td>POLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOG ln</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRG (arc sin, cos, tan)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees/radian conversion</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des/rad mode selection</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, x^2</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y, y^2</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square root</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific notation</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange x with y</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biggest display</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Parentheses levels (bracketing)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display shift off/data hold</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEALERS OF THE MONTH:**

- **HAMTRONIC'S** (215-757-5300 or 215-357-1400) 4033 Brownsville Road, Trevose, Pennsylvania 19047
- **QUEMENT ELECTRONICS** (408-998-5900) P.O. Box 6000, San Jose, California 95150

I Enclose $........................ ( ) Check ( ) Money Order ( ) Charge to my: ( ) BankAmericard ( ) Master Charge ( ) American Express

My Credit Card Number

Signature .................................... Mast.Chg.Intl bank no.

Quantity ..................................... Unit Price Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>SI-36 with chg. &amp; rechg. batts.</th>
<th>SI-36 kit/w chg. &amp; rechg. batts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Idaho residents add 3% sales tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add $2.50 ship/handling single units</td>
<td>Add $1.50 per unit ship/handling on multiple purch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRAND TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name ........................................

Address .....................................

City ......................................... State ZIP

Mail this coupon to: DEV-TRONICS, Inc., ROUTE ONE, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83301
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Shed unwanted QRM and Foreign Broadcast signals with a 25 db front-to-back. Work stations you never knew existed. Let the Hy-Gain 402BA help you make 5 Band DXCC and 5 Band WAS. Designed with only one objective...optimum performance in a small package, the 402BA offers mechanical and electrical superiority at an affordable price. A unique linear loading stub delivers maximum performance without the loss of center loading coils. Can be easily stacked with tri-band or 20 meter beams and requires only 10' separation. The exclusive Hy-Gain Beta Match gives positive DC ground to drain away precipitation static. For best results, use with Hy-Gain BN-86 Balun.

- 4.9 dB forward gain.
- 12-25 dB Front/Back ratio.
- SWR 1.5:1 or less at resonance.
- Takes maximum power, 1 KW AM, 2 KW PEP.
- Boom length 16', longest element 43'.
- Only 6.5 sq. ft. surface area.
- Weighs just 47 lbs.
- Turns in only 24' radius.
- DC grounded, driven element.
- Wind survival – 80 mph.

**Order No. 397**

For prices and information, contact your local Hy-Gain distributor or write Hy-Gain.

Hy-Gain Electronics Corporation; 8601 Northeast Highway Six, Lincoln, NE 68507; 402/464-9151; Telex 48-6424.
Branch Office and Warehouse; 6100 Sepulveda Blvd., #322, Van Nuys, CA 91401; 213/785-4532; Telex 65-1359.
Distributed in Canada by Lectron Radio Sales, Ltd.; 211 Hunter Street West, Peterborough, Ontario.
SUPER CW FILTER

The IMPROVED CWF-2BX offers RAZOR SHARP SELECTIVITY with its 80 Hz bandwidth and extremely steep sided skirts. Even the weakest signal stands out.

Plugs into any receiver or transceiver. Drives phones or connect between receiver audio stage for full speaker operation.

• Drastically reduces all background noise • No audible ringing • No impedance matching • No insertion loss • 8 pole active filter design uses IC's • Bandwidth: 80 Hz, 110 Hz, 180 Hz (selectable) • Skirt rejection: at least 60 db down one octave from center frequency for 80 Hz bandwidth • Center frequency: 750 Hz • 9 volt transistor battery not included.

• 400 Hz or 1000 Hz center frequency available add $3.00.

IMPROVED CWF-2BX, assembled ..................... $23.95

CWF-2, PC board, includes 4 position selectivity switch ... $16.95

CWF-2, kit ........................................ $14.95

Dealer Inquiries Invited

MFJ Enterprises, P. O. Box 494, Miss. State, MS 39762, (601) 323-5869

CMOS ELECTRONIC KEYER

Feature for feature the CMOS-440RS gives the most for your money: State of the art design uses digital CMOS ICs and NE555 sidetone • Built-in key with adjustable contact travel • Sidetone and speaker • Adjustable tone and volume • Jack for external key • 4 position switch for TUNE, OFF, ON, SIDETONE OFF • Two output jacks: direct relay, grid block keying • Uses 4 penlight cells (not included) • Self completing dots and dashes • Jam proof spacing • Instant start with keyed time base • Perfect 3 to 1 dash to dot ratio • 6 to 60 WPM • Relay rated 250 VDC, 1½ amp, 30 VA

CMOS-440RS, Deluxe ... $37.95

Write for FREE catalog and CW filter test reports. Please include $1.50 per unit for shipping and handling. Money back if not satisfied. One year UNCONDITIONAL guarantee.

500 MHZ PRESCALER

EXTEND YOUR COUNTER TO 500 MHZ !!!

Can be used with any counter capable of 5Mhz.

• High Input Sensitivity less than 150mv needed at 500 Mhz – overload protected

• High Input Impedance 500 ohms

• Outputs: +10 and –100 TTL compatible

• Includes Power Supply

ORDER NOW!

PS-K kit ........................................... $89.00

PS-A wired and tested ......................... $109.00

PLUS $85 POSTAGE

Cali. residents add 6% sales tax

LEVY ASSOCIATES

PO. Box 961 R

Temple City, Calif. 91780

R-X NOISE BRIDGE

• Learn the truth about your antenna.

• Find its resonant frequency.

• Find R and X off-resonance.

• Independent R & X dials greatly simplify tuning beams, arrays.

• Compact, lightweight, battery operated.

• Simple to use. Self contained.

• Broadband 1-100 MHz.

• Free brochure on request.

• Order direct. $39.95 PPD U.S. & Canada (add sales tax in Calif.)

PALOMAR ENGINEERS

BOX 455, ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
Guys that own it think it's great!

It's Midland's compact model 13-500, mobile 2-meter transceiver with 15-watt/1-watt power, 12 channel capability... and performance in the field that's built a solid reputation for value and reliability in the ham fraternity.

Multiple FET front end coupled with high Q resonator filter and ceramic filters • Instantaneous final protection circuit to prevent VSWR damage • ADL circuit to maintain deviation at a pre-set level. • Top-mounted trimmers for each crystal • Accessory connectors for tone burst and discriminator meter • Just 2½" high x 6½" wide x 8¾" deep • Includes microphone, mobile mounting bracket and crystals for .16/.76, .34/.94 and .94 simplex.

Write for free Midland Amateur Radio Catalog... see why "COMMUNICATIONS IS OUR MIDDLE NAME"

Midland's extra-value added ingredient

R.S.V.P.
Positive, practical support for your repeater service when you buy any Midland 2-meter mobile transceiver.

Midland International Communications Division
P. O. Box 19032
Kansas City, Missouri 64141
ATLAS 210
for 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 METERS AND THE COMPANION MODEL 215 FOR 15 through 160 METERS.

490 Via Del Norte
Phone (714) 433-1983
Oceanside, California 92054

ATLAS RADIO INC.

GEM-QUAD FIBRE-GLASS
ANTENNA FOR 10, 15, and 20 METERS

Two Elements $129.00
Extra Elements $90.00
Price is F.O.B. Transcona
INCLUDES U.S. Customs Duty
KIT COMPLETE WITH
*SPIDER
*ARMS
*WIRE
*BALUN KIT
*BOOM WHERE NEEDED

WINNER OF MANITOBA DESIGN
INSTITUTE AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Buy two elements now — a third and fourth may be added later with little effort.
Enjoy up to 8 db forward gain on DX, with a 25 db back to front ratio and excellent side discrimination.
Get a maximum structural strength with low weight, using our "Tridetic" arms.

GEM QUAD PRODUCTS
Box 53
Transcona, Manitoba, Canada R2C 2Z5

Measuring only 0.18 cu. ft. and weighing less than 7 pounds, the Atlas 210/215 Solid State Single Sideband Transceiver is a real GIANT KILLER. It packs a hefty 200 watts P.E.P., offers 5 band coverage, and unprecedented selectivity (only 9200 cycles at 120 db down).

Priced at just $599, it's the best transceiver value on the market today.

The CFP "MINNIE-WINNIE" will be at DAYTON
Saturday & Sunday, April 26 & 27
Look for us in the fabulous flea market.

Just a sample of the used equipment we will be offering:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Cash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Electronics 20A Exciter w/man.</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Electronics 458 VFO w/man.</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drake 26 Receiver w/28Q Q-Multiplier/Speaker</td>
<td>145.00</td>
<td>123.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett &quot;Time Machine&quot; Clock/Calculator — REDUCED from Last Listing</td>
<td>93.00</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Radio 1432-L Decade Resistor — Looks New</td>
<td>145.00</td>
<td>145.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertsch FM-3 Frequency Meter</td>
<td>207.00</td>
<td>176.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath HW-202 w/Six Sets of Crystals</td>
<td>179.00</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icom IC-2F Transceiver with 2 Sets of Crystals and IC-3P</td>
<td>145.00</td>
<td>145.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Supply — REDUCED</td>
<td>136.00</td>
<td>136.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken KP-202 with Nicads, Case, Flexible Antenna, Home-Brew Charger, 6 Sets</td>
<td>275.00</td>
<td>275.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½&quot; Rack Cabinet w/Carrying Handles</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic PRO-4 Pocket Scanner with Four Crystals and Flexible Antenna</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>81.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency HR-6 w/Four Sets of Crystals</td>
<td>245.00</td>
<td>208.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency HR-2A with BARRA Préamp and Three Sets of Crystals</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>128.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency HR-212 w/5½ Sets of Crystals</td>
<td>189.00</td>
<td>161.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard SR-8015 — Tuned to RCC Frequencies — No Crystals — REDUCED</td>
<td>160.00</td>
<td>160.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is just a partial listing. Send SASE for our full used equipment list. Call or write for a quote on your favorite gear.

607-533-4297 24 hours - leave a message
Office and salesroom hours
8:30-5:30 on Monday, Tuesday & Thursday
Other hours by appointment. Closed Wed. & Sun.

C F P ENTERPRISES
866 RIDGE ROAD, LANSING, N. Y. 14882

90 / apr 1975
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Space age communication equipment demands a crystal that meets all standards of technical advancement. Crystals that were acceptable some years ago do not meet present day specifications. As a general rule, your crystal must be selected from the best quartz... (no throw off cuts). Tight tolerances demand selected angles of cut. The x-ray is important in making this selection. The crystal should be preaged with stress cycling. It should be checked for frequency change vs temperature change. It must be checked for optimum spurious response. It should be calibrated to frequency with the correct oscillator. International Crystals are manufactured to meet today’s high accuracy requirements. That’s why we guarantee all International crystals against defective materials and workmanship for an unlimited time when used in equipment for which they were specifically made.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NORTH LEE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73102
$250
MODEL 4 X 6 WIRED and TESTED
MODEL 4 X 6-C WIRED and TESTED $270.00 f.o.b.

250 MHZ FREQUENCY COUNTER

Sensitivity............... Less than 80 mV at 150 MHz
Input Z.................... 50 ohms
Max. Input Voltage........ 15 V rms, 50 V dc
Time Base.................. Crystal Clock plus-minus 10 ppm
                           0°C to 40°C ambient
Readout.................... 6 Digit 7 Segment LED
Power....................... 120 V ac
Dimensions.................. 2½” H, 10” L, 7” D
Cabinet..................... Light blue

Frequency Range............ 500 kHz - 250 MHz

Include $2.50 to cover postage and insurance.

Price FOB Shawnee, Oklahoma

K - ENTERPRISES
1401 NORTH TUCKER • SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA 74801

The 24th Annual
Dayton HAMVENTION®
April 25-26-27, 1975

Technical Sessions • Exhibits • Flea Market • Awards
Hidden Transmitter Hunt • Ladies Programs • Special Group Meetings
Write Dayton HAMVENTION
P.O. Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401
See You at the World’s Largest Ham Convention

For Your Operating Pleasure — A NEW TUNABLE ACTIVE FILTER

How about a tunable active filter for all modes of operation — CW, RTTY, AM, SSB? We've evolved PEAK-N-NOTCH based upon the latest filter theory and integrated circuit technology to yield unparalleled performance. A single knob tunes a deep rejection notch or a high selectivity peak over the 50 to 5000 Hertz band separating desired from undesired signals by more than 30 dB. Q of the filter may be adjusted to meet your individual preference.

In addition, PEAK-N-NOTCH can be used as a versatile test instrument in harmonic and intermod distortion measurements. Battery power eliminates hum and other A.C. line induced signals. Phones, a speaker, and high impedance loads may be used with the filter. Silicon integrated circuits and a premium, hot-moulded tuning pot ensure a long, noise free life. It's so good we offer a two year warranty. Only $44.50 via parcel post or UPS within the USA. Add $1.00 for shipment by air, plus any applicable local taxes.

RADIATION DEVICES CO., P. O. Box 8450, Baltimore, MD 21234
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NOW available for the first time in North America

the all NEW synthesized VHF FM TRANSCEIVER

the KDK-144

Compare the features:
SYNTHESIZED — no more crystals
L.E.D. READOUT — for quick, easy readability
10KHZ FREQUENCY DIAL UP CAPABILITY 146-148 MHZ — Perfect for the 2nd generation of repeaters and simplex channels
600 KHZ UP AND DOWN REPEATER CAPABILITY
POWERFUL 2W AUDIO OUTPUT
10W.R.F. OUTPUT

Compare the sizes:
KDK-144 2” x 6 3/8” x 7 3/4” Deep
ICOM AC-230 2 9/32” x 6 1/8” x 8 1/2” Deep
CLEGG FM 27B 3 1/2” x 7 3/8” x 9 1/2” Deep

$399

F.O.B. Blaine Wash.

HAM IMPORT SALES
P.O. Box 1009 Blaine Wash. 98230
(Washington State Residents add 5% Sales Tax)
Please Rush me a KDK-144. Enclosed is a □ cheque □ money order for $399. (plus sales tax if applicable)
NAME: ...........................................................
ADDRESS: ................................................................
ZIP: ....................................................................
Instead of just saving QSL cards, you can help us save lives in the U.S. Coast Guard.

You could be the communications link between a freighter sinking in a raging storm and the Coast Guard's search-and-rescue teams.

You could be radioing supplies to feed the victims of a raging Mississippi River flood.

You could be sending pollution-control experts out to contain an oil spill off California.

In the Coast Guard, there's nothing routine about being a radioman. When you're doing the job you want to do, you're helping others at the same time.

Last year we answered over 60,000 calls for help. Picked up signals from all over the world.

Even if you're not yet an amateur, you could qualify for radioman school. If you do, we'll pay you over $300 a month to start. Not to mention free food, housing, and medical care. And there's an added benefit. One of our radiomen, in his free time, worked over 165 countries and all zones. In only three months.

We'll build your code speed to 18-26 WPM. And teach you voice, teletype and radioteletype procedures on the most modern transceivers.

So if you're between 17 and 26, send in the coupon. Find out about all the benefits of our guaranteed Radioman School Program.


Once you discover what a job as a Coast Guard radioman can do for you, we think you'll get the message.

Help others/Help yourself. Join the lifesavers. The Coast Guard.

Commandant (G-PMR-4) 51045
U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C. 20590
I'd like to know more about the Coast Guard's guaranteed Radioman School Program.

Name_________________________Age______
Street_________________________Apt. #______
City_________________________State_____Zip______
Phone_________________________Soc. Sec. #______
HAS TWO IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS TO ALL RADIO AMATEURS

#1 - FM-DX Now In Production!

This great all new digitally synthesized 2 Meter FM Transceiver has been so enthusiastically acclaimed by those who have been field testing the pre-production units that we are sure it's going to be our all-time greatest. NOW IT'S READY FOR DELIVERY TO YOU! Phone us (Toll Free) and we will fill you in on the details. See us at the DAYTON HAMVENTION — You may even win an FM-DX!

#2 - Direct Factory Sales!

Effective immediately you can purchase Clegg products directly from our brand new SALES & SERVICE facility in Lancaster, Pa. This new program has been instituted so that we may bring to you the best in HAM gear at the lowest possible prices and with the best possible service.

COME AND SEE US IN LANCASTER

or SEE US AT THE DAYTON HAMVENTION

or DROP US A QSL FOR FULL DETAILS.

or CALL US TOLL FREE

Clegg

A Division of International Signal & Control Corp.

208 Centerville Rd. Lancaster, Pa.

Toll Free (800) 233-0250 In Pa. Call (717) 299-7221 Collect
CRYSTAL FILTERS and DISCRIMINATORS
1 27/64" x 1 3/64" x 3/4"

by K.V.G.

9.0 MHz FILTERS
XF9-A 2.5 kHz SSB TX $31.95
XF9-B 2.4 kHz SSB RX $45.45
XF9-C 3.75 kHz AM $48.95
XF9-D 5.0 kHz AM $48.95
XF9-E 12.0 kHz NBFM $48.95
XF9-M 0.5 kHz CW $34.25

9.0 MHz DISCRIMINATORS
XD9-01 ± 5 kHz RTTY $24.10
XD9-02 ±10 kHz NBFM $24.10
XD9-03 ±12 kHz NBFM $24.10

9 MHz CRYSTALS (He25/u)
XF900 9000.0 kHz Carrier $3.80
XF901 8998.5 kHz USB $3.80
XF902 5001.5 kHz LSB $3.80
XF903 8999.0 kHz BFO $3.80
F-05 He25/u Socket $.50

VN CONVERSIONS UHF
RF Freq. (MHz) +
IF Freq. +
N.F. (typical)
Nom. Gain
Power 12V D. C.

Actual Spectrum Analyzer Photograph
of an RP Synthesized Radio

ONLY RP GIVES YOU BOTH
PLUS
• SUPER ACCURACY (.0005%)
• FULL 2M FM COVERAGE
144-148 MHz
WORKS WITH MOST FINE AMATEUR
OR COMMERCIAL GRADE RADIOS

FM YOUR GONSET
For your Clegg 22 or, Poly Comm 2, PC 62, Johnston
ANL, Aeratron 1000, Acme TX 12, or VHF II

WORKS WITH COMMUNICATOR I, II, III, IV and
GC 105, and other rigs listed.
Frequency adjust for netting built in.
$37.00 postpaid USA & Canada. Specify
transmitter model. Calif. residents add sales
tax. (He25/u crystal and 9 volt transistor
battery not supplied.)

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
R.P. Electronics
810 DENNISON DRIVE
BOX 1201
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
Phone: 217-352-7343

FM YOUR GONSET
for your Clegg 22 or, Poly Comm 2, PC 62, Johnston
ANL, Aeratron 1000, Acme TX 12, or VHF II

WORKS WITH COMMUNICATOR I, II, III, IV and
GC 105, and other rigs listed.
Frequency adjust for netting built in.
$37.00 postpaid USA & Canada. Specify
transmitter model. Calif. residents add sales
tax. (He25/u crystal and 9 volt transistor
battery not supplied.)

SEND FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE.
GIANT SAVINGS!

Look at These UNBEATABLE PRICES!

GTX-600 6-Meter FM
100 channels, 35 watts
WAS $309.95
NOW $219.95
(Incl. 52.525 MHz)

GTX-200 2-Meter FM
100 channels, 30 watts
WAS $299.95
NOW $199.95
(Incl. 146.94 MHz)

GTX-100 1¼-Meter FM
100 channels, 12 watts
WAS $309.95
NOW $219.95
(Incl. 223.5 MHz)

GTX-10 2-Meter FM
10 channels, 10 watts
WAS $239.95
NOW $169.95
(Incl. 146.94 MHz)

CLIP OUT AND ORDER NOW!

GENAVE, 4141 Kingman Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46226

HEY, GENAVE! Thanks for the nice prices! Please send me:

□ GTX-600 $219.95
□ GTX-200 $199.95
□ GTX-100 $219.95
□ GTX-2 $189.95
□ GTX-10 $169.95
□ PS-1 AC Power Supply $49.95

□ Lamda/30 2-M Base Antenna $39.95
□ Lamda/4 2-M Trunk Antenna $29.95
□ TE-1 Tone Encoder Pad $59.95
□ PSI-9 Port. Power Package $29.95

Non-standard crystals $5.75 each; allow 8 weeks delivery. For factory crystal installation add $8.50 per transceiver.

Sub-Total $_________ Cal. residents add 6% sales tax: $_________ TOTAL: $_________

NAME__________________________ AMATEUR CALL__________
ADDRESS_________________________ CITY__________ STATE & ZIP

Payment by: □ Certified Check/Money Order □ Personal Check □ C.O.D.
□ 20% Down Payment Enclosed. Charge Balance To:
□ BankAmericard #__________ Expires__________ Interbank #__________
□ Master Charge #__________ Expires__________

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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REDUCE YOUR PROJECT COSTS
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
24-HOUR SHIPMENT
ALL TESTED AND GUARANTEED

TRANSDISTORS (NPN):
2N3563 TYPE RF Amp & Osc to 1 GHz (p:2N918) 6/$1.00
2N3565 TYPE Gen. Purpose High Gain (TO-97/106) 6/$1.00
2N3567 TYPE High-CURRENT Amplifier 500 mA 4/$1.00
2N3865 TYPE RF Per Amplifier 2 W @ 100 MHz $1.50
2N3903 TYPE GP Amp & Sw to 100 mA and 30 MHz 6/$1.00
2N3904 TYPE GP Amp & Sw to 100 mA (TO-92/106) 5/$1.00
2N3919 TYPE RF Per Ampl 3 W @ 3.3 MHz $3.00
2N2474 TYPE Ultra-High-Speed Switch 12 ns 4/$1.00
MP26515 TYPE High Gain Amplifier hfe 250 3/$1.00
Assort. NPN GP TYPES: 2N3565, 2N3641, etc. (15) $2.00
2N3238 TYPE PIN/GD OP & Sw to 300 mA 4/$1.00
2N249 TYPE PIN Low Noise Amp 1 mA to 50 mA 4/$1.00

FET's:
N-CHANNEL (LOW-NOISE):
2N4081 TYPE RF Amp & Switch (TO-18/106) 3/$1.00
2N4141 TYPE RF Amplifier to 450 MHz (TO-72) 2/$1.00
2N5322 TYPE Gen. Var. Amp & Filter, TO-92/106 3/$1.00
2N5486 TYPE RF Amp to 450 MHz (plastic 2N4416) 3/$1.00
E1000 TYPE Low-Cost Audio Amplifier 4/$1.00
140448 TYPE Ultra Low Noise Audio Amplifier 2/$1.00
T154 TYPE High-Speed Switch 4002 3/$1.00
Assort. RF & G/D. FETS, 2N5163, 2N5486, etc. (8) $2.00
P-CHANNEL:
2N4360 TYPE Gen. Purpose Amp & Sw (TO-106) 3/$1.00
E175 TYPE High-speed Switch 12500 (TO-106) 3/$1.00

APRIL SPECIALS:
1N4154 DIODE 30 V 10-mA 1N514 exc. 30 V 20/$1.00
2N5106 RF TRANSISTOR 7W @ 450, 1W @ 1 GHz $2.50
749 Dual Audio Preamplifier $8.00
349T 1A-VOLT REG - Specify 6, 6 or 15 V $1.75
M5536 Digital Alarm Clock Snooze/Alarm/Timer $7.95
Hrs., Min., Sec. 4 or 6 Digit - with Spec/Schematics $3.95
M5536-E & Digit 4 Function Calculator 18 PIN DIP $3.95

LINEAR IC's:
308 Micro-Power Op Amp (TO-5/Mini-DIP) $1.00
308X Voltage Regulator 5 V @ 1 A (TO-3) $1.50
324 Quad 741 Op Amp, Compensated (DIP) $1.90
380 2.5 Watt Audio Amplifier 34 dB (DIP) $1.29
555X Timer 1-12 hr, Del. pinout from 555 (DIP) $0.85
709 Populator Op Amp (DIP-DTO 5) $0.29
723 Voltage Regulator 3.30 V @ 1-250mA (DIP/TO-5) $0.58
739 Dual Low-Noise Audio Preamplifier $1.00
1448 Dual 741 Op Amp (Mini-DIP) $0.65
2556 Dual 555 Timer 1-12 to 1 hour (DIP) $1.15

DIODES:
1N3600 TYPE Hi-Speed Sw 75 V $2.000 6/$1.00
1N3635 TYPE RECTIFIER Stud Mount 400 V 12 A 2/$1.00
1N819 or 1N4148 TYPE Gen. Purp. 100V/10mA 1/0/$1.00
1N747 ZENER 4.3 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N754 ZENER 6.2 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N755 ZENER 7.5 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N757 ZENER 9.1 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N758 ZENER 10 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N685 ZENER 15 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
1N686 ZENER 20 Volt (10%) 400 mA 4/$1.00
D5 VARACTOR 5-50 and Output @ 30 250 MHz, 7-70 P 5.00
F7 VARACTOR 3-13 Output @ 100-500 MHz, 5-50 P $1.00

**MAIL NOW! FREE DATA SHEETS supplied with every item from this ad. FREE 739 or Low Noise Dual Op Amp included ($1.00 value) with every order of $10 or more, postmarked prior to 5/31/75.

ORDER TODAY - All items subject to prior sale and prices subject to change without notice.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG offering hundreds of semiconductors not listed here. Send 10¢ stamp.

TERMS: All orders must be prepaid. We pay postage $1.00 handling charge on orders under $10. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

DATA SIGNAL, INC.
2221 PALMYRA ROAD
ALBANY, GA. 31701
912-435-1764

Data today for complete details
FOR SALE: SBE-33, factory reconditioned, $180.00. Also matching SBE-1 LA 1 kw. linear with new SBE-1 LA 1 kw. matched finals. $130.00. Very good condition KW station for very attractive price. Rick, K1BQT/1, 21 Lakeshore Drive, Barrington, N. H. (603) 664-2088.


TOUCHTONE wired and ready for plugs and case. Mike Wahl, W4NRF, 2922 Sheridan Ave., Miami Beach, Fla. 33140.

RADIO EXPO '75: The one you've heard about. September 6 & 7, Fair Grounds, Grays Lake, Ill. Information: Write EXPO, Box 1014, Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006.

LOGIC PROBE KIT!!! Now a digital Logic Probe Kit at a realistic price. Red, green, and yellow light emitting diodes signal the presence of logic levels encountered in TTL digital circuitry. Utilization of transistor and integrated circuit switching techniques permit the Digapake-A to indicate logic 0, logic 1, and pulsing circuit conditions. Complete kit including easy instructions is available now from Chesapeake Digital Devices, Inc., Dept. B, Post Office Box 341, Havre de Grace, Md. 21078. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Order yours today. $14.95 plus shipping. Maryland residents add tax please.

RTTY GEAR AND VHF REMOTES. Closing out my RTTY gear. Also have load of new remotes with microphones and coil cords. Send SASE for list. Murray Cotten, W2EHW, 122 Library Lane, Mama- roneck, N. Y. 10543.

FIGHT TVI with the RSO Low Pass Filter. For brochure write: Taylor Communications Manufacturing Co., Box 126, Agincourt, Ontario, Canada. MIS 384.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Boonton 160A Q meter, $145; HP-410B VTVM, $120; Bode 673 wattmeter, $120; HP-411A RF voltmeter, $175; AN/USM-50C oscilloscope, $500; HP-540B transfer oscillator, $125. Walter, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, Calif. 94806.

QRP TRANSMATCH for HW7. Ten-Tec and others. Send stamp for details to Peter Meacham Associates, 19 Loretta Road, Waltham, Mass. 02154.


SURPLUS TEST EQUIPMENT, VHF and microwave gear; write for bulletins. David Edsall, 2843 St. Paul, Baltimore, Md. 21218.

BUY—SELL—TRADE. Write for monthly mailer. Give name, address, call letters. Complete stock of major brands new and reconditioned equipment. Call us for best deals. We buy Collins, Drake, Swan, etc. SSB & FM. Associated Radio, 8012 Con- sensor, Overland Park, Ks. 66204. 913-381-5301.

TELETYPEWRITER PARTS, gears, manuals, supplies, tape, toroids. SASE list. Typetronics, Box 8873, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33310. Buy parts, late machines.

FOR SALE, COLLINS 325-S-1, $300.00. Call after 6 p.m. Eugene P. Rhodes, WB4JCV, 227 Edison Drive, Pensacola, Fl. 32505. 904-453-3844.


MANUALS for most ham gear made 1940/65, some earlier. Send SASE for specific quote. Hobby Industry, W0JJK, Box H-824, Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501.

FREE BARGAIN CATALOG. Transistors, resistors, capacitors, crystals, relays, IC's, PITS, LEDs, readouts, keyboards, misc. parts. Channel's, Box 15431, Lakewood, Colorado 80215.

WANTED: tubes, transistors, equipment, what have you? Bernard Goldstein, W2MNP, Box 257, Canal Station, New York, N. Y. 10013.

YOU WOULDN'T START A LOG IN MARCH

RIGHT NOW

is the time to order your

75

Callbook

Don't wait until 1975 is half over. Get your new Callbooks now and have a full year of the most up-to-date QSL information available anywhere.

The new 1975 U. S. Callbook will have over 200,000 W & K listings. It will have calls, license classes, names and addresses plus the many valuable back-up charts and references you have come to expect from the Callbook.

Specialize in DX? Then you're looking for the new, larger than ever 1975 Foreign Callbook with over 225,000 calls, names and addresses of amateurs outside of the USA.

United States Callbook
All W & K Listings
$12.95
with 3 Service Editions
$18.95

Foreign Radio Amateur Callbook
DX Listings
$11.95
with 3 Service Editions
$17.95

Order from your favorite electronics dealer or direct from the publisher. All direct orders add 75¢ shipping and handling per Callbook.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110

Write for FREE BROCHURE

Radio Amateur Callbook INC.
Dept. E 925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044
450 MHz GOODIES

With more 450 MHz repeaters in operation every day, good quality 450 MHz equipment is getting scarce. Think twice before you pass up these deals!

RCA Model CMUE-15 (shown above). Fifteen watts output on 450 MHz, transistor power supply. With accessories. ONLY $45.00

GENERAL ELECTRIC MT-42N. Fifteen watts output on 450 MHz, transistor power supply. With trunk mount accessories. ONLY $50.00

TWO METER GOODIES
made by MOTOROLA

D33 BAT: This rig was made to mount over the front handle bars of a motorcycle. It operates in the 152 to 172 MHz band and has a power output of 10 watts. The receiver and power supply are both solid state. Less mike and primary power cable.. ONLY $50.00

MOTRACS: Model U43HHT-3100. Thirty watts output in the 152 to 172 MHz band. Has private line and standard squelch. With accessories. ONLY $275.00

Send check or money order today.

DuPAGE FM INC.
P. O. Box 1, Lombard, IL 60148
(312) 627-3540

TERMS OF SALE: All items sold as is. If not as represented return for refund or exchange (our option) within five days of receipt shipping charges prepaid. Illinois residents must add 5% sales tax. Personal checks must clear before shipment. All items sent freight collect. Accessories do not include crystals, relays, reeds or antennas.
QSL's. Sample catalog 20¢. N & S Print, P. O. Box 1184, Phoenix, Ariz. 85061.


WANTED: GENERAL CLASS (or higher) hams to join 4,500 member Morse Telegraph Club. Hundreds of hams already belong. Send modest $3 annual dues (includes subscription to great slick paper newspaper "Dots and Dashes") to GST A. J. Long, 520 West Schwartz Street, Salem, Ill. 62881 for membership card and assignment to nearest chapter.

CLEANING OUT SHACK for fun and profit! All types of equipment for sale at hamfest prices including CW, SSB, ATV, SSTV, RTTY, FM, HF/VHF/ UHF and even radar as well as station accessories, antennas, and test equipment. A huge assortment of tubes, vacuum variables, meters, capacitors, transformers, blowers, fans, resistors, relays, high power components, and other rare goodies too numerous to mention. Send large S.A.S.E. for list to: WABOQQ, 311 N. Marshall Road, Middlelton, Ohio 45042.

MOULTRY AMATEUR RADIO KLB 14th annual hamfest, April 27, Wyman Park Sullivan, Indoor, outdoor market. Tickets $1 advanced; $1.50 at gate. Write W A R K. P. O. Box 327, Mattoon, Illinois 61938.

TRADE HANDY-TALKIE Regency HRT-2, new, never opened, for solid state $149. or 7 holders enhance 140 cards for $3.00.

THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL TRADE HANDY-TALKIE Regency HRT-2, new, never opened, for solid state aear or $169.

THE GREATER BALTIMORE HAMBORRE, Calvert Hall College, Putty Hill and Goucher Boulevard, Towson, Maryland (one mile south of Exit 28 of Beltway Interstate 695), Sunday, April 6, 1975, 9 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Food services, flea market, resinizes. Registration: $2.00. Complete table set-ups indoors. INFO: G. E. Hill, 5400 Roland Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21210 or Brother Gerald Malseed, 8102 La Salle Road, Towson, Maryland 21204. (301-825-4266).

THE GREAT CLEVELAND HAMFEST, sponsored by the Cleveland Amateur Radio Club, is scheduled for 10 a.m. April 19, 1975, at St. John's Ukrainian Hall, Johnson City, New York. Admission to lectures and flea market only. $1.00 for adults. Total admission including awards and excellent dinner, $6.00. For tickets or further information, write to: STARC, P. O. Box 11, Endicott, N. Y. 13760. Advance ticket sales only by April 16, 1975.

YOU'RE NOT UP-TO-DATE if you're not reading HR REPORT. The most complete, most accurate and most timely source of news ever offered to the amateur. Now mailed weekly — 52 issues per year just $12. HR REPORT, Greenville, N.H. 03048.

THE GREATER BOSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB invites all hams, in or out of town, to their 14th Annual Hamfest. April 27, Wyman Park Sullivan, Indoor, outdoor market. Tickets $1 advanced; $1.50 at gate. Write W A R K. P. O. Box 327, Mattoon, Illinois 61938.

EXCLUSIVELY HAM TELETYPE 21st year. Rate 4¢ a word. Rates: $1.00 for 125 words, $1.50 for 250 words. Send large S.A.S.E. for list to: WSKG, 303-447-8692 (Colorado).

THE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: I have items for sale at hamfest prices for solid state or $149. or 7 holders enhance 140 cards for $3.00.

Plastic Electronics, Inc., 1025 Hanover Street, Boston, MA 02111. For list of items for sale at hamfest prices for solid state or $149. or 7 holders enhance 140 cards for $3.00.

BARGAINS FOR HAMS, W-42-1, 43906. For tickets or further information, write to: STARC, P. O. Box 11, Endicott, N. Y. 13760. Advance ticket sales only by April 16, 1975.

MOULTRY AMATEUR RADIO KLB 14th annual hamfest, April 27, Wyman Park Sullivan, Indoor, outdoor market. Tickets $1 advanced; $1.50 at gate. Write W A R K. P. O. Box 327, Mattoon, Illinois 61938.

THE GREATER BOSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB invites all hams, in or out of town, to their 14th Annual Hamfest. April 27, Wyman Park Sullivan, Indoor, outdoor market. Tickets $1 advanced; $1.50 at gate. Write W A R K. P. O. Box 327, Mattoon, Illinois 61938.

THE GREAT CLEVELAND HAMFEST, sponsored by the Cleveland Amateur Radio Club, is scheduled for 10 a.m. April 19, 1975, at St. John's Ukrainian Hall, Johnson City, New York. Admission to lectures and flea market only. $1.00 for adults. Total admission including awards and excellent dinner, $6.00. For tickets or further information, write to: STARC, P. O. Box 11, Endicott, N. Y. 13760. Advance ticket sales only by April 16, 1975.

YOU'RE NOT UP-TO-DATE if you're not reading HR REPORT. The most complete, most accurate and most timely source of news ever offered to the amateur. Now mailed weekly — 52 issues per year just $12. HR REPORT, Greenville, N.H. 03048.

THE GREAT CLEVELAND HAMFEST, sponsored by the Cleveland Amateur Radio Club, is scheduled for 10 a.m. April 19, 1975, at St. John's Ukrainian Hall, Johnson City, New York. Admission to lectures and flea market only. $1.00 for adults. Total admission including awards and excellent dinner, $6.00. For tickets or further information, write to: STARC, P. O. Box 11, Endicott, N. Y. 13760. Advance ticket sales only by April 16, 1975.

YOU'RE NOT UP-TO-DATE if you're not reading HR REPORT. The most complete, most accurate and most timely source of news ever offered to the amateur. Now mailed weekly — 52 issues per year just $12. HR REPORT, Greenville, N.H. 03048.

THE GREATER BALTIMORE HAMBORRE, Calvert Hall College, Putty Hill and Goucher Boulevard, Towson, Maryland (one mile south of Exit 28 of Beltway Interstate 695), Sunday, April 6, 1975, 9 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Food services, flea market, resinizes. Registration: $2.00. Complete table set-ups indoors. INFO: Joe Loeche, 5400 Roland Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21210 or Brother Gerald Malseed, 8102 La Salle Road, Towson, Maryland 21204. (301-825-4266).

WORLD QSL — See ad this issue.


GUARANTEED & prepaid, TEPABCO, Box 1986, Glattl, Pennsylvania 17066.


WANTED: Vertical and horizontal plug in units for Tektronix 647A or 647A oscilloscope. Preferably 110V, 60Hz. Write or call giving price and cond. Carl Satterwhite, W6FPX, 744 W. Ave. H-6, Lancaster, Calif. 93534.

MIDWEST HAMHEADQUARTERS Makes the 1975 local Hamfest mailings easier. Over 30,000 names. For $45.00. Write M. A. R. K., P. O. Box 1, Bellaire, Ohio 43906.

NEW CATALOG OF TOWERS & ANTENNAS. Electromagnetic Distributors, Inc., 1960 Peck Muskegon, MI 49441 Tel: 616-726-3196 TELEX: 22-8411

UNIVERSAL TOWERS

FREE STANDING ALUMINUM TOWER
10' to 100'
Prices from $110.00 (30')

MOST POPULAR
HAM TOWER
EVER MADE!

REQUEST NEW CATALOG
OF TOWERS & ANTENNAS

Midwest Ham Headquarters

For Over 36 Years
HAMS! Write For Free Catalog and Wholesale Prices!

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
1960 Peck
Muskegon, MI 49441
Tel: 616-726-3196 TELEX: 22-8411

Glade Valley School Radio Session

16th Year — July 26 thru August 8, 1975

Restructuring is coming!
Get that license now!

Let the experienced staff from the Glade Valley School Radio Session help you solve that license problem. Whether you are looking for your General, Advanced or Amateur Extra ticket they will help you in every way with their carefully prepared program to get the license you are looking for.

Have a "Vacation with a Purpose" at this beautiful location in the Blue Ridge Mountains. A highly qualified staff and excellent facilities combine to make license study a pleasant memorable experience.

C. L. PETERS, KD4DJ, Director
P. O. Box 458, Glade Valley, N. C. 28627
Please send me the Booklet and Application Blank for the 1975 Glade Valley School Radio Session

Name ___________________________ Call ___
Address _________________________
City/State/Zip

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
SLEP ELECTRONICS IS NOW SHIPPING DRAKE DRAKE DRAKE, NEW IN FACTORY SEALED CARTONS

R-4C, AMATEUR HF RECEIVER 160-10 METERS $549.00
4-4B, NOISE BLANKER FOR R-4C 65.00
FL-250, IF FILTER 4C 50.00
FL-500, IF FILTER R-4C 50.00
FL-1500, IF FILTER R-4C 50.00
FL-6000, IF FILTER R-4C 50.00
T-4XC, AMATEUR TRANSMITTER 160-10 METERS 582.00
TR-4C, 80-10 METERS AMATEUR TRANSCEIVER 599.95

34PNB, NOISE BLANKER FOR TR-4C 100.00
MMK-3, MOBILE MOUNT FOR TR-4C 7.00
RV-4C, REMOTE VFO FOR TR-22C 110.00
AC-4, POWER SUPPLY 110/220V FOR T-4XC, TR-4C AND ALL EARLY MODELS 120.00
DC-4, 12VDC POWER SUPPLY FOR ALL DRAKE TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, TRANSCEIVERS 135.00

TR-22C, FM TRANSCEIVER 2 METERS 12VDC 12 CHANNEL 312 CHANNEL 2 WATT 2 CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY .52/.52 AND .34/.94. INCLUDES CARRYING CASE, NICADS, MICROPHONE, 12 VDC AND 120 VAC CORDS, 12VDC 110/220V POWER SUPPLY, AND ALL EARLY MODELS 229.95
AA-10, 10 WATT 2-METER AMPLIFIER FOR TR-22C AND RE-22 49.95
AC-10, 120VAC POWER SUPPLY INPUT 13.8 VDC AT 3 AMPS POWERS TR-22/AA-10 44.00
L-4B, LINEAR AMPLIFIER 2KW PEP 1000 WATTS CONTINUOUS AM, CW, OR RTTY CLASS B GROUNDED GRID. TWO 3-500Z BROAD BAND TUNED-INPUT FOR LOW DISTORTION AND HIGH EFFICIENCY COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY AND TUBES 825.00
MS-4, MATCHING SPEAKER FOR ALL RECEIVERS AND TRANSCEIVERS 22.00
W-4, RF WATTMETER 1.8 TO 54MHz 62.00
WV-4, RF WATTMETER 20-200MHz 74.00
7075, DRAKE DESK TOP MICROPHONE HEAVY DUTY CERAMIC, 80-7000CPS ADAPTS TO PUSH TO TALK OR VOX. FOR ALL DRAKE TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, TRANSCEIVERS 39.00
TV-300HP, HIGH PASS FILTER, PROTECTS TV SET FROM AMATEUR TRANSMITTER 6 THRU 160 METERS 6.95
TV-1000LP, RATED 1000 WATTS CONTINUOUS TO 300HZ. 200 WATTS ON 6 METERS. 50-235 CONNECTORS EACH END. PREVENTS TVI FROM AMATEUR AND CB TRANSMITTERS 18.75
MN-2000, ANTEENNA MATCHBOX 2KW, PEP, BUILT-IN WATTMETER AND VSWR, MATCHES 50 OHM OUTPUT WITH VSWR 5:1, SELECT 3 ANTENNAS BY FRONT PANEL SWITCH 200.00
DRAKE MANUALS TR-4C, T-4XC, R-4C, SPR-4, 2C, C-4 4.00
ALL EARLY MODELS 3.00

TOP TRADES GIVEN IF YOU HAVE DRAKE, SWAN, COLLINS, HAMMARLUND, NATIONAL AND SBE. ALSO COMMERCIAL TEST EQUIPMENT BY TEKTRONIX, HP, GR AND MILITARY SURPLUS AVIONIC RADIOS AND TEST EQUIPMENT, MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL RADIO RECEIVERS. CASH SAVING BONUS GIVEN TO CUSTOMERS WITH-OUT A TRADE-IN ON ALL PURCHASES ABOVE $100.00. TELL US YOUR NEEDS, SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK. WRITE OR PHONE BILL SLEP (704) 524-7519.

DUPLExER KITS
PROVEN DESIGN OVER 150 SOLD IN US. CANADA, EUROPE. CONSTRUCTION WELDED ALUMINUM IRIDIUM & SILVER PLATED CAN BE ASSEMBLED & TUNED IN ONE EVENING. NO SPECIAL TOOLS. RECEIVER & TRANSMITTER CAN BE USED FOR TUNE UP.
MOD. 62-1 6 CAVITY 135-165 MHZ POWER 250W ISOLATION GREATER THAN 100dB 600 kHz INSERTION LOSS 9 dB MIN. TEMP STABLE OVER WIDE RANGE $349.00
MOD. 42-1 4 CAVITY SAME AS 6 CAVITY EXCEPT ISOLATION GREATER THAN 80 dB 600 kHz INSERTION LOSS 6 dB MAX $249.00

OTHER KITS SOON TO BE AVAILABLE 146 to 148 MHz band pass filter. $129.50 2304 Interdigital Mixers
144 to 450 MHz 250w tube amp. $130 to 170 MHz notch filter kit
NORTH SHORE RF TECHNOLOGY 9 SOUTH ST SALEM MASS 01970 TEL. (617) 745-4177

LEARN RADIO CODE

THE EASY WAY!

- No Books To Read
- No Visual Gimmicks To Distract You
- Just Listen And Learn

Based on modern psychological techniques-This course will take you beyond 13 w.p.m. in LESS THAN HALF THE TIME!
Available on magnetic tape $9.95 – Cassette, $10.95

EPSILON RECORDS
508 East Washington St., Arcola, Illinois 61910

THE ULTRA-BAL 2000
NOW AN extremely rugged, weather-proof BALUN!
- Full 2KW, 3-30 MHZ, 1:1 or 1:4 ratios
- Special Teflon insulation. May be used with tuned lines and tuners.
- With dipole insulator and hang-up hook.

ONLY $9.95 (dase rate)
At your dealer or order direct
K.E. Electronics
Box 1279, Tustin Calif. 92680

RTTY VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT

VIDITYPE MODEL 872 $550 WRAY FOR BROCURE

ROBERT X. PHILLIPS
18704 GLASTONBURY RD.
DETROIT, MI 48219

4/75

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 110
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — Western New York Hamfest date is Saturday, May 31st, at the Monroe County Fairgrounds. Hotel headquarters is the Rochester Marriott, FCC exams at the Hamfest. Information? Write: WNY Hamfest, Box 1385, Rochester, N. Y. 14603.

QSL'S — BROWNE W3CJT — 3035B Lehigh Valley West, Box 2119-C, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087.

LEARN DESIGN TECHNIQUES. Electronics Monthly Newsletter. Digital, linear construction projects, design theory and design procedures. Sample copy $1.00. Write: Dave West, Box 2119-C, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087.

TELETEYPE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE for beginners and experienced operators. RTTY machines, parts, Valley West, Box 2119-C, Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices. TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

SHOW CREDENTIALS: 432 MHz TRANSMIT CONVERTER, VHF-UHF receive converters. Write for more information. VHF-UHF receive converters. Write for more information. Ramona, California.

TRIPLE MASTS...plus...all covered, air conditioned and ready for TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

TRADE OR SELL: WANTED: Diagrams or manuals for Supreme 504B set/tube tester, WAZSDO, 1515 Walnut St., Vicksburg, Miss. 39180.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.

TRAVEL-PAK QSL KIT — Send call and voices.
OUR DATA/APPLICATION SHEET ENCLOSED WITH EACH TYPE SHIPPED
EVERY UNIT 100%, PARAMETER AND FUNCTION TESTED TO OUR GUARANTEED LIMITS ON THE SAME FAIRCHILD COMPUTER-TYPE HIGH-SPEED TESTER USED BY MAJOR SEMI COMPANIES.

APRIL-MAY SPECIAL
N8038 VCO
Triangle Sine Square
Wave Function Generator
3 for $9.95

RADIO TRANSMITTER ON A CHIP!
• OSCILLATOR
• BUFFER
• CONTROLLED POWER OUTPUT STAGE
NA2000 100MW AM on 10 Meters
9.95
NA2001 250MW AM on 10 Meters
14.95
in stud mount package
Both types usable at reduced output at 6 Meters and above. Requires external crystal and 2 tuned circuits. With Data/applications.

TERMS:
Prepaid U.S. orders over $10.00, we pay shipping.
Prepaid U.S. orders under $10.00, add $1.00 plus postage.
COD U.S. orders over $10.00, add $1.50 chg.
COD U.S. orders under $10.00, add $1.00 plus postage.
No Foreign COD orders.
California residents add 6% sales tax.
Confused? Please read again before ordering.

NASEM, Box AI, Cupertino, Ca. 95014

NEW!
450 MHz CONVERTER KIT FOR HAM OR COM'L.
BANDS, $20 LESS XTAL(S).
• PREAMP FOR 432-450-470 MHz, ETC., KIT $15/WIRED $25.
• VHF PREAMP KITS $5, WIRED $10 — FREQ. FROM 20 TO 230 MHz.
• LED SCANNER KITS $10.
• VHF RECEIVER & CONVERTER KITS.
• CLUB & DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
--- SEND SASE FOR LITERATURE ---
HAMTRONICS, INC.
182 BELMONT RD., ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14612

LOGIC NEWSLETTER
LOGIC MICRO/MINI-COMPUTER NEWS
SAMPLE COPY $1.00
LOGIC NEWSLETTER
POB 252
WALDWICK, N.J. 07463

RTTY
• Phase-lock loop RTTY PC boards
• CMOS RTTY regenerator PC boards
• Phase-coherent afsk PC boards
AOK for Oscar 7 send S.A.S.E.
DIGICOM
Suite 900 185 Devonshire St. Boston, MA 02110

CASH FOR 2-WAY FM RADIO
MOTOROLA, GE, RCA, ETC. EQUIPMENT
MOBILES, BASES, PORTABLES, MOBILE TELEPHONES, REPEATERS, REMOTE CONTROLS, TONE EQUIPMENT
— 2-WAY TEST EQUIPMENT —
— Operational Units Only) —
Complexions / Finders Fees •
CAL-COM SYSTEMS, INC.
701-51A KINGS ROW, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
Telephone 24 Hours 408/998-4444

CASHARONIE
Money! You can get top dollars now for U.S. surplus electronics, particularly Collins. Write or call now for your bigger than ever quote.
Space Electronics Corp., 76 Brookside Ave., Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 (201) 327-7640.

RMS CORPORATION
THE ELECTRONIC STORE
675A GREAT ROAD (ROUTE 119)
LITTLETON, MASS. (617) 486-4973
ICOM
MATIC-KEYERS
HUSTLER
VHF ENG. KITS
VENUS SSV
LARGE INV. COMPONENTS
USED EQUIP.
1-495 to Rte. 119 Groton Exit 19
2 miles on Right
FLEA MARKET
FLEA MARKET
MAY 17 SEPT. 20
9 A.M. - 5 P.M. 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
$3.00 PER SELLER FREE TO BUYERS

LOGIC NEWSLETTER
LOGIC MICRO/MINI-COMPUTER NEWS
SAMPLE COPY $1.00
LOGIC NEWSLETTER
POB 252
WALDWICK, N.J. 07463

RING-A-ROONY
Log! You can get top dollars now for U.S. surplus electronics, particularly Collins. Write or call now for your bigger than ever quote.
Space Electronics Corp., 76 Brookside Ave., Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 (201) 327-7640.
MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more range with no noise. Available most engines in assembled or kit forms, plus many other suppression accessories. Free literature. Estes Engineering, 543-H West 184th, Gardena, California 90248.

RADIO LICENSE — Exact reproduction, including signature. Engraved in solid brass. Send GOOD Xerox copy, with $5.00, to Metal Art Graphics, 1136 Potomac Ave, Hagerstown, Md. 21740. Md. residents please include state sales tax.

CLEGG, SWAN, CUSHCRAFT at prices I dare not publish. Call or write W0NGS, Bob Smith Electronics, 1226 9th Ave. North, Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501. (515) 576-3886.

COMING TO FLORIDA? Use our Club station or your own rig and our all-band antennas to work DX or your home town. All bands welcome. Details — H. E. Saxon, W4QED, c/o Spanish River Inn, Delray Beach, Fla. 33444.

QSLS. SECOND TO NONE. Same day service. Samples airmailed 25¢. Include your call for free decal. Ray, K7HRL, Box 331, Clearfield, Utah 84015.

NORTHEAST PENNSYLVANIA SWAPFEST, May 3. Crawford County Fairgrounds, Meadville. Flea market begins 10 a.m. Free admission, hourly door prizes, refreshments available. Indoors if rain. Tailgate sale 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 21st. Map and details, RAE, Box 844, Erie, Pa. 16512.


DO-IT- URSELF EXPEDITION — Stay at ZF1SB — Cayman Is. Vertical antenna and Caribbean at your doorstep. Diving/boating if band folds. Send Spanish Bay Reef Resort, Box 800K, Grand Cayman, B. W. I.

EMPIRE DEVICES/SINGER NF-105 noise and field strength meter with TA, T2, and T3 tuning units with most accessories. Good condition. $850. James Walter, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, Ca. 94806.

LIONEL TRAINS WANTED. Looking for several different sets, some old, some newer. If you have any trains packed away and not in use I would like a chance to write them. Will pay commission but 10% fee on auctioned items. Ad. Saxon $2.00. Zoo, boating, children's farm, art and science museums adjacent. Field Day goodies galore. Box 1032, Flushing, 11352.

DO-IT-URSELF EXPEDITION — Stay at ZF1SB — Cayman Is. Vertical antenna and Caribbean at your doorstep. Diving/boating if band folds. Send Spanish Bay Reef Resort, Box 800K, Grand Cayman, B. W. I.

WANTED: HALLICRAFTERS T-54, early 7-inch TV receiver in metal cabinet with pushbutton tuning. Any condition, including parts only. Also manufacturer's service manual (not Photofact). Please write: Earl Sarver, 6011 N. River Rd., Waterville, Ohio 43566.

WHITNEY FEED. 11th annual will be held at La Mesa, NM near Las Cruces on Tuesday, April 26 through Sunday, 27th. Sponsored by Mesilla Valley Radio Club with "Whitney" as chef. Swapfest, food, prizes, free camper parking on grounds Sat., night. Adults $3.50, kids $1.50. For further info contact K5HZH, 1020 Circle Drive, Las Cruces, NM 88001.

ZERO DISTRICT QSO PARTY, April 19 - April 21. Sponsored by TRA ARC of Iowa State University at Ames. For information, rules write WA9MRH, 14519 Lake St. Extension, Minnetonka, MN 55343 or TRA ARC, WA9TTK, Wilson Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50010.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 35¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.

More Details? CHECK--OFF Page 110

Radio Amateurs Reference Library of Maps and Atlas

WORLD PREFIX MAP — Full color, 40" x 28", shows prefixes on each country. DX zones, time zones, cities, cross referenced tables. $1.25


$1.25

WORLD ATLAS — Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with worldwide information — includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica — a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages, size 8½" x 12".

$2.50

Complete reference library of maps — set of 4 as listed above.

$3.75

See your favorite dealer or order direct.

Mail orders please include 50¢ per order for postage and handling.

Radio Amateur Callbook, Inc. Dept. E 925 Sherwood Drive Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044
A COMPLETELY NEW ANTENNA

Here is an ultra compact beam antenna which can be tuned to any frequency between 7.0 and 14.5 MHz. Weighing only 18 lbs. this antenna may not outperform a full sized beam but it sure will give you your share of DX and state-side contacts. Will handle 1 KW over a 100 kHz bandwidth.

- Fully weather proof
- Hi-Q, attenuates harmonics
- Mounts easily on TV mastng
- Comes assembled & tested

LITTLE GIANT MODEL 100X1000-40
$149.50

Other models available for 10, 15 & 20 meters

Add $3 trans.

Little Giant Antenna Labs, Box 245, Vaughnsville, Ohio 45893
Subsidiary "Apollo Products" Village-Twig Co.
419-646-3495

GROTH-Type
COUNTS & DISPLAYS YOUR TURNS

- 99.99 Turns
- One Hole Panel Mount
- Handy Logging Area
- Spinner Handle Available

Case: 2x4"; shaft ½"x3"
Model TC2: Skirt 2½"; Knob 1½"
Model TC3: Skirt 3"; Knob 2½"

R. H. BAUMAN SALES
P.O. Box 122, Itasca, Ill. 60143

ARR-52 VHF RECEIVER


$19.95 OVER 100 SOLD POSTPAID

Electronic Equipment Bank, Inc.
516 Mill Street, N.E. Vienna, Virginia 22180
(703) 938-3350

QUALITY, VALUE, INTEGRITY, VARIETY AND FAST PPD. DELIVERY.

WANT SOME? Try TRI-TEK

10¢ Stamp For Latest Flyers Full of New and Surplus Electronics Bargains.

Tri-Tek, Inc. Box 14206, Phoenix, Az. 85063
Store Location: 6522 N. 43rd Ave., Glendale, Az.

Craig radio
P. O. Box 615
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

IC-230 Icom $489.00
Phone (207) 439-0474
(603) 436-9062

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

Available for any amateur project appearing with artwork in any amateur periodical. Write for complete details and prices.

D. L. “Mac” McClaren, WBURX
Printed Circuit Service for the Amateur
19721 Maplewood Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
216-267-3263

WORLD QSL BUREAU
THE ONLY QSL BUREAU to handle all of your QSLs to anywhere; next door, the next state, the next country, the whole world. Just bundle them up (please arrange alphabetically) and send them to us with payment of 6¢ each.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

VHF/UHF CONVERTERS PREAMPS

Ten meters through 432 MHz. A post card will bring our full 1974 Catalog.

JANEL laboratories
BOX 112, SUCCASUNNA, NJ 07876
Telephone: 201 584 6521

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
March 1968 (first issue)
FEATURING: 5-band SSB exciter, IC-regulated power supply, Remotely-tuned 10-meter beam, Transistor curve tracer, Double-balanced mixers.

May 1969

August 1969
FEATURING: Homebrew Parabolic Reflector, Solid-state Q-Ster, Frequency calibrator with mos IC's, New multiband quad antenna, Troubleshooting with a scope.

September 1969
FEATURING: FM techniques and practices, IC power supplies, 1296-MHz varactor tripler, Tunable bandpass filters, Amateur microwave standards.

October 1969
FEATURING: Hot Carrier Diodes, Low-cost linear IC's, Diversity antennas, solid-state 432-MHz exciters, Tropospheric-duct communications.

November 1969
FEATURING: Op Amps... theory, selection & application, WWV receiver, Multiband antenna, Electronic key, Six-meter collinear.

June 1971
FEATURING: A practical approach to 432-MHz SSB, FM agc systems, Practical IC's, Low-noise 1296-MHz preamp.

June 1972
FEATURING: 5 Band solid-state communications receiver, FM repeater control, SSTV synch generator, microwave experimenting.

August 1972
FEATURING: Frequency synthesizer for Drake R4, 2304 MHz preamp, audio filters, RTTY Monitor scope, mobile touch-tone.

October 1972
FEATURING: 4 channel spectrum analyzer, HF frequency synthesizer, all-band dipole, 160 meter vertical, multi-function IC's.

December 1972
FEATURING: Satellite communications, UHF swr bridge, RTTY monitor, receiver, FM channel elements, helical mobile antenna.

January 1973
FEATURING: Matching networks, digital readout VFO, fm repeater recoder, six-meter preamp, tunable phase locked loop.

February 1973
FEATURING: Communications receiver design, rf speech clipper, fm receiver scanner, Plessey SL600 integrated circuits, solid-state noise blanker.

March 1973

June 1973
FEATURING: Digital RTTY auto-start, fm repeater installation, micropower receiver, broadband amplifiers, logic oscillators.

July 1973
FEATURING: SSTV test generator, carrier operated relay, VHF receiver, two-meter frequency synthesizer, antenna matching.

HAM RADIO BINDERS
Collector's items deserve the best protection you can give them, and we know of no better than our handsome Ham Radio Binders. Bound in washable buckram and supplied with year labels to identify each volume. Each binder holds 12 issues.

$5.00 each 3 for $13.50

HAM RADIO BOUND VOLUMES
Here is a handsome addition to your library. Twelve issues (a full year) of Ham Radio bound into a rugged, good looking, hard cover book. Certainly the most deluxe way to collect Ham Radio and perhaps the only way to acquire some out of print back issues. Years 1971, 1972, 1973 and 1974 available.

$14.95 each

There's no place like a good collection of Ham Radio back issues to find answers you're looking for. Go over the list above and find the ones you need.

Enclosed is for the items I have checked.

GREENVILLE, NH 03048

Name ________________________________ Call ________________________________

Address _____________________________________________

City ________________________________ Zip ________________________________

State ________________________________

March 1968 (first issue)  □
May 1969   □  October 1972  □
August 1969 □  December 1972 □
September 1969 □  January 1973 □
October 1969 □  February 1973 □
November 1969 □  March 1973 □
June 1971 □  June 1973 □
June 1972 □  July 1973 □
August 1972 □

Just $1.00 each ppd.

□ Binders $5.00 each 3 for $13.50

□ Bound Volumes $14.95 Specify year(s)

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
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The HAL ID-1A repeater identifier was designed and engineered for commercial service, in compliance with FCC identification requirements. But its price is so attractive that radio amateurs interested in FM are buying it, too.

The heart of any repeater identifier is its Read-Only-Memory. And inside the HAL ID-1A is a unique ROM — one you can easily reprogram yourself, should you need to change the call sign. The ID-1A's ROM capacity holds 39 dots, dashes and spaces — enough for "DE" plus the call sign. But there's a lot more inside the ID-1A than that. TTL IC's are used for high noise and temperature immunity. Accurate timing is assured from the 60 Hz VAC line source, or an internal oscillator when the unit is operating on 12 VDC. And there's a wide selection of ID time intervals available to you (the factory-assembled set is programmed for 3, 6, 12 or 24-minute ID intervals). Code speed is adjustable. The keyed audio oscillator includes volume and tone controls, with a low-impedance output for driving the transmitter microphone line and a 2" monitor speaker. And there's a rugged transistor switch to actuate the transmitter keying relay or other controller.

The HAL ID-1A is available factory assembled for $115 or as an assembled board/kit, including all parts external to the board except the cabinet for $75. Look into it. Better yet, order yours today.

HAL Communications Corp.
Box 365, Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone: (217) 367-7373

Enclosed is $____ (Assembled)
$____ (PC Board/Parts)

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________

Charge Master Charge # __________
Charge BankAmericard # __________
M/C Interbank # ________________

Exp. Date __________

Please send me the HAL catalog.

Add $3 for air shipment.
Illinois res. add 5% sales tax.

Want perfect CW? The HAL 2550/ID Keyer and FYO Key puts it altogether.

Send great CW effortlessly with the new HAL 2550/ID—FYO Key combination. The 2550/ID Keyer features a triggered clock pulse generator, sidetone monitor, iambic keying and a dot memory. The ID option includes a plug-in ROM that gives you two sections, each having up to 62 dots, dashes and spaces for tailor-made call-up/identification. And you can buy extra ROMs for field day, traffic operations, or just about any special call/ID you'll ever need. The 2550/ID operates on 115 VAC or 12 VDC with grid block or cathode keyed transmitters. Add the super-sensitive FYO key and you'll have one of the best fists on the air!

HAL Communications Corp.
Box 365H, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
Telephone (217) 367-7373.

Enclosed is: $153.00 (2550/ID Keyer & FYO Key)
$125.00 (2550/ID Keyer)

Please code ROM ID as follows:
Please code additional ROM IDs as follows:

$____ (Add'l ROMS @ $10.00)
$105.00 (2550 Keyer) $32.00 (FYO Key)

Exp. Date __________ BankAmericard # __________

Please send me the HAL catalog.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________

Charge Master Charge # __________
Charge BankAmericard # __________
M/C Interbank # ________________

Exp. Date __________

Please send me the HAL catalog.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________

Add $3 for air shipment.
Illinois res. add 5% sales tax.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 110
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**Antennas**

- TA-33, TA-36, TH6-DXX, etc.
- Savory DGA-2M, 2 meter collinear $29.95
- Trump DGA-2M $14.95
- HyGain 1/4 wave 2M grnd plate for fixed station $13.00
- Hustler 4 BTV Vertical Antenna $79.95
- HyGain 18-100 m. vertical $33.00
- HyGain BNB6 Deluxe Balun $15.95
- HyGain 18 AV/BV 10-80 meters vertical $97.00
- Newtronics CD-14 5.2 dB gain, Trunk lip mount $39.95
- Gold Line Single Pole, 5 position coaxial switch, wall bracket or panel mount, 1 KW AM $17.95
- Times Wire & Cable, T-4, 9G-8 foam $28/ft.

**Bird**

We are official distributors for all Bird products.

Bird Model 43 Wattmeters with either N or SO239 connectors.

- 2 to 30 MHz Slugs, Specify power. $100.00
- Most VHF Slugs. Specify Power & Freq. $32.00
- Slugs subject to factory availability.

**C.D. Ham II Rotator**

New Improved $139.95

CD-44 All rotators with control box 8 conductor cable for HAM II or CD-44 16/ft. $99.95

**IC-230**

- 162+ channels, simplex or offset (600) for repeaters
- All modular construction
- Super hot MOSFET/helical coil 4V rcr
- AVAILABLE $149.00

**Drake**

- Official factory distributor
  - Drake T-4XC $580.00
  - Drake R-4C Receiver $549.00
  - FL-1500, 1500 Hz filter for R-4C $65.00
  - 4-NB Noise blanker for R-4C $65.00
  - TR-22C Transceiver $229.95
  - Drake AA-10 TR-22C Amp. $49.95
  - Drake TR-4C Transceiver $599.95
  - Drake AC-4 Power Supply $120.00
  - Drake WW-4 Wattmeter $62.00
  - Drake WW-4 Wattmeter $74.00

**Specials from Barry**

Collins Model 180S-1 Kilowatt Antenna Tuner.
- Impedance 100 ohms to 500, 300-30 MHz w/vac variable, reg. price $750.00 Sale $295.00
- Sierra Average Reading Termination Wattmeter, modified for DGA-2M, 100 watts, 50oh $125.00
- Astatic D-104 Mike new $26.10
- Astatic UG-8 Stand for D-104 new $19.95
- Antenna 531 Center High Impedance communications Mike with switch new $10.50
- Signal/One CX-7A with 400 Hz & 1200 Hz filters Sale $85.00
- B & W 3344A Dummy Load-Wattmeter 0-300MHz $20, 10-100, 300, 1000 watts $149.95
- B & W 374 Dummy Load-Wattmeter 0-300MHz, 500-20-18, 300, 1500 watts $175.00
- Leader - LDM 815 Grid Dip Meter, portable, transistorized, bat. operated 1.5-250 MHz $99.95

**Sockets for 500, 1100, 1200, 1800, 2200, 2800 $3.95
- Jackson Bros. var. cap. for VHF 7/9/35, $3.95
- Pwr. Transistor T-45 15 VAC or 12 vdc transistor drive, 530 vct @ 10ma $4.95
- Transistor driver transformer for above $2.95
- MC Jan 575 SWR Match/Crosstransistors use 200 micro amp meter. New value $100 - $24.95**

---

**BARRY **

512 Broadway, NY, 10012

**ELECTRONICS**

DEPT. H-4

212-WA-5-7000

TELEX 12-7670

---

**NPC POWER SUPPLIES**

115VAC Input - 12VDC 4 amps $29.95
Same as above but regulated $47.95
Model 108R — 115VAC/13.6VDC 8 amps continuous 12 amps surge. Regulated $69.95

---

**BARRY BUYS USED TUBES**

Send Your List. Tube Headquarters. Diversified Stock. Heavy Inventory of Eimac tubes, chimes, sockets, etc. 3-500Z or 3-400Z Specify $50.00
720-B $22.50
Tubes for worldwide and domestic, commercial service.
still too good to be true.. KENWOOD

Month after month after month Kenwood is proving to be an ever greater value. With thousands of units now on the air all over the world, the famous Kenwood quality and value speak for themselves. Now, when you have to spend even more wisely, is the time to look at Kenwood value.

TS-520

"It's the trend setter... the hottest little rig on the air." You have heard the TS-520's on every band. It's Kenwood's go every place... do everything transceiver. You can afford its low, low price and you will be glad and proud to own it. SSB and CW on 80 through 10 meters, built-in AC and 12VDC power supply, VOX, RIT, noise blanker and all the other features you want. The price... $629.00.

TS-900

Kenwood's superb solid state SSB transceiver

Consider the top of the line TS-900... the ultimate transceiver... a joy of beautiful styling and superb performance. The price... $795.00. The PS-900 (AC supply) $120.00. the DS-900 $140.00.

See the Kenwood line at the following dealers:

- ALASKA / Service Electric Co., Inc., Ketchikan
- ARIZONA / Orbit Electronics, Tucson
- CALIFORNIA / Communications Headquarters, San Diego
- Colorado / Radio Communication, Arvada
- FLORIDA / Amateur Radio Company, Orlando
- Georgia / Hamtronics, Dunwoody
- ILLINOIS / Kriese Radio, Chicago
- INDIANA / Herrman Electronics, Kokomo
- IOWA / DRS & Communications, Des Moines
- KANSAS / Johnson & Company, Topeka
- MICHIGAN / Dixie Electronic Supply, Detroit
- MISSOURI / Hamtronics, Kansas City
- MONTANA / Radio Supply, Butte
- NEW MEXICO / Acme Radio, Albuquerque
- NEW YORK / Adirondack Radio, Amsterdam
- NORTH CAROLINA / Freck Radio & Supply Co., Asheville
- OHIO / Amateur Electronic Supply, Cleveland
- PENNSYLVANIA / Souderton Electronics
- SOUTH CAROLINA / Accurate, Inc., Greenville
- SOUTH DAKOTA / Burghardt Amateur Center, Watertown
- TEXAS / Detroit Electronics, Corpus Christi
- WISCONSIN / Amateur Radio Supply Company, Appleton
- WEST VIRGINIA / New England Radio, Bridgeport
- WASHINGTON / Amateur Radio Supply Company, Seattle
- WISCONSIN / Amateur Electronic Supply, Milwaukee
- PUERTO RICO / West Indies Sales, San Juan

Prices subject to change without notice.
Here's EIMAC's family of zero-bias hi-mu triodes

Tube types: 8873, 8877, 3-500Z, 3-400Z, 3-1000Z

Here's our competitors' family......